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A Longitudinal Analysis of the Effects of News Media Messages on Health
Behaviors
Abstract
Two primary research hypotheses were tested concerning aggregate effects of news media on
aggregated health behaviors over time for four health behaviors: marijuana use, seatbelt use, beef
consumption, fruit consumption. Several measures of seatbelt use and fruit consumption were used. The
first primary hypothesis sought to establish any evidence of news media impact on behavior, and tested
for effects using two different operationalizations of media coverage. The first operationalization
distinguished between PRO and CON coverage. PRO coverage consisted of stories emphasizing positive
aspects of performing the healthy behavior, while CON coverage consisted of stories emphasizing
negative aspects of performing the healthy behavior. The second operationalization measured any media
stories containing references to performing the behavior (the general behavioral media measure, or GBM).
The second hypothesis proposed that media messages emphasizing the positive (PRO) and negative
(CON) aspects of performing the healthy behavior would be more strongly associated with behavior
change than would the more general behavioral media coverage measure (GBM) (Hypothesis 2A). It was
further proposed that if there were very low levels of CON media, the PRO measure should still offer
greater prediction than the general measure (Hypothesis 2B). Two methods, distributed lagged regression
analysis and ideodynamic models, were used to test hypotheses. iii In sum, there was substantial support
for Research Hypothesis 1, that trends in media coverage could explain a significant portion of the
variation in trends in behavioral outcomes. Considering any measure of media coverage, any measure of
behavior, and any method of analysis, there was at least one significant media/behavior association for
each behavior. The conviction with which claims of causal inference could be made was varied. There
was less convincing evidence supporting the second set of research hypotheses, that PRO/CON (or PRO
only in the absence of CON) coverage would better predict behavior change than the GBM measure.
These hypotheses could only be considered if there was any evidence of an association between media
coverage and the behavioral measure. Of the five significant media/behavior relationships, four of them
provided support (in varying degrees) for the superiority of the more refined media measure(s).
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ABSTRACT
A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF NEWS MEDIA MESSAGES ON
HEALTH BEHAVIORS
Jo Stryker
Robert Homik
Two primary research hypotheses were tested concerning aggregate effects of
news media on aggregated health behaviors over time for four health behaviors:
marijuana use, seatbelt use, beef consumption, fruit consumption. Several measures of
seatbelt use and fruit consumption were used. The first primary hypothesis sought to
establish any evidence of news media impact on behavior, and tested for effects using
two different operationalizations of media coverage. The first operationalization
distinguished between PRO and CON coverage. PRO coverage consisted of stories
emphasizing positive aspects of performing the healthy behavior, while CON coverage
consisted of stories emphasizing negative aspects of performing the healthy behavior.
The second operationalization measured any media stories containing references to
performing the behavior (the general behavioral media measure, or GBM). The second
hypothesis proposed that media messages emphasizing the positive (PRO) and negative
(CON) aspects of performing the healthy behavior would be more strongly associated
with behavior change than would the more general behavioral media coverage measure
(GBM) (Hypothesis 2A). It was further proposed that if there were very low levels of
CON media, the PRO measure should still offer greater prediction than the general
measure (Hypothesis 2B). Two methods, distributed lagged regression analysis and
ideodynamic models, were used to test hypotheses.
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In sum, there was substantial support for Research Hypothesis 1, that trends in
media coverage could explain a significant portion of the variation in trends in
behavioral outcomes. Considering any measure of media coverage, any measure of
behavior, and any method of analysis, there was at least one significant media/behavior
association for each behavior. The conviction with which claims of causal inference
could be made was varied.
There was less convincing evidence supporting the second set of research
hypotheses, that PRO/CON (or PRO only in the absence of CON) coverage would better
predict behavior change than the GBM measure. These hypotheses could only be
considered if there was any evidence of an association between media coverage and the
behavioral measure. Of the five significant media/behavior relationships, four of them
provided support (in varying degrees) for the superiority of the more refined media
measure(s).
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Chapter 1:

Introduction: the importance of understanding news media
effects on health behavior

Providing evidence of the mass media's ability to influence health behaviors has
been fraught with both theoretical and methodological challenges, yielding results that
even the most optimistic researchers could only call inconclusive. The path from media
message to individual behavior change is a complex one, and is contingent upon many
mediating factors. McGuire's (1989) well-known communication/persuasion matrix
suggests 12 response steps linking a media message to behavior change. A similar but
simpler hierarchy posits that for individual behavior change to occur audiences must 1)
be exposed to the message; 2) be aware of the message; 3) be informed by the message;
4) be persuaded by the message 5) express intent to change behavior; 6) actually change
behavior; and 7) maintain that behavior change (Backer, Rogers, & Sopory, 1992).
Given the complexity of the path from media message to behavior change, it is
not surprising that it has been extraordinarily difficult to prove a causal relationship
between the mass media and health behavior change (Homik, 1996; McGuire, 1986).
The bulk of this research, in die domain of planned campaigns, has been inconclusive.
Some of the largest community trials, such as the Stanford Five-City Project (Flora et aL,
1989; Schooler & Flora, 1997), the COMMIT anti-smoking campaign (COMMIT, 1995),
and the Minnesota Heart Health Program (Luepker et aL, 1994) were unable to find
evidence that their primary behavioral objectives were affected. At the same timp, there
has been evidence of substantial behavior change occurring concurrently with the
operation of less rigidly controlled health interventions. For example, behavior changes
have been found during intervention programs such as the wearing of condoms in the
1
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Netherlands (de Vroome et aL, 1990) and in Switzerland (Dubois-Arber et aL, 1997), the
drop in stroke related deaths during the National High Blood Pressure Education
Program (Roccella et aL, 1993), and the decline in cigarette smoking during public anti
smoking campaigns (Warner, 1977). However, the combination of media and social
influences, die messy nature of interventions, and the lack of control groups made it
difficult to attribute effects directly to the media (Homik, 19%).
Three mam classes of explanations have been introduced to explain the elusive
nature of campaign effects: 1) faulty message design; 2) inadequate exposure; and 3)
improper measurement/ and or analysis models in the evaluation stage. These
weaknesses of campaign studies have hindered our ability to make definitive claims of
media impact, either that mass mediated messages can cause us to perform healthy
behaviors, or that it can make us engage in behaviors that might have adverse health
consequences. This study seeks to offer affirmative support for the fundamental claim
that the mass media can produce health behavior change. To solve the problems of
inadequate exposure and improper measurement/and or analysis models that have
plagued campaigns, this study uses news media messages as a measure of media
exposure. While purposive mass mediated health interventions have typically suffered
the fate of insufficient exposure, there has been an explosion of attention to health issues
in the news media (de Semir, 19%), making both the absolute quantity and duration of
exposure to news messages generally greater than for campaigns.
The news media are an important source of health information in our society,
acting as an informant to the general public (Meissner, Potosky, & Convissor, 1992), to
physicians and other health-care workers (Ward, Morrison, & Schreiber, 1982; Guttman,

2
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1977; O'Keefe, 1970), to policy-makers responsible for passing laws and allocating
funding for health (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1998), and to entertainment producers in
search of story ideas (Montgomery, 1990). Given the wide berth of influence of the news
media, an examination of its messages represents not only its direct effects on
individuals, but also its indirect effects via other sources in the sodo-cultural
environment
Testing media effects on health using news messages offers certain advantages
over planned campaigns. It can reduce the possibility that an observed lack of
association is due to insufficient exposure, and can also allow for models of behavior
change that occur gradually over time. Indeed, some media scholars have proposed that
the most promising route to uncovering media effects is by creating study designs that
cure sensitive to capturing both cumulative and long-term effects (McLeod & Reeves,
1980; McLeod, Kosicki, & Pan, 1991).
This research examines longitudinal effects of news media messages on
aggregate health behaviors. It seeks to expand a somewhat limited area of research.
Few studies have attempted to apply time-series techniques to study news media impact
on health-related outcomes (Corbett & Mori, 1999; Gonzenbach, 1996; Fan, 1996a; Hertog
& Fan, 1994; Rogers, Dearing & Chang, 1991) or actual health behaviors (Yanovitzky &
Stryker, 2001; Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Yanovitzky, 2000; Southwell et aL, 2000; Lazili,
1998; Fan & Holway, 1994). There are two main hypotheses tested in this research. The
first is an "effects" hypothesis, testing for the presence of media effects on health
behaviors. The second is an "exposure hypothesis," testing the necessity of
distinguishing between message content (operationalized as news coverage of positive

3
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and negative aspects of die behavior) and sheer quantity of exposure. The same methods
and techniques were used to study news media effects on four different health
behaviors.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review identifying important factors influencing
the relationship between media messages and health behavior change. First, it reviews
methodological concerns, including models of measurement and evaluation, to offer
support for using aggregated news messages to study effects on aggregated health
behavior over time. Second, it will briefly review select theories of behavior change to
suggest possible pathways through which media can influence behavior. Third, it will
provide the rationale for studying news effects on health behaviors. Finally, it will
review evidence of the media's impact on health behaviors and beliefs.
Chapter 3 details the hypotheses, methods, measures, and logic of the
presentation of results used to test media effects on health behaviors. The primary
research hypotheses tested in this research are the following:
HI: Trends in news media coverage of a preventive health behavior can explain a
significant portion of the variation in trends in the behavior itself.
H2A: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures will produce a greater association between media and behavior than simple
frequency counts.
H2B: In the absence of CON information, the PRO measures w ill produce a greater
association between media and behavior than simple frequency counts.

Each chapter also introduced at least one "third" variable that might elucidate potential
mechanisms of media effects on the behavior in question. The primary methods for
testing hypotheses were distributed lagged regression and the ideodynamic model.
4
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Media coverage was estimated using automated content analyses of stories appearing in
the Associated Press.
Chapters 4 through 7 test the primary hypotheses for four distinct health
behaviors. Each chapter also tests additional behavior-specific hypotheses that might
elaborate potential mechanisms of effects. The four health behaviors are abstinence
from marijuana use (Chapter 4), seatbelt use (Chapter 5), beef consumption (Chapter 6),
and fruit consumption (Chapter 7).
Chapter 8 summarizes the main findings of this research. It discusses the major
threats to causal inference and the limitations of the research. The chapter concludes
with theoretical and methodological implications and contributions made to the field.

5
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Chapter 2:

Literature Review

There are many important considerations when conducting aggregate
longitudinal mass media effects research. First, the literature review will address
methodological concerns including models of measurement and evaluation to offer
support for using aggregated news messages to study media effects on aggregated
health behaviors over time. Second, it will briefly review select theories of behavior
change to suggest possible pathways through which media can influence behavior.
Ultimately, the research proposed here cannot always illuminate these pathways, but it
is important nonetheless to describe potential mechanisms of effect Third, it will
provide the rationale for using news messages to study health behavior, and will
introduce media advocacy strategies useful for shaping the quantity and content of news
messages. Finally, it will review evidence of the media's impact on health beliefs and
behaviors that have been studied using methodologies similar to those used for this
research, particularly the work of David Fan.
Methodological Concerns
The notion that the mass media can have immediate, powerful, and direct effects
on individuals has been largely abandoned since the 1940s (Wartella and Middlestadt,
1991). The shift from the hypodermic model of media effects resulted from two voting
studies that found interpersonal factors were more persuasive than the mass media for
affecting voting (Wartella and Middlestadt, 1991). Research on agenda setting
(McCombs & Shaw, 1972), cultivation analysis (Gerbner et aL, 1994), the knowledge gap
(Tichenor et aL, 1970), and the spiral of silence (Noelle-Neuman, 1991) are all examples
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of how media effects can be detected given more complex hypotheses and research
designs.
The fact that media effects have been found when applying theoretically based
models of impact illustrates the importance of a careful eye to methodological detail.
These concerns are not specific to the domain of health, but are applicable to all media
effects research. McLeod et al. (McLeod & Reeves, 1980; McLeod, Kosicki, & Pan, 1991)
offer a nice summary of methodological concerns of media effects. The authors propose
seven dimensions that might be used to conceptualize media effects, six of which are
relevant to the research proposed here: 1) bivariate vs. multivariate1; 2) micro vs. macro;
3) alteration vs. stabilization; 4) cumulative vs. norv-cumulative; 5) long-term vs. short
term; and 6) attitudinal vs. cognitive vs. behavioral.2 Each dimension will be considered
below. However, these dimensions are used as catalysts for discussion only, hence the
details of the authors' arguments are not necessarily consistent with those presented
here.
First, it is important to understand the simple bivariate relationship between
media messages and outcomes. Once this bivariate relationship is determined, it is
advantageous to explore third variables that can influence this relationship. These
variables can affect the media/outcome relationship before, during, or after the
exposure process. For example, a third variable might affect who is exposed and

1 McLeod e t aL refer to this dim ension as direct vs. conditional. H ow ever, their use of the term
"conditional'' includes any w ay in w hich a th ird variable can be related to exposure and outcom es, w hich
could be confused w ith the m ore common use of the term to m ean a n interaction effect only.
2 The oth er dim ension, content-specific vs. diffuse-general, refers to th e distinction betw een effects of m edia
content vs. effects of the act o f m edia consum ption (e.g. displacem ent o f tim e), an d is not relevant for this
review .
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subsequently affected by media messages. It might determine who is affected by the
exposure. It may also be independently related both to exposure and die outcome,
thereby distorting the observed relationship between media messages and the outcome.
There are many factors that might mediate die relationship between the mass
media and health behaviors, potentially affecting the size and direction of influence.
Such factors can be categorized as elements of: 1) the messages, 2) exposure; and 3) the
behaviors. Important to all three categories of mediating factors and to the overall
media/behavior relationship are characteristics of receivers that might produce
conditional media effects on behavior (McGuire, 1989), such as demographic variables
like age, gender and ethnicity (ci. Atkin, 1981); lifestyle characteristics (ci. McGuire,
1989); stage of readiness to adopt a behavior (ci. DiQemente, 1991); and psychographic
variables, such as sensation-seeking (ci. Donohew, Lorch, & Palmgreen, 1994). The
extent to which mediating influences could be tested in this research was limited. It is
helpful nonetheless to summarize the three main "third variable" factors, classified here
as "message," "exposure," and "behavior" variables. Any of these factors could be
serving to conceal, distort, reduce, or magnify longitudinal news media effects on health
behaviors.
There are many different mediating elements of message design, including both
source variables and message factors. Source variables are comprised of all of the
characteristics of the communicator that might affect persuasion, including source
credibility, attractiveness, and similarity to the message recipient (ci. Petty and
Cadoppo, 1986a). Message factors indude the delivery style, the types of appeals, the
length of the message, and other factors (ci. McGuire, 1985). There are basically two
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types of persuasive appeals: rational and emotional (Atkin, 1981; Atkin, 1979). Rational
appeals indude the use of cognitive and social psychological theories of persuasion,
while emotional appeals have been dominated by die use of fear appeals (Wallack,
1981).
There are still many unknown characteristics of exposure that might mediate the
relationship between media and behavior. For example, it is not dear whether sheer
quantity of exposure to messages matters more than the content of those messages
(Homik & Woolf, 1998). Additionally, a variety of exposure models have been proposed
within the context of public opinion that could easily be applied to the domain of
behavioral health. For example, media messages may produce greater behavioral
change when first introduced in comparison to chronic coverage (Watt, Mazza, &
Snyder, 1993). There may be a threshold below or above which no amount of media
coverage will produce behavior change (Brosius & Kepplinger, 1992). It may be that
having Iitde or no media coverage produces a decrease in die desired health behaviors,
rather than the more typical assumption that behavior remains steady in the absence of
coverage (Ibid.l.
There are also many characteristics or dimensions of behaviors that might
mediate the relationship between media messages and health behavior change. Simply
put, not all behaviors are equal. Taking a low dose of aspirin daily is somehow different
from eating a low-fat diet, which is different from quitting smoking (which is different
from not starting smoking). However, all three behaviors may be performed to produce
the same desired outcome: a reduction in the risk of heart attack. The elements of these
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behaviors that distinguish them from each other may also mediate the extent to which
media messages are capable of producing behavior change.
To better understand the nature of health behaviors, public health researchers
have proposed different classification schemes. The different schemes have all
attempted to be exhaustive in their scope, and share many commonalties, although each
slices the behavioral pie somewhat differently. Kasi & Cobb (1966) distinguished
between biological and sociopsychological approaches to illness. Biologically, the
authors proposed that behavioral health consisted of a progression of six stages from
health to illness. Sodopsychologically, behaviors could be of three types: 1) health
behaviors; 2) illness behaviors; and 3) sick-role behaviors. Expanding upon Kasi &
Cobb's (1966) trichotomization of health behaviors, Gochman (1988) proposed an
elaborate typology of heath behaviors consisting of nine categories. In addition to Kasi
& Cobb's healthy, illness, and sick-role behaviors, Gochman (p. 382) proposed the
following types of behavior: 1) wellness behavior; 2) at-risk behavior; 3) self-care
behavior; 4) reproductive behavior; 5) preventive health behavior; 6) health-related
social action. Rothman and Salovey (1997) proposed three functions of health behaviors:
detection, prevention, and treatment/alleviation/ recuperative, by which every health
behavior can conceivably be categorized. Snyder et aL (in press) distinguished between
adoption behaviors, cessation behaviors, and prevention behaviors in a meta-analysis of
health communication campaigns, and found that campaigns targeting adoption
behaviors produced significantly more behavioral change than those targeting either
prevention or cessation behaviors.
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None of these classifications are particularly helpful for assessing conditions
under which certain behaviors may be more or less easily influenced by mass media. All
four of the behavioral typologies presented are conceptually useful for classifying health
behaviors, but all suffer from shortcomings if used as categories that might mediate
media effects. The typologies of Kasi & Cobb (1966), Rothman & Salovey (1997), and
Snyder et aL (in press) may fit the way public health professionals conceptualize health
behaviors, and are an externally useful set of categories, but they do not have an assured
relation with how individuals think about their own behaviors. Hence, there is no
reason to believe that media messages will produce different effects on behavior along
these delineations. Gochman's (1988) distinctions suffer from the reverse problem: the
categories are based on how people think about their own behavior. Any attempt to
relegate a behavior to a particular category is dependent upon the individual in
question, making it impossible for external classifications to be made. Thus, it is perhaps
more useful to think about single dimensions of behaviors that might facilitate or
impede behavioral change rather than examining broad categories of behavior.
There was a prompt response in getting parents to give their children Tylenol
instead of aspirin in order to prevent Reye's syndrome (Soumerai, 1992). The speed of
parental reaction was due in part to the fact that Tylenol was readily available, and the
behavior was not dramatically different from the old unhealthy behavior flbid.l. In
other words, the behavior to be changed was an "easy" behavior. Other behaviors,
however, are more difficult to change. The reasons for this difficulty can include, but
are not limited to:
•

financial costs/incentives (e.g. eating a d ie t w ithout fruits and vegetables is m ore expensive
th en a d iet w ith them ) (Rangan, Karim, & Sandberg, 1996)
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•

•
•

am ount of tim e (e.g. bottle-feeding is less tim e-consum ing than breastfeeding), and th e
physiological a n d /o r psychological effort required to perform the behavior (e.g. m aintaining
an addictive h abit such as sm oking is in m any w ays physically and psychologically easier than
quitting) (Rangan, Karim, & Sandberg, 1996; Backer, Rogers, & Sopory, 1992)
The perceived severity o f the health outcom e (Rosenstock, 1974)
The extent to w hich social norm s influence behavior (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Bandura, 1986;
Fisher, 1988).

All of these dimensions could be important mediators of media effects on health
behavior.
Another important dimension of media effects research is the "micro" versus
"macro" distinction. "Micro" refers to inferences or measurements made at the level of
the individual, while "macro" refers to larger units, such as society or some social group.
The micro-macro distinction can apply both to the relationship between two distinct
theoretical variables (Le. the independent and dependent variables) and to the difference
between the theoretical and measurement unit of the same variable (individual and
aggregate) (Price, Ritchie, & Eulau, 1991). When considering the theoretical relationship
between two variables, there are four possible types of relationships: 1) macro to macro;
2) macro to micro; 3) micro to micro; and 4) micro to macro (Pan and McLeod, 1991).
Cultivation analysis, the knowledge-gap, and spiral of silence are examples of multi
level research, because they incorporate concepts of both individuals and larger social
groups (Pan & McLeod, 1991). While it is appropriate to suggest cross-level
relationships between two variables, methodological hazards arise when there is a
disjunction between the theoretical construct and its measurement This is inevitable if
the two variables of interest are of different units, because they must be brought to the
same unit of measurement before making comparisons (Hannan, 1971). While this
aggregation or disaggregation is often appropriate, improper inferences can be made if
the relationships between variables and within units (theoretical and measurement) of
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the same variable are not dearly specified. The "fallacy of composition" occurs when
individual-level data is improperly used to make inferences about aggregate-level
phenomenon (Price, Ritchie, & Eulau, 1991). Alternatively, the "ecological fallacy"
occurs when aggregated data is mistakenly used to make inferences about an
individual-level phenomenon (Price, Ritchie, & Eulau, 1991). While there is no way to
avoid the threat of these fallacies when doing cross-level research, their risks can be
reduced through careful articulation of the theoretical and operational definitions of
variables.
Third, McLeod et ai. suggest that a distinction needs to be made between
whether a media message produces change of some sort or whether it is preventing or
stabilizing existing attitudes and/or behaviors. One significant form of the mass
media's influence is to maintain the status quo; a powerful effect in its own right
(McGuire, 1986). Studies that have accounted for the proportion of people already
holding an opinion or behaving in a desirable way have been able to demonstrate a
more substantial relationship between the media and outcomes than studies focusing
solely on potential converts (see, for example Zaller, 1996).
McLeod et aL's fourth and fifth dimensions of media effects are cumulative vs.
non-cumulative and long-term vs. short-term. A media effect that is cumulative is based
on repeated an d/ or sustained exposure, while a non-cumulative effect is based on more
limited exposure to messages. A short-term effect may dissipate over time, while a long
term effect, due to sustained exposure or changes in environmental conditions, is more
enduring. It should be noted, however, that enduring change is a particularly strenuous
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test of the media's ability to influence behavior. This brings us to (he fifth dimension of
media effects.
Finally, McLeod et aL propose a distinction between cognitive, attitudinal, and
behavioral effects. McLeod et aL suggest that while there is supportive evidence for
cognitive or attitudinal effects of the mass media, there is less support for behavioral
effects. A fairly common assertion among media scholars is that the mass media may be
useful for generating awareness about a behavior, but is not particularly expedient for
producing behavior change (Chaffee, 1982; Rogers, 1995). One explanation, suggests
Wilde (1993), in a review of media effects on health and safety habits, is that there are
different yardsticks of media effect The difficulty finding effects of mass mediated
messages will increase as the yardstick moves from knowledge, to self-reported changes
in attitudes or behavioral intentions, to self-reported changes in behavior, to changes in
behavior observed under laboratory conditions, to changes in behavior observed under
real-life conditions. For example, media messages about safe sex may be effective in
increasing positive attitudes toward condom use, but these changes may not be
detectable as increased reporting of condom use, nor of increased condom sales (Wilde,
1993). Thus, a lack of association between exposure to media messages and a particular
yardstick of effect means that the media could not affect the behavior at the chosen point
on the continuum, not that there is no relationship. Alternatively, McLeod, Kosidri and
Pan (1991) argue that the failure to find behavioral media effects could be due to study
designs that are "micro-oriented, message-specific, and short-term in focus" (p. 246). It
may be that research examining the influences of less content-specific mass mediated
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messages at an aggregate level over time may be more likely to detect behavioral media
effects.
In sum, McLeod et aL's review of methodological concerns in media effects
research offers ideas about how researchers can best detect effects of the media on health
behavior. First, it is helpful to understand factors that might mediate the relationship
between media and behavior; Le., we need to sort out direct and indirect effects
(McGuire, 1986; Homik, 1996). Second, it is necessary to measure behaviors at the
appropriate level, making certain when making comparisons to use the same unit of
measurement for both media and behavior. While it would be ideal to utilize
individual- or aggregate-level measures of media and behavior depending upon the
proposed model of effect, this is difficult to achieve in practice. Existing sources of data
rarely contain measures of both media use and health behaviors at the individual IeveL
These could be obtained by gathering new data.
However, if the effects of news media on behavior are assumed to be cumulative
and long-term, as suggested by McLeod et aL, then a longitudinal study design would
be required to capture the effects, which would be very costly.3 A longitudinal study
design can detect changes in outcomes as media coverage varies. Whether or not news
messages can affect behavior given limited exposure or in a short period of time is an
empirical question. While it should not be assumed that the media can only impact
behavior gradually or with repeated exposure, the best way to test this assertion is with
a longitudinal design.
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Thus, an appropriate method for assessing the effects of news media messages,
jointly considering cost and theoretical feasibility, is by using aggregated measures of
media and health behaviors that have been measured multiple times over an extended
time period. In order to best understand how to measure, operationalize, analyze, and
make inferences about longitudinal effects of news media messages on health behaviors,
it is helpful to introduce the logic of longitudinal study designs used to test media
im pact

The Logic of Longitudinal Study Designs Used for Measuring Media Effects
The majority of longitudinal media effects studies foil under the heading of
agenda-setting. Agenda-setting research has expanded its theoretical reach since the
time of its origin in 1972 (McCombs, 1993). The original emphasis was on the
relationship between the mass media agenda and the public agenda. The first research
on agenda-setting content analyzed local and national news coverage of the 1968
presidential election, and demonstrated how media coverage of the campaign was
related to voter preference expressed by undecided voters in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina in a cross-sectional survey (McCombs and Shaw, 1972).
The class of studies which have replicated McCombs and Shaw's original
research address the relationship between the quantity of media coverage about
particular issues (independent variable) and die public's priority of those issues
(dependent variable). This first class of research is known as public agenda-setting. The

3 T he other obvious w ay of testing th e cum ulative im pact o f new s m edia messages w ould be to com pare an
exposed an d non-exposed population. H ow ever, it w ould be difficult; if n o t im possible; to locate a portion
o f th e population w ho has not been exposed to new s m edia m essages.
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agenda-setting paradigm has subsequently expanded to include policy, media, and
inter-media agenda-setting (although the research itself often pre-dates McCombs and
Shaw's original work). Policy agenda-setting explores the factors influencing the issue
agenda of political officials or public bodies, such as funding for medical research
(Corbett & Mori, 1999; Lazili, 1998; Rogers, Dearing & Chang, 1991) or legislation
introduced in Congress (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999). Media agenda-setting researches
possible antecedent influences of media coverage (Kosicki, 1993). Inter-media agenda
setting explores how one medium might influence another in its presentation of an issue
(McCombs, 1993). For example, medical journals often set the agenda for media
coverage of a health issue (Lazili, 1998; Rogers, Dearing & Chang, 1995).
Methodologically similar to agenda-setting research, other studies have explored
aggregate media effects on beliefs and attitudes (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001;
Yanovitzky, 2000; Fan, 1996a; Hertog & Fan, 1995; Fan & Holway, 1994) as well as
behavior (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001; Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Yanovitzky, 2000;
Southwell et aL, 2000; Lazili, 1998; Fan, 1996b; Fan & Holway, 1994). The unifying
feature of all of this research is that aggregate measures of media coverage are used to
predict aggregate measures of outcomes. A variety of research designs and
methodologies have been employed for testing aggregate media effects, including: 1)
linear modeling (ci. Zhu et aL, 1993); 2) time-series analysis (ci. Gonzenbach, 1996) and
more recently, 3) non-linear modeling (ci. Brosius & Kepplinger, 1992). The strengths
and weaknesses of each methodology will be discussed.
Using simple linear regression for time-ordered data is inappropriate for several
reasons. First, a linear model could predict values of the outcome variable (e.g. public
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opinion or behavior or attitude) that increased indefinitely with increases in media
coverage. This is primarily a problem when the outcome variable is a proportion,
because a ceiling is reached when 100% of the public holds a particular belief, attitude,
or behavior (Zhu et aL, 1993). This not a major concern, however, for several reasons. It
is only a problem when the outcome variable has values that are close to 100%. This
scenario rarely occurs unless the entire range of data is close to 100%, in which case
prediction becomes uninteresting. It can also be addressed easily using logistic
regression.
Another limitation of a linear model is the assumption of a constant effect of
media coverage rather than an impact that varies over time (Zhu et aL, 1993). But the
most important drawback of simple linear regression models is that they do not test the
temporal ordering of the relationship between media messages and behavior. The need
for establishing the temporal precedence of media coverage is a necessary requirement
for testing causality (Cook & Campbell, 1979). This is particularly problematic because
time itself could produce a spurious association between media messages and behavior.
Time can be a confounder if the observed association between media and
behavior can be attributed to die fact that both variables are displaying secular trends
(lack of stationarity). Any time the observations of a variable from different points in
time are correlated, one of the assumptions of linear regression is violated: that the error
terms are independent from each other (Ostrom, 1990). When this happens, the error
process is said to be autocorrelated, or serially correlated (Ibid.). Consequently, the
error variances are severely underestimated, causing die regression line to appear to fit
the data more accurately than it should (Ostrom, 1990).
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Time-series regression analysis is a more advanced linear model that attempts to
address concerns about autocorrelation and temporal order. While there are several
methods for removing serial correlation within variables, one common process e n ta ils
using lagged values of the dependent (endogenous) variable to predict outcomes
(Ostrom, 1990; Watt, 1994). Known as distributed lagged regression (DLR), the use of
the lagged endogenous term helps address autocorrelation by removing the correlation
of the outcome variable with itself at the immediately preceding time interval, and
effectively controls for many third variables, including time (Ostrom, 1990). The pattern
of autocorrelation in most social phenomenon can be modeled using only estimates of
the variable at one lag (Sanders & Ward, 1994; Watt, 1994; Ostrom, 1990). Testing the
temporal precedence of the independent variable(s), a necessary criterion for making
causal claims about a relationship (Cook & Campbell, 1979), requires fully-lagged
models with both lagged endogenous and lagged exogenous (independent) variables.
Time-series regression is an important tool for assessing the impact of variables over
time. Unfortunately, however, time-series regression models still suffer from the other
deficiencies of linear modeling of longitudinal data: 1) they can estimate proportions
exceeding 1; and 2) they assume that the effect of media messages is constant over time
(Zhu et aL, 1993). While the first concern is not substantial, the second bears further
mention because it is a weakness not found in non-linear models.
Time-series regression and other similar techniques assume that the effect of
media messages will be of the same magnitude, regardless of the proportion of the
population available to be moved. Yet it seems quite likely that media effects on
behavior could be larger at points in time, for example, when there are smaller
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proportions already performing the behavior. An additional problem with using
distributed lagged regression (DLR) models is the assumption of a particular lag of
effect When dealing with annual outcome data, for example, DLRs test die prediction
of the outcome variable using media coverage one year prior to the outcome's measure.
It may not be realistic to assume such a long time period between media exposure and
changes in the outcome of interest
Time-series analysis, a similar but somewhat more sophisticated technique, has
been helpful both for removing the confounding effects of time and for establishing
causal order (McQeary & Hay, 1980). The most common form of time-series analysis in
communication research is ARIMA modeling (Autoregressive, Integrated, Moving
Average), originally developed by Box & Jenkins. ARIMA modeling, like time-series
regression, allows for Granger tests of causality, identifying whether the independent
variable time series is causally prior to the outcome variable (Rogers, Dearing, & Chang,
1991).
ARIMA modeling assumes that a time-series has two components: 1) a
deterministic component that measures the systematic behavior of a time-series process;
and 2) a stochastic component ("white noise") that describes the unobserved errors
(Gonzenbach, 1996). ARIMA modeling first identifies the stochastic component of the
independent and dependent variables, which includes three components: 1) the trend
component, or systematic variation over time; 2) the autoregressive component, which
addresses autocorrelation, as discussed above; and 3) the moving average component,
which addresses random errors not due to serial correlation (McQeary & Hay, 1980;
Rogers, Dearing, & Chang, 1991; Gonzenbach, 19%). Once the effects of these errors are
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estimated they can be removed from the series. Then, the amount of explained variance
of the dependent variable due only to the deterministic component of the independent
variable can be estimated from these residuals (McQeary & Hay, 1980).
The process of removing white noise from a time series requires the
identification, testing, and subsequent removal of the stochastic elements (Diebold, 1998;
McQeary & Hay, 1980). Examining the residuals for patterns of autocorrelations and
partial autocorrelations helps identify when all of the white noise has successfully been
removed from the time series. First, the time-series is de-trended. The simplest version
removes the linear effects of time, but could also include higher-order time effects. Next,
the integrated, autoregressive, an d / or moving average components are identified and
removed. One requirement of time-series analysis is that the time series is covariance
stationary, which can usually be achieved by differencing the series. Generally
speaking, an autoregressive process will produce autocorrelations that damp down with
greater lags, while moving average processes produce spikes in the partial
autocorrelations (Watt, 1994).
ARIMA modeling is an ideal method for establishing media effects on an
outcome over time. A practical limitation, however, is that it requires a minimum of
fifty data points to perform the analysis (McCain & McQeary, 1979), a condition that is
rarely satisfied in media effects research. Moreover, it has been suggested that the
removal of the stochastic components of the variables may leave little variance
remaining to attribute to the deterministic component, and may be an overly stringent
test of the relationship between two variables (Sanders & Ward, 1994).
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Recently, media effects research has turned to other forms of non-linear
modeling for exploring the longitudinal relationship between media and outcomes. One
advantage of non-linear modeling is that it can allow for a time decaying effect of media
coverage, where the impact of any one media story can be more powerful on the days
closer to its release, and then gradually decline over time (Watt, Mazza, & Snyder, 1993).
Another advantage is that die "persuasive influence" of communication can be
estimated differently over time, depending upon the proportion of the population
available to be moved (Zaller, 1996; Fan, 1988). Additionally, non-linear estimation does
not require a large number of data points for estimating effects, while still capitalizing
on the availability of daily media data (Fan, 1988).
Fan's ideodynamic model (Fan, 1988), designed exclusively for studying the
effects of news media messages over time, is an appropriate non-linear model for this
research. It shares similarities with other non-linear models of media effects (ci. Zaller,
1996; Watt, Mazza & Snyder, 1993). The advantage of the ideodynamic model is that it
has been more widely applied to health outcomes (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001;
Yanovitzky, 2000; Southwell et aL, 2000; Fan, 1996a; Fan, 1996b; Hertog & Fan, 1995; Fern
& Holway, 1994) than other aggregate models.
The ideodynamic model "build [s] a nonlinear predictive model of the over-time
movement in die distribution of opinion [or beliefs or behavior] based on the persuasive
messages which are expected to result from changes in the news environment" (Fan &
Tims, 1989, p. 152). The ideodynamic model is a cumulative model of media effects,
taking into account the collective body of news stories rather than isolating the impact of
any one news story. The mass media are believed to transmit messages about the issue
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that contain information that is either supportive (PRO), unsupportive (CON), or both.
The model assumes the full persuasive force of a media message is on the day of its
release. Its power is subsequently reduced by half each day following the appearance of
the news story, so that the effect of any one news story becomes negligible after
approximately one week (Fan, 1988).
An extension of the logistic function used for diffusion of innovations research
(cf. Rogers, 1995), the ideodynamic model posits that die population at any one point in
time consists of adopters and non-adopters of beliefs, attitudes, opinions, or behavior.
While the majority of individuals' beliefs, attitudes, opinions, or behaviors will only be
reinforced by media messages, there is presumably a small population that might be
induced to change because of the media (for another useful discussion of stabilization
versus change, see Zaller, 1996). A persuasive force function, used to predict the
amount of change that will occur, is estimated using the amounts of PRO and CON
media coverage and the proportion of the population that is available to be moved in the
desired direction.
To generate an equation using the ideodynamic model requires daily counts of
PRO and CON media information, known proportions of individuals holding particular
beliefs or behaving in particular ways, and the dates of the outcome measurements.4
The model states that the proportion of the sample population holding a belief, attitude,
opinion, or behavior at time t can be predicted on the basis of 1) the estimated
proportion of the sample population holding the belief, attitude, opinion, or behavior at
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the previous interval; 2) the persuasive force of the PRO media messages (k); 3) the
amount of PRO media coverage going back one week from time t*; 4) the persuasive
force of die CON media messages (f); 4) the amount of CON media coverage going back
one week from time t; and 5) the estimated proportion of the sample population NOT
holding the belief, attitude, opinion, or behavior at the previous measurement The
model assumes that the effects of media messages have a half-life of one day (Fan, 1988;
Watt, Mazza, & Snyder, 1993), and that the persuasive forces can be estimated using the
available data. The equation for the ideodynamic model can be found in Chapter 3. The
persuasibility constants k and f can be solved for, finding solutions which minimize the
sum of squared errors between the values of the outcome variable predicted by the
model and the actual values of the outcome variable.
A serious limitation of the ideodynamic model is the inability to isolate and
estimate the importance of media messages. The model assumes that the media is the
sole persuasive or dissuasive force operating on the outcome, therefore all movement
that is predicted by the model is attributed to mass media (Fan, 1988). This may not be a
realistic assumption, particularly given that non-linear models can produce evidence of
fit absent any information about variation in media coverage. One way to try to isolate
media impact from other forces contributing to the model fit is to estimate the models
assuming constant media coverage, and compare these model fits with those using
media coverage. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

4 The exact date can be estim ated, w hich is a particularly useful property if the outcom e variable of interest
is m easured annually o r less th an annually (Fan, 1988).
5 T his num ber, 7 days, is som ew hat arbitrary and could easily be replaced, although Fan (1988) argues that
persuasive force o f a m edia m essage, given its half-life of one day, is essentially gone after one week.
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A common theme across analytic techniques is the need to remove serial
correlation in the error terms. If autocorrelation exists, the coefficients will be unbiased,
but any measure that relies upon the standard errors of those estimates will be inflated
in the case of negative serial correlation, and underestimated in the case of positive serial
correlation (Ostrom, 1990). The extent to which there is serial correlation in the residuals
can be captured by the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic, and can be obtained using any of
the techniques just discussed. If the DW of an equation is around 2, there is no serial
correlation, while positive correlation is noted by a DW less than 2, and a negative serial
correlation by a DW greater than 2. In practice, if the DW falls between 1.5 and 2.5,
assumptions of non-serially correlated error terms do not appear to be violated (Ostrom,
1990).«
There are many techniques for removing serial correlation in the error terms,
such as exponential smoothing or differencing the dependent variable, or including an
autoregressive or moving average term in the equation (Diebold, 1998). While trying to
remove serial correlation can result in elaborate models (e.g. ARIMA models with non
zero components), the best model is a parsimonious one. It is important to balance the
need to remove autocorrelation with the creation of a model that can be interpreted
substantively:
Any m ethod th at seeks to im pose a strict set of rules to be follow ed w ill tend to founder
on the need for constant interplay betw een die analyst's theoretical ideas and die w ay in
w hich they use particular statistical techniques. Tim e-series analysis w ith political and
social data is not the hard 'science' o f the econom etricians. It involves die evaluation of
causal propositions by reference to concepts th at are im perfectly m easured an d techniques

6 Technically, the DW is only a test o f first-order correlations, bu t the absence o f a first o rd er correlation
typically suggests the absence o f any other larger o rder correlations. A dditionally, although it is technically
inappropriate to use the DW in the presence o f lagged variables, th e use of other diagnostic statistics, like
the Breusch-Godfrey statistic, usually yields sim ilar results (O strom , 1990).
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th at are rarely altogether appropriate for the task. It is, in essence, a rt w ith num bers
(Sanders & W ard, 1994, p. 220).

Fortunately, the majority of social phenomenon can be modeled with first-order
autoregressive components (McQeary & Hay, 1980; Watt 1994).
While all of the methodologies for studying media impact over time have
different strengths and weaknesses, they have all offered promising demonstrations of
the news media's influence on beliefs, opinion, attitudes, policy, and behavior.
Longitudinal evidence of the media's influence has been accumulated in diverse
domains such as politics (Zaller, 1996), consumer sentiment (Blood & Phillips, 1995), and
opinions toward health issues and health policy (Gonzenbach, 1996; Rogers et aL, 1991).
Further details of longitudinal models of media effect will be provided in Qiapter 3.

Mechanisms of Media Effect
The previous section established the methods available for detecting longitudinal
media effects, providing reasonable evidence that the tools are available to effectively
capture effects. This section offers plausible mechanisms of media effects on health
behavior change, providing a theoretical justification for why we might expect news
messages to influence aggregate health behaviors. While this research will not always
be able to provide evidence about the paths through which news media messages might
produce behavior change, it is helpful nonetheless to propose potential mechanisms of
effect
There are a variety of ways to conceptualize how media messages might
influence health behaviors. Three such models of behavior change will be considered
here: 1) individual models (ci. Rosenstock, 1974; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975); 2) social
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expectation models (ci. Fisher, 1988); and 3) structural models (ci. Homik, 1991)7. Each
of the models emphasizes different factors responsible for producing behavioral change;
individual models focus on individual factors, social expectation models on normative
factors, and structural models on environmental factors.
Media messages may influence individuals' knowledge, attitudes, and intentions
to perform a behavior, which could ultimately affect the behavior itself. Individual
models of behavior change offer detailed accounts of this type of behavior change, and
consist of two types: rational and emotional. Emotional theories have received less
attention in health behavior change research. They suggest that information that is
portrayed in an emotionally arousing manner will make audiences more likely to attend
to messages and subsequently be persuaded by them (Witte, 1992). While emotion can
undoubtedly play a key part in the persuasive process, and has been studied somewhat
extensively as a mediating factor in message effects (see, for example Hale & Dillard,
1995), there is no unifying theory of the role of emotion in persuasion (Nabi, 1998).
There are three main types of rational theories of persuasion: 1) cognitive
consistency theories; 2) cognitive response theories; and 3) expectancy value models.
Rational cognitive or social psychological theories of persuasion predominantly share an
underlying assumption: that knowledge affects attitudes, which in turn affects behavior
(these are known as K-A-B models).8 While some of these theories have components that
speak to social processes affecting behavior change, these theories are primarily
individualistic in nature, and assume that the mass media can have direct effects on

7 H om ik distinguishes betw een individual* and com m unity-level structural m odels.
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individuals' beliefs, attitudes, and ultimately behavior. Although there are numerous
theories of behavior change, several expectancy value models have dominated die work
in health communication (Alcalay, 1983; Homik, 1991): the Health Belief Model
(Rosenstock, 1974), the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), Social
Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), and the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985).
These theories explain that an individual may or may not engage in a particular
behavior based on their perceived susceptibility to the related negative health outcome,
their perceived consequences of the behavior (Rosenstock, 1974; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975),
and their belief in their skills or abilities to perform the behavior (Bandura, 1990; Ajzen,
1985). These constructs alone can explain a large portion of the variance in behavior
(Fishbein et aL, 1991).
One problem with the K-A-B approach is that the provision of information is not
always sufficient for producing behavior change. Often, individuals are already aware
of the health risks associated with performing a behavior; in these instances, it is
unlikely that receiving more information about these risks will produce change (Jeffery,
1989). One proffered explanation for why the K-A-B approach often fails is that the
model is only appropriate when there is both high involvement with the issue and clear
distinctions between the unhealthy behavior being performed and the desirable
behavioral alternative (Flay, 1981). Cognitive response models, developed in part due to
the perceived deficiency of the K-A-B model in situations of low involvement (Petty and
P riests, 1994), o ffs alternative mechanisms for persuasion, but propose that any change

C o g n itiv e consistency theories allow for the possibility o f behavior affecting attitudes (McGuire, 1989).
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produced by more peripheral processing will be relatively short-lived (Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986b).
Individual models of behavior change describe individual-level processes
responsible for behavior change. This introduces the threat of ecological fallacy
discussed earlier, whereby aggregate data is improperly used to make individual-level
inferences (Price, Ritchie, & Eulau, 1991). Two responses are offered for quelling
concerns about cross-level inferences. The first is that the primary hypotheses tested in
this research do not specify mechanisms of effect, only that they exist, effectively
circumventing concerns about cross-level inferences. Second, provided drat there is a
route through which these individual-level phenomenon can be connected with
properties of a larger societal unit, then cross-level inferences are appropriate (Pan &
McLeod, 1991). It is plausible to assume that media coverage can affect aggregate beliefs
and attitudes; this is indeed a fundamental theoretical premise of all agenda-setting
research (McCombs, 1993).
In sum, the individual models may produce lasting behavior change by
providing new information. Or, it may strengthen the importance of particular beliefs in
determining behavior. Nonetheless, other classes of theories may also be useful for
understanding how the media can influence behaviors for which the consequences are
well-known.
Individual models of behavior change assume that people can be persuaded to
perform a health behavior without changing anything within that person's social
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network.9 Other theories, however, have focused on the social environment
surrounding an individual. While there are many different theories of how social
influences can explain behavior, they all share the assumption that the behavior in
question is driven primarily by social influences, and that the only way to produce
behavioral change is to affect these social expectations (Fisher, 1988; Homik, 1991).
These models suggest that the mass media could impact behavior directly by
contributing to an individual's perception of culturally appropriate behaviors [for
example, by modeling (Bandura, 1986)], or indirectly by affecting the behavior of
members of the social network, whose behavior prompts the individual to change
(Homik, 1991).
A final model of behavior change, which could operate at an individual or
societal level, is a structural model of behavior change. Structural models posit that
community or individual level forces can constrain or support behavioral change. For
example, the news media might be influential in disseminating information about
stricter law-enforcement policies against a given behavior, the ramifications of which
persuade people not to perform the behavior (Homik, 1991). Or, the media may have an
indirect effect by producing changes in other social institutions that produces changes in
norms and ultimately behavior (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999).
In a sense, structural forces are simply an additional mediating factor affecting
either individual or social models. For example, the media might perpetuate
information about stricter enforcement of the minimum drinking age in bars. This could

9 W ith die exception of the subjective norm elem ent o f the Theory of Reasoned A ction and certain elem ents
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directly influence a youth's decision to engage in underage drinking. Alternatively, this
enforcement could affect a peer network's normative beliefs about drinking, causing the
group to decide not to engage in the behavior. Another possibility is that media
coverage gets the attention of policymakers, who create stricter policies concerning
underage drinking, thereby affecting youth drinking at the societal level.
hr sum, individual, social, and structural models are all useful for understanding
how mass mediated messages may produce behavior change, and any of these models
could provide plausible mechanisms for media effects on health behavior. The simplest
explanation for an observed association between news coverage and the behaviors is
that individuals who were directly exposed to news stories changed their behavior as a
direct result of their exposure. Further, enough people were exposed to these stories
that the effect could be detected at the level of the population. But the models just
reviewed also offer several indirect paths through which these messages might influence
behavior. News stories could contribute to normative perceptions of the cultural
appropriateness of the behavior, causing people to change their behavior to be more in
accord with what they believe to be socially acceptable. Another way the news stories
could produce behavior change is indirectly via changes in other institutions. Any or all
of these processes as well as others not explicitly mentioned could explain an observed
association between aggregate news coverage of a behavior and the behavior itself.
However, an observed media/behavior association could also be due to causal
processes that are not consistent with media impact For example, an observed

o f S odal Cognitive Theory.
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relationship may be due to some third variable that is related both to media coverage
and to the behavior, but which is not an intervening or conditioning variable; Le. a third
variable is producing a spurious association. The extent to which third variables can be
controlled for is discussed in Chapter 3.
Because this research relied upon secondary data sources, and because it tested
many different behaviors, it was only possible to test particular paths of effect for each
behavior; those for which data was readily available and could explain variation in the
behavior over time. In reality, it would be difficult to sort out models of effect using
aggregate data (Yanovitzky, 2000). For the purposes of this research, it is sufficient to
propose plausible mechanisms of media effects without being able to test them
empirically.

Rationale for studying news messages
Before reviewing evidence of the news media's influence on health behaviors, an
important concern must be addressed: why bother studying die news media as a source
of influence? What contributions does this research make beyond what we know from
the vast amount of literature on health campaigns?
The overwhelming majority of research on the media's influence on health
behaviors has been in the domain of planned campaigns. Unfortunately, the results of
this research in the aggregate do not provide unequivocal support for the power of die
media. On die contrary, most mass-mediated health communication campaign
evaluations have failed to attribute lasting individual behavior change to die effects of
the campaigns (Homik, 19%; Wallack, 1981). Three main classes of explanations have
32
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been introduced to explain the elusive nature of campaign effects: 1) faulty message
design; 2) inadequate exposure; and 3) improper measurement/ and or analysis models
in the evaluation stage. Each of these will be reviewed briefly to determine the
contributions and limitations of using news messages to study health behavior effects
relative to campaign studies.
The overwhelming majority of research has focused on elements of message
design. Explanations of faulty message design have been attributed to source variables
(Petty and Cadoppo, 1986) and message factors (McGuire, 1985). The use of health
behavior change theories may result in more effective messages (ci. Alcalay, 1983; Flay,
1981; McGuire, 1989), and the use of targeting may help decrease problems of selectivity,
the extent to which individuals attend to messages (ci. Atkin and Friemuth, 1989).
The second class of explanations for failure to End campaign effects is exposure.
While some health campaigns have suffident resources to sustain exposure over a
period of years, a more typical health campaign is a relatively short-lived event, given
the reliance upon donated media time and/ or space, which has become increasingly
scarce (Hanneman & McEwan, 1973; Murry, Stain, & Lastovicka, 1996). While it is
conceivable for a short-term campaign to produce long-term behavioral changes,
evaluations of public health campaigns rarely allow for the possibility of detecting more
gradual effects because limited resources typically prohibit a lengthy follow-up. The
short-term models of impact are justified by the fact that campaign effects tend to
dissipate without continued exposure or other changes in the social or legal
environment concerning the behavior (Flay, DiTecco, & Schlegel, 1980; Flay & Burton,
1990). Moreover, many campaigns have failed simply because too few people were ever
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sufficiently exposed to media messages (Homik, 19%; Flay & Cook, 1989; Hanneman &
McEwan, 1973).
But even if a campaign could achieve ample dissemination of its messages, it
would be difficult nonetheless to detect effects of this exposure in the evaluation stage,
regardless of the model of im pact hi the large community trials, there was evidence of a
declining trend in the undesired health behaviors, however the rate of decline was not
different between the treatment and control communities. This may be because the
amount of exposure produced by the campaigns was not sufficient to produce change
above and beyond the change produced from other sources in the "sodo-cultural"
environment (Homik, 19%). This competition from other sources creates two concerns
in the detection of campaign effects: 1) a health intervention may have to compete in an
environment that is providing contrary information; or 2) a health intervention may be
echoing information from other sources, making it difficult to isolate the effects of the
campaign. An example of each scenario will be reviewed briefly.
Health information which is supportive of legal drugs, such as alcohol, tobacco,
and prescription drugs, is found in both advertising and programming (Signorielli,
1993). A content analysis of network commercials found that commercials promoting
legal drugs and alcohol outnumbered network news stories, documentaries and public
service announcements (PSAs) about illegal drugs by a ratio of 39-tol (Fedler et al.,
1994). In this unsupportive environment, it would be extremely difficult for an anti-
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smoking campaign to achieve enough exposure to counterbalance the tide of pro
tobacco messages.10
Alternatively, if a health intervention is but one of many sources promoting a
particular behavior, then evaluations using a quasi-experimental research design would
be unlikely to detect differences in treatment and control groups that was due to the
campaign (Homik, 1996). For example, the goal of the Stanford Five Community Project
was to promote cardiovascular risk reduction in treatment communities that was greater
than any change in the control community (Flora et al., 1989; Schooler & Flora, 19%).
During the five-year span of the campaign, however, while there were decreases in risk
behaviors in the treatment communities, both the treatment and control cities displayed
downward trends in risk behaviors, most likely due to the prevalence of risk-reduction
information circulating in the sodo-cultural environment
A media campaign must compete not only with other channels of
communication, but also with other forms of media messages about the health behavior
including advertisements, entertainment programming, and the news media. This
study examines the influence news media messages. Its exclusive use is not meant to
imply that advertising and entertainment media do not influence health behavior. On
the contrary, there is supportive evidence of behavioral effects of both advertising (ci.
Atkin, 1995) and entertainment programming (Brown & Walsh-Childers, 1994). The
primary advantage of studying the news media is that it can be measured more easily

10 But decreases in aggregate levels o f sm oking have occurred concurrently w ith both decreases in the
am ount of tobacco advertisem ents an d increases in the quantify o f anti-sm oking m essages in the news
m edia (W arner, 1977).
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than advertising and entertainment media. Lexis-Nexis® provides a full-text searchable
database of news stories; similar resources do not exist for advertising and
entertainment media. Further, issues presented in entertainment media often echo those
in the news media (Montgomery, 1990; Fan, 1988), suggesting that news coverage might
act as a surrogate for the content of entertainment programming. The news media are
an important source of health information to the general public (Meissner, Potosky, &
Convissor, 1992), to physicians and other health-care workers; Ward, Morrison, &
Schreiber, 1982; Guttman, 1977; O'Keefe, 1970), to policy-makers responsible for passing
laws and allocating funding for health (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1998), and to
entertainment producers in search of story ideas (Montgomery, 1990). Perhaps a better
way to conceptualize the news media's influence on any given behavior is that it is
representative of the persuasive messages circulating within a population (Fan, Brosius,
& Kepplinger, 1994). Hence, using news messages to detect longitudinal behavioral
effects allows for models that are sensitive both to direct effects on individuals and to
indirect effects via influences on other sources in the sodo-cultural environment
It is quite likely that the relationships between news media messages,
intervening influences on health behaviors (e.g. policymakers), and the behaviors
themselves are not entirely unidirectional, with the former always affecting die latter
(ci. Lazili, 1998). The presence of an outcome's influence on media coverage does not
exdude the possibility that media coverage is also affecting the outcome. For example,
federal funding for breast cancer may affect media coverage of breast cancer, but media
coverage also affects federal funding (Corbett & Mori, 1999).
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There is dear potential for news messages to have greater reach and frequency
than discrete media campaigns, thereby increasing the odds that significant media
effects on behavior can be uncovered. From the viewpoint of media effects researchers,
establishing the existence of news media effects on health behavior is important in its
own right From the perspective of public health practitioners, however, the value of
such information is marginal unless the content and/or quantity of health news
messages can be manipulated to indude more messages promoting healthy behavior.
Media advocacy strategies offer great promise to achieve such goals.
Media advocacy is typically defined as the strategic use of news media to
advance a social or policy initiative (Wallack, 1990). There are three main functions of
media advocacy. First, it is important to bring attention to an issue, known as framingfar
access, by shaping a story in such a way that it gets journalists' attention and causes them

to cover the story (Wallack, 1994; Wallack & Dorfrnan, 19%). Second, media advocates
want to emphasize certain types of messages, known as framing far content, which focus
more on structural causes and policy implications than on individualistic explanations
for the issue in question (Wallack, 1994; Wallack & Dorfrnan, 19%). Third, media
advocacy seeks to advance social or public initiatives (Wallack et aL, 1993).
Media advocacy tries to change the focus of media reporting on an issue from
individual and behavioral to social and economic (Wallack, 19%). Essentially, it
attempts to reframe public discourse to increase support for certain public policies.
While the extent of the efficacy of media advocacy interventions has varied, the
approach has been applied to a variety of problems, including cholesterol awareness
(Adams & Jennings, 1993), drunk-driving (Dejong, 19%), cardiovascular disease
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(Schooler, Sundar, & Flora, 19%), violence against women in alcohol advertising
(Woodruff, 19%), and alcohol-related traffic accidents (Treno & Holder, 1997a; Treno &
Holder, 1997b; Holder & Treno, 1997; Voas et aL, 1997).
The obstacles associated with the successful implementation of media advocacy
interventions are no more surmountable than for traditional media campaigns. Gaming
access to reporters and ensuring sustained media coverage may prove to be difficult
(Homik et al., 2000). But if properly executed, die superior reach and frequency of the
news media compared to the wasteland of undesirable programming hours typically
given to public service announcements (Murry, Stam, & Lastovicka, 19%; Flay & Sobel,
1983; Hanneman and McEwen, 1973) make media advocacy strategies more promising
for producing lasting health behavior change than short-lived campaigns.

Effect of News Messages on Health
Even assuming sufficient levels of exposure to health news messages, the
question remains if news messages can influence health behavior change. The following
review focuses on the effects of news media on health behaviors, and contains two
sections. The first offers evidence of die media's impact using less rigorous
methodological approaches, such as trend analysis, cross-sectional surveys, or linear
regression models that do not correct for the effects of time. The second section reviews
longitudinal evidence using time-series regression analysis, ARIMA modeling, or the
ideodynamic model. While these studies provide more compelling evidence of media
effects on health behaviors, methodological weaknesses in die majority of studies limit
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the extent to which the existing literature can provide support for causal claims of news
media effects on behavioral health.
Less Convincing Evidence

McIntosh et aL (1995) conducted a survey of 424 elderly white people (ages 58 or
more) to determine influences on individuals' red meat consumption. Respondents
were asked if they had made a "conscious effort to cut down or limit the amount of red
meat" in their d iet Those that responded affirmatively were then asked the sources of
influence for their reduction: mass media, physicians, self-influence, or friends and
relatives. Of the 633% of respondents who claimed a reduction in their red meat intake,
40% cited the mass media as the most influential source for their reduction. While this
study better demonstrates the perceived influence of the media on health behaviors
rather than actual influence, it is nonetheless suggestive of the media's ability to impact
individuals' health behaviors.
Cates et al. (1977) explored the relationship between both medical and news
media coverage with death rates related to spontaneous abortions associated with intra
uterine devices (IUDs). Looking at the trends of both variables (media and IUD use)
they found that articles in medical journals (suggesting that keeping IUDs in place
during pregnancy might cause death) appeared several years before death rates declined
and several years before mainstream media coverage appeared. This suggested that
medical workers' exposure to this information alone was not sufficient for producing
change. During this same time, there were also warning labels placed on IUD packages.
However, the authors argue, it wasn't until national publicity noting the dangers of IUD
for second-trimester septic spontaneous abortions that the number of fatalities was
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dramatically reduced, suggesting that the mainstream media succeeded where medical
publications and warning labels failed.
Jones et aL (1980) looked at mainstream media to determine if women who
reported discontinuance of either oral contraceptives or IUDs were influenced by media
stories about the two forms of birth control. Monthly discontinuance rates among
married women for both forms of birth control (from 1970-1975) were taken from the
National Survey of Family Growth. Measures of media coverage about birth control
pills or IUDs (using the Television News Index and the Information Bank) were analyzed
both for overall quantity and for specific events that might have affected discontinuance
rates. For example, in August 1975, the FDA announced that oral contraceptives could
increase risks of heart attacks for older women, so women over 40 were advised to find
alternative methods of contraception. In June 1975, the distribution and sales of the
Daikon Shield (an IUD) were suspended by the FDA. Using linear regression, the
authors found that general media coverage about oral contraception was related to
discontinuance rates, but media coverage of IUDs was not associated with the behavior.
However, both IUD and oral contraceptive discontinuance rates significantly and
consistently increased after specific events were publicized that spoke to potential risks
associated with the form of birth control. The analysis did not control for any third
variables potentially causing a spurious relationship between media coverage and IUD
and oral contraceptive discontinuance rates.
Soumerai et al. (1992) posed a research question similar to the two studies just
reviewed: "under what circumstances can the lay and medical press influence
professional and consumer behavior?" The authors proposed that the unique feature of
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their study was that they explored media effects on using a health product rather than
on taking preventive action, more typical of much campaign research. The history of
information linking the use of aspirin or other salydlates with Reye's syndrome
originating from the government, aspirin companies (via warning labels), professional
media, and mainstream media was traced. Incidence of Reye's syndrome varied with
both medical and mainstream media coverage, causing the conclusion that both media

sources were effective in contributing to the reduction in incidence of Reye's Syndrome.
Several explanations were proffered about why the Reye's Syndrome research
showed evidence of behavioral media effects in contrast to much health communication
research. First, they suggested that the behavior in question was a relatively simple one,
in comparison to many other studies addressing "habit-driven behaviors like smoking
or exercise, which are resistant to change by information alone (p.176)." Second, they
claimed that the aspirin-Reye's Syndrome link was particularly newsworthy, because it
spoke to "a rare, uncontrollable but serious disease affecting a highly valued, vulnerable
population, linked to a common, over-the-counter product" (p. 176). Finally, they
claimed that a comprehensive effort among different channels of communication
(media, members of the medical community, parents, etc.) contributed to the successful
spread of health information.
Pierce & Gilpin (2001) used trend analyses to consider the impact of news
coverage of smoking with changes in smoking-related beliefs, smoking cessation, and
smoking initiation from 1950-1983 (although the N was different for each of the outcome
variables, with as few as 9 years of data). Using the number of articles about smoking
found in the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature, the trend in media coverage was
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graphed against the trends im 1) die belief that smoking causes lung cancer; 2) the belief
that smoking is hazardous to nonsmokers' health; 3) the smoking cessation rate of young
and old people; and 4) die smoking initiation rate among males and females. Based on a
visual inspection, the authors concluded that news coverage had an impact on smoking
cessation, particularly among older adults, aged 35-50. They made no claims of media
impact on smoking beliefs or smoking initiation.
All five of these studies made claims about the ability of the news media to
influence health behavior. The supportive evidence, however, was severely undermined
by methodological weaknesses in research designs. While many displayed visually
convincing trends establishing concomitant variation between media and behavior
measures, the research failed to provide convincing statistical support for these
associations. This was either because such analyses were not presented (Cates et al.,
1977; Soumerai et al, 1992; Pierce & Gilpin, 2001) or because they neither established the
temporal precedence of media coverage nor controlled for potentially spurious
media/behavior associations (McIntosh et al., 1995; Jones et aL, 1980). The next set of
evidence provides more methodologically rigorous support for the media's impact on
behavior.
Time-Series, Time-Series Regression, and the ideodynamic model

Corbett & Mori (1999) used ARIMA modeling to identify the relationship
between news (separated by print and television) and medical media coverage of breast
cancer with breast cancer funding and incidence of breast cancer, 1960-1995. While
medical and mainstream media were highly correlated, there was some evidence
suggesting that medical journal coverage preceded news coverage of breast cancer.
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Although the primary focus of the study concerned the inter-relationships between
different media, ARIMA modeling was used to determine the relationship between
media coverage and incidence of breast cancer. They found a two-way concurrent
relationship between media coverage and both funding and incidence of cancer.
Presumably, the inability to establish the temporal precedence of media coverage was
due in part to the presence of many intervening variables, such as the decision to get a
mammography (Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Southwell et al., 2000), that might affect the
nature of media effects.
Lazili (1998) explored the effects of the news media, professional media, and
policy agenda on Ritalin consumption and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) from 19801997. Both overall quantity and particular frames of news and professional media
coverage were used (e.g. if it identified ADD as a biomedically-based disorder, if it
identified adults as candidates for ADD) to determine if certain types of ADD coverage
had varying impacts on Ritalin consumption and the policy agenda. Policy agenda was
measured by the annual amount of federal research dollars allocated to the study of
ADD.
Lazili proposed that ADD coverage by both news and professional media would
independently influence trends in both Ritalin consumption and federal research
dollars. Using fully-lagged distributed regression models complemented with Granger
tests of causality, a bi-directional influence between media and Ritalin consumption
found. Neither type of media coverage influenced spending for ADD research. While
there was no statistical support for hypotheses about particular frames of media
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coverage affecting Ritalin consumption, this could have been due to the small sample
sizes; there were only 106 stories for die entire 18-year period.
Yanovitzky & Blitz (2000) applied time-series regression techniques to determine
the importance of news coverage and physician advice on older women's (40 and older)
mammography rates. The study had 36 monthly data points, from January 1989 to
December 1991. News coverage of mammography use was operationalized as die
quantity of news coverage about mammography use taken from seven major
newspapers. Data on physician's advice and mammography behavior was taken from
the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey. While analyses used distributed lagged
regression techniques (see the "Logic of Longitudinal Design" section for further
explication), they neither included a lagged value of the outcome variable nor controlled
for the effects of time (via a simple linear relationship or otherwise). Including lagged
values of both physician advice and media coverage, there appeared to be a significant
effect of media coverage on mammography use. Media coverage explained 23% of the
variation in the proportion of women who obtained a mammogram, while physicians'
advice explained 29% of the behavior's variation. These results, while suggestive of
media impact, are not conclusive due to a failure to control for third variables, leaving
results vulnerable to the threat of a spurious association between media coverage and
mammography use.
Using similar analytic techniques (time-series regression with lagged exogenous
variables but no lagged endogenous variable), Yanovitzky & Bennett (1999) used timeseries regression analysis to explore the relationship between drunk-driving media
coverage, policy response, and behavior. They proposed that variations in the quantity
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of drunk-driving media coverage would be associated with variations in drunk-driving,
but this relationship would be mediated by policymakers' response to media attention to
drunk-driving. Measures for six-month periods from 1978 to 1996 included: 1)
newspaper stories about drunk-driving appearing in The New York Times and Washington
Post, 2) drunk-driving-related bills introduced in the US Congress, and 3) drivers

involved in fatal traffic accidents with blood alcohol levels above die legal lim it The
authors found that the preceding six months of cumulative media attention to drunkdriving accounted for 46% of the variation in drunk-driving legislation. This legislation
explained 51% of the variance in drunk-driving behavior. Further, media attention
accounted for 48% of the variance in drunk-driving behavior. After controlling for
legislation, however, the relationship between media and behavior became non
significant Yanovitzky & Bennett concluded that there was an indirect effect of media
messages on drunk-driving behavior, which was mediated by changes in drunk-driving
legislation. The limitation of this research, like Yanovitzky & Blitz (2000), is the failure
to control for third variables that could have been producing a spurious relationship
between media coverage and outcome variables.
Evidence of the potential over-attribution of the media's influence on drunk
driving due to failure to control for third variables can be found in later research. Using
fully-lagged distributed regression models, Yanovitzky (2000) found that media
coverage did not significantly aid in die prediction of aggregate drunk driving trends
after controlling for drunk-driving at the previous time interval.11 In addition to
demonstrating the importance of controlling for third variables via lagged endogenous
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terms (in contrast to earlier work), other results are also relevant to this research.
Hypothesizing that different frames of media coverage (particularly policy-related
coverage) would be useful for behavioral prediction, results offered no support for such
claims. Quantity of coverage was found to be significantly associated with drunkdriving behavior among subgroups of the population and with policy attention to
drunk-driving. Quantity of coverage was used rather than distinctions between
supportive and unsupportive messages (PRO/CON) because there was only minimal
coverage espousing positive benefits of driving while intoxicated. In the absence of
positive benefits of drunk-driving, any drunk-driving coverage was equated with PRO
coverage.
Fully-lagged distributed regression models were complemented with
ideodynamic analyses, assuming an affect of PRO coverage and no effect of CON
coverage (the persuasive force parameter for CON was set to zero). Importantly, an
alternative model was offered as a benchmark for comparison. Believed to be the
theoretical alternative of communication from interpersonal factors but not mass
media12, the model generated with media coverage explained a greater percentage of the
variation in drunk-driving than the model generated with only interpersonal
communication (R2 = .98 and R2 = .88 respectively, including drunk-driving legislation
in the model). The model, however, offered only slightly greater prediction than did the
simple linear effects of time (R2 = .94).

11 There w en , however, sm all but significant effects of media coverage on certain sub-sets of die population.
12Just as the traditional ideodynamic model assumes that die only relevant communication is from mass
media (Fan, 1988), this alternative m odel assumes that the only relevant communication is from
interpersonal communication.
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Using a mathematical model to predict beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors based on
media coverage, the ideodynamic model has been used to make many claims about
media influence (Fan, 1988; Fan & Holway, 1994; Domke et aL, 1996; Hertog & Fan,
1995). The examination of media messages typically relies upon one source, often the
Associated Press, as a general indicator of media coverage.13 The ideodynamic model has

produced large associations between media coverage and beliefs, attitudes, and some
behavior. For example, R*s generated by the models testing beliefs about HIV
transmission through sneezing, sharing toilets, and insects were .13, .36, and .88
respectively (Hertog & Fan, 1995).
Because Fan assumes that media shares sum to 1 (Fan, 1988; Fan, Brosius &
Kepplinger, 1994), the PRO and CON measures can be conceptualized as proportions.
This allows reverse models to be computed, whereby the outcome variable is used to
predict media coverage, and acts as a non-linear version of Granger tests of causality.
Such tests in the case of HIV transmission beliefs indicated that media coverage of
transmission via toilets and sneezing affected these beliefs, but the reverse was not true
(Hertog & Fan).
With respect to actual behavior, media coverage has contributed to explaining
99% of the variation in high school seniors' reported cocaine use (Fan & Holway, 1994).
Media coverage also contributed to explaining 92% and 96% of the variation in
perceptions of harmfulness of trial and regular cocaine use. Granger tests of causality

13 The reliance on the AP is justified by claiming its representativeness of stories found in other media (Fan,
1988)
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complemented these tests, and offered additional support for die media's influence on
outcomes rather than vice versa.
Fan (1996) applied the ideodynamic model to determine the extent to which
daily news coverage and public service announcements (PSAs) about AIDS influenced
callers' daily decisions to phone an AIDS hotline. The ideodynamic model was
complemented with traditional autoregressive time-series techniques.14 Results revealed
that while PSAs significantly predicted hotline calls, news coverage of AIDS could not
It was speculated that this was because PSAs provided hotline numbers to call in the
advertisements, while news messages did no t
Southwell et al. (1999) used die ideodynamic model to estimate media effects on
mammography-seeking. Using monthly measures of mammography-seeking and daily
measures of PRO and CON media coverage, the authors first conducted a regression
analysis to assess the linear effects of time on the relationship between the two variables
from 1988 through mid-1994. This was done to eliminate the simplest time-based rival
hypothesis. They found that the linear effects of time explained 72% of the variance of
the media/behavior relationship. The ideodynamic model, however, explained even
more variance, accounting for 82% of the variation in mammography-seeking.
Unfortunately, however, while assessing the linear effects of time offered some
benchmark for comparison of the ideodynamic model, it did little to help isolate media
effects from other forces that could have been contributing to die model's overall
goodness of fit
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Yanovitzky & Stryker (2001) applied both fully-lagged distributed regression
techniques and ideodynamic analyses to study news media effects on adolescent binge
drinking. News media effects were hypothesized to be mediated by binge-drinking
legislation and the social acceptability of the behavior. In the absence of CON coverage,
any coverage about binge drinking was equated with PRO coverage. Like Yanovitzky's
(2000) previously reviewed study of drunk-driving, the traditional ideodynamic model
was compared to a model hypothesizing only interpersonal communication effects.
While there were no direct effects of media coverage on binge drinking behavior, there
was a small effect on peer disapproval of binge drinking. This was found using
distributed lagged regression (R2 change due to media at timet-i - .021) and seemed to be
replicated using ideodynamic analyses (R2for "traditional" model = .841, R2 for
"diffusion" model = .81).
The ideodynamic model shows great promise for uncovering media effects.
However, it cannot be used to isolate media effects from the effects of other forces
without an appropriate benchmark for comparison (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001;
Yanovitzky, 2000; Southwell et al., 2000; Fan, 1996b; Fan, Brosius, & Kepplinger, 1994,
Fan & Holway, 1994). The limitation of the model is that it does not isolate media effects
from effects of behavior at the previous interval, leaving no way of knowing whether the
variation explained by the model (or the persuasive force parameters) are influenced by
media measures, by other systematic forces, or some combination of the two. This issue
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

14 It is unclear from the article exactly w hat statistical techniques w ere used. Presumably, it was a non*
linear model using a first-order autoregressive com ponent
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In sum, existing research on longitudinal effects of news messages on health
behaviors produces more questions than it does answers. Several factors contribute to
the equivocal nature of the evidence. First, methodological weaknesses often make it
difficult to isolate media effects from other forces that might be producing spurious
media/behavior relationships (Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999;
Southwell et al., 2000). Second, while some studies offered support for claims of news
influence on health behaviors (Lazili, 1998; Fan & Holway, 1994; Yanovitzky, 2000),
others failed to show such an association (Fan, 1996b15; Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001).
While specific frames of news coverage were not predictive of health behaviors in some
instances (Yanovitzky, 2000; Lazili, 1998), the distinction between PRO and CON
coverage, and its positive and negative effects on behavior (Fan & Holway, 1998), does
seem to warrant further examination.

15Technically speaking, calling an AIDS hotline is not an actual health behavior.
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Chapter 3:

Hypotheses, Measures, M ethods, & Presentation of Results

Hypotheses
This dissertation represents a fairly novel approach to mass communication
research on health behaviors. Little existing research has applied time-series techniques
to studies of news media impact on health-related outcomes (Corbett & Mori, 1999;
Gonzenbach, 1996; Fan, 1996a; Hertog & Fan, 1994; Rogers, Dearing & Chang, 1991) and
actual health behaviors (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001; Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000;
Yanovitzky, 2000; Southwell et aL, 2000; T-azili, 1998; Fan, 1996b; Fan, 1994).
While it is necessary to understand what mediating factors might affect the
relationship between media messages and health behavior, it is also important to
establish the existence of such a relationship, given the inconclusive nature of available
evidence. The research presented here was exploratory in nature, and attempted to
clarify our understanding of the news media's influence on health behaviors. This
research examined the relationship between media and behavior for four different
health behaviors: 1) marijuana use; 2) seatbelt use; 3) beef consumption; and 4) fruit
consumption. Using longitudinal models of media effects and relying upon aggregated
measures of both media messages and behaviors, the power of media messages for
predicting behavior was established separately for each behavior.
Two main hypotheses were tested in this research. The first was an "effects"
hypothesis, testing for the presence of media effects on health behaviors using two
different operationalizations of media coverage. The second was an "exposure
hypothesis," testing the necessity of distinguishing between message content
(operationalized as news coverage of positive and negative aspects of the behavior) and
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sheer quantity of exposure. The same methods and techniques were used to study news
media effects on four different health behaviors.

Hypothesis 1

Central to this research was the ability to make claims that the mass media can
influence health behaviors. While it would be unlikely that every behavior would be
associated with media coverage, the overall pattern of results should offer support for
claims of media impact This can be stated as follows:

HI: Trends in news media coverage of a preventive health behavior can explain a
significant portion of the variation in trends in the behavior itself.

The first hypothesis sought to establish any causal associations between news coverage
and behavior change. Because it was a general test of media influence, Hypothesis 1 did
not specify specific operationalizations of news media frames. Two particular
operationalizations were compared to test the second set of research hypotheses, listed
below. Both of these operationalizations were used to test Hypothesis one. The first
operationalization distinguished between PRO and CON coverage. PRO coverage
consisted of stories emphasizing positive aspects of performing the healthy behavior,
while CON coverage consisted of stories emphasizing negative aspects of performing
the healthy behavior. The second operationalization measured any media stories
containing references to performing the behavior (referred to as the general behavioral
media measure, or GBM). While there were many ways of operationalizing media
coverage, this hypothesis assumes that two particular ways of classifying media
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messages, distinguishing between PRO and CON or sheer quantity of messages about
the behavior, would be sufficient for capturing a media/behavior relationship. Whether
or not the content of messages is important beyond the quantity of media coverage was
a separate hypothesis, listed below.
An alternative hypothesis was that more detailed media content about the
behavior may be im portant Perhaps certain beliefs, such as perceived susceptibility or
severity, are particularly influential, hence media messages about these specific beliefs
will produce behavior change. Or, perhaps all of the media messages are important, but
have different weights of influence that might produce different amounts of behavioral
change. If it is true that elaborate frames are the only way to accurately assess the
media/behavior relationship, then a failure to find effects here would simply mean that
the particular research hypothesis was not supported, and not that there are not media
effects. If there was support for this hypothesis, then there would be no way of knowing
whether using more complex frames would produce stronger, weaker, or equivalent
associations with the behaviors. However, because of time constraints, this was a
question that must be addressed in future research.
There are three primary conditions for making claims that media affects behavior
rather than vice versa (Cook & Campbell, 1979), two of which can easily be tested with
time-series techniques, and are a strength of this approach. First, time-series techniques
easily allow for the testing of the temporal precedence of the independent variable,
media exposure. Second, time-ordered data can determine the existence of concomitant
variation between the independent (media) and dependent (health behavior) variables.
The weakness of longitudinal tests of media impact using aggregated measures is the
difficulty controlling for third variables due to die unavailability of measures, thereby
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leaving time-series research vulnerable to the threat of a spurious association between
media and behavior. Furthermore, in part because they tend to rely on aggregate
measures, time series techniques make it difficult to distinguish between theoretical
processes responsible for any observed relationship, thereby hindering explanatory
power (Watt & Van Denh Berg, 1978).
The threat of a spurious relationship is particularly powerful if the
media/behavior relationship is somewhat simple, gradually increasing or decreasing
over time (Gonzenbach, 1996). For example, if both media coverage and behavior
measures exhibit a general upward or downward trend, then it is possible that an
observed association is an artifact produced by each measure's relationship with some
other variable, including time itself (Tbid.V Given die reliance on existing data, the
ability to obtain measures of possible third variables in order to eliminate them as
alternative hypotheses was somewhat limited. Small sample sizes also prohibited the
inclusion of potential confounding variables. The extent to which time could be
eliminated as a confounder using the proposed analytic techniques will be discussed in
the Methods section of this Chapter. The use of prior measures of the outcome variable
substantially controlled for third variables that might have had a stable effect on the
outcome in question. However, there was no way to completely eliminate the
possibility that some other third variable was responsible for any observed
media/behavior associations. This was a threat to causal inferences, but was mitigated
by establishing the presence of another causal condition, concomitant variation.
A primary weakness of existing longitudinal studies of health behavior is die
failure to convincingly demonstrate concomitant variation, hi die cases of binge
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drinking (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001), drunk-driving (Yanovitzky, 2000),
mammography (Southwell et al., 2000), and Ritalin consumption (Lazili, 1998), there
were no inflection points in the health behavior in question during the study time
period. There were gradual increases or decreases, but no changes in direction of
behavioral trends. To maximize the causal condition of concomitant variation, a
selection criterion for the behaviors in this study was variation over time. A behavioral
trend exhibiting one or more inflection points offers a more stringent test of concomitant
variation than a trend with no or only one inflection point
Hypotheses 2A&2B

Second, the usefulness of delineating between supportive and unsupportive
health behavior media messages was compared to using the amount of media coverage
about the behavior (the general behavioral media term, or GBM) only. This hypothesis
was contingent upon two factors. First, there had to be some association between media
coverage and behavior, at least for some behaviors. Given that effects have already been
found for behaviors such as binge drinking (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001) and
mammography screening (Southwell et al., 2000), it seemed reasonable to assume that
some effects would be found here. Second, there had to be an ample quantity of both
PRO and CON messages to make their comparison to the more general measure viable.
The formal statement of the second hypothesis is as follows:

H2A: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures will produce a greater association between media and behavior than simple
frequency counts (the GBM measure).
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The media coverage about a particular health behavior can be considered with
varying levels of "framing" complexity. It may be that the sheer quantity of exposure is
all that is important for producing behavior change, and that even a simple distinction
between the content of the messages is irrelevant (Homik & Woolf, 1998). In the most
basic way, this was a test of framing, in that it ascertained whether a simple frame did a
better job of predicting behavior change than a "frameless" measure of quantity. For
every behavior with a minimum amount of CON coverage, the PRO/CON distinction
was compared to the total amount of behavioral media coverage (die GBM term). Note
that the GBM measure was not simply the sum of PRO and CON stories because many
stories captured by the GBM measure were about the behavior, but were without
evaluative statements that might have classified them as PRO or CON messages. The
two different operationalizations of media coverage were compared in terms of their
respective usefulness for predicting behavior change. It was believed that the
PRO/CON measures would produce stronger associations with behavior than the
quantity measure.
There are presumably many different behaviors for which little media coverage
exists about why people should not perform the healthy behavior (CON). For example,
this type of coverage was virtually non-existent for binge drinking (Yanovitzky &
Stryker, 2001) and for drunk-driving (Yanovitzky, 2000). If a minimal amount of CON
coverage did not exist, then a similar hypothesis was tested. The general behavioral
media measures (the GBMs) in this research captured any reference to performing the
behavior, hi cases with few if any CON references, there was still a distinction between
die general behavioral media measure, which captured any generic reference to
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performing the behavior, and the PRO term, which attempted to capture only references
to reasons why the behavior should be performed. It is proposed in this research that
PRO/CON measures should better predict behavioral trends than a quantity measure.
Following this logic, the PRO measure should offer greater prediction than the general
behavioral term. This can be formalized as follows:

H2B: In the absence of CON information, the PRO measures w ill produce a greater
association between media and behavior than simple frequency counts.

The premise of the "quantity vs. quality" argument is that any information about
the behavior will positively affect the behavior ("any press is good press"). Support for
the second set of hypotheses would be offered if the PRO/ CON media coverage
produced a significantly stronger media/behavior association than the quantity media
measure for the majority of behaviors. However, if PRO/ CON coverage failed to do a
better job than quantity alone, it did not necessarily mean that quantity was more
important than message content It could have been, for example, that the simple
PRO/ CON distinction was not an adequate way to operationalize content and that
more complex frames would be necessary to capture the content of messages.
In addition to the two primary hypotheses, possible intervening or conditional
variables particular to tire behaviors in question were considered, hi Chapter 2, three
models of media effects were reviewed: individual, social, and structural. Given the
availability of measures and existing support for individual, social, or structural
variables affecting the media/behavior relationship, these variables were given
consideration, using similar analytic techniques to those used to test the primary
hypotheses whenever possible.
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Measures
All of the measures of media coverage and behaviors were at the aggregated
level This decision was made for practical reasons, due to the absence of valid
measurements of both media exposure about a behavior and the behavior itself at the
individual level, and not because it was believed to be die only appropriate model for
evaluating the media's im pact However, it did have implications for potential paths of
media effect It is important to avoid the "ecological fallacy" and "fallacy of
composition" discussed in the literature review. These concerns could be avoided
provided that no inferences were made about the effects of media coverage on any
unmeasured subgroups of individuals. If the primary interest was in the distribution of
behaviors of a general unit, such as die United States population, then aggregating the
data was appropriate (Hertog & Fan, 1995).
The details of data measurement were different for each behavior. Therefore, the
particulars of the procedures employed for data gathering appear in each behavioral
chapter. However, the general processes are reviewed below.
Behavioral Measures

Available data sources were scoured for longitudinal behavioral measures.
Some minimum requirements existed for determining what behaviors would pass the
initial qualifying round. There had to be a reasonable number of data points, 15 or
greater. An exhaustive search included a detailed examination of die Behavior Risk
Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS), die Monitoring the Future Survey (MTF), the
National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA), the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and The National
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Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), and revealed surprisingly few
eligible behaviors. Much of the difficulty lay in the intermittent nature of data
collection, a fact that could only be discovered after sifting through the data at every
measured interval.
Ultimately, approximately 45 trends were gathered, representing only 25
different behaviors. Trying to select behaviors that showed substantial variation and
had multiple inflection points revealed a surprising finding: behavior change at the
population-level is an incredibly slow process that tends not to shift direction very often.
In other words, if the population is performing a behavior, the aggregate tendency is to
keep performing the behavior. There may be increases or decreases over time, but often
there is little variation in a behavior, and abrupt shifts are uncommon.
The behaviors included for analysis, marijuana use (studied as abstinence from
use), seatbelt use, beef consumption, and fruit consumption were chosen based on
several criteria. First, each of these behaviors had a reasonable number of observations
available. Second, these behaviors displayed some variation over time, either having
multiple inflection points or substantial change over time. Finally, behaviors were
selected based on the degree to which they were different from each other in order to
maximize the generalizability of results. For example, four illicit drug-taking behaviors
would presumably be affected by media messages more similarly than would four
different types of behavior.
Media measures

Gathering media measures proved to be a far more difficult and time-consuming
task than originally anticipated. It was initially believed that David Fan's Infotrend® or a
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similar program would be used to automate the content analysis process, with the unit
of analysis being each paragraph within a story that contained behavioral information.
The unit was to be a paragraph because it usually contains only one idea, and because
an indent is easily recognizable to a computer, so computerized content analysis could
be performed (Fan & Holway, 1994; Nacos et al., 1991). However, an exhaustive review
of existing programs revealed that none of the available content analysis software
packages (Infotrend0 was not available) were sophisticated enough to break down
paragraphs in a story and code their valence through a process called lexical parsing
(Alexa & Zuell, 2000; Popping, 2000). Ultimately, many compromises were made about
the sophistication of the content analysis. The details of the procedures ultimately
employed are presented below.
Media coverage about a specific behavior was acquired through Lexis-Nexis0
and relied on The Associated Press (AP). The decision for using only this source is
justified by the fact that it has been shown to be a valid representation of the national
news environment (Fan & Tims, 1989; Fan, 1988), and it offers full text dating back to
1977, the longest period available for any media source. AP is the largest news source in
the United States, used by over 6,000 broadcast stations and almost 90% of newspapers
in the US flbid.l. The only other media source that offers full-text for this entire period is
The Washington Post. While its coverage combined with The New York Times (with full-

text only available dating back to May 1980) has been shown to be highly correlated
with coverage by die Associated Press (AP) newswire (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999), the
extent to which the Washington Post alone could be representative of the national media
environment is somewhat questionable. Additionally, what was important for this
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analysis was the change in media coverage over time rather than the absolute quantity of
stories.
Stories that contained references to the behavior in question were gathered using
a validated search term. The validation process involved using successive filtration,
where relatively simple filtering rules were constructed, the data was filtered, then re
examined to create additional filtration rules. Validating the search term entailed testing
for recall and precision (Wray, Maxwell, & Homik, 1998). The process of generating
valid media search terms was long and arduous, taking at least one month to generate
terms for each behavior.
First, an open search term was constructed that was believed to represent any
and all possible references to the behavior in question. For example, for the behavior
"using marijuana," the open search term consisted of the word "marijuana" only.16
Next, a random sample of severed months of stories was selected (depending upon the
number of stories retrieved by the open search term), downloaded, and hand-coded to
see if the stories contained some reference to actually performing the behavior, or if the
"hit" was not relevant These stories were used to guide the construction of a closed
search term meant to capture any story that contained references to performing the
behavior. The closed search term, often referred to as the general behavioral media term
(GBM), was then used to gather relevant stories for the same time period. Finally, recall
(sensitivity) and precision scores were estimated for the closed search term. Recall
tested whether the closed search term captured all of the relevant stories, while precision
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tested the proportion of irrelevant stories captured by the term. The formulas for
calculating recall and precision can be seen in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Formulasfor calculating recall and precision far 1 sample GBM
General behavioral
Media Term
Computer
no
Yes
Precision
Recall

Hand
No
A
C
A+C
D/C+D
D/B+D

yes
B
D
B+ D

A+B
C +D
TOTAL

To clarify recall and precision further, an example will be provided.
Suppose an open search term of a random sample yielded 500 stories. After
hand-coding the 500 stories, only 100 contained references to performing the behavior,
or the general behavioral media term. Using the occurrences of references to performing
the behavior as a guide, a general behavioral media term would be constructed. This
search term would then be applied to the same random sample of stories. An ideal GBM
search term would capture every one of the relevant 100 stories revealed by the handcoding, and no additional irrelevant stories. Assume the GBM search captured 110
stories, distributed in the manner presented in Table 3.2.

16 As will be discussed in the Marijuana chapter, occurrences of other words for marijuana, like ‘'grass'* or
"pot" did not appear w ithout die word "marijuana" also appearing.
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Table 3.2: Examplefar calculating recall and precision for I sample CBM
General behavioral
Media Term
Com puter
no
Yes
Recall
Precision

Hand

No
375

Yes
15

490

25
400
85/100
85/110

85
100

110
500

-.85
-.72

If recall or precision was not sufficiently high (the rule of thumb was
approximately greater than .8, although there were exceptions), the stories were re
examined and the search term was modified. Because electronic searching does not
allow for the construction of complex coding rules, it would be virtually impossible to
construct a search term with perfect precision and recall. In order to make sure that
high measures of recall and precision were not an artifact of using the sample to
construct the rules, a second random sample of several months of stories were gathered
and analyzed once high measures of recall and precision were obtained in the first
sample.
A similar procedure was employed to code the stories for PRO and CON.
Because Lexis-Nexis® offers lexical parsing but cannot recognize the paragraph as a unit
of analysis, the story became the unit of analysis. The stories captured from the open
search term were hand coded for the presence of PRO and CON references. In the same
way that any story containing a reference to performing a behavior was counted, any
story containing a reference to advocating the healthy behavior (PRO) or promoting the
unhealthy one (CON) was counted. Thus, any story about performing a health behavior
could contain a PRO reference, a CON reference, both, or neither.
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Clearly, there are problems with this approach. A story containing multiple PRO
references was given the same weight as a story that contained only one. Equal weight
was placed on PRO and CON if even one reference appeared, although there could have
been 25 PRO references and only 1 CON reference. Ultimately, the analyses needed only
to be sensitive to change over time. This operationalization could be particularly
problematic if the proportion of PRO and CON references within stories changed over
time, or if the concepts contained within PRO and CON references shifted in meaning
over time. For example, earlier stories about fruit consumption may have emphasized
health benefits associated with eating bruit, but also mentioned risks of illness due to
pesticides found on fruits. In later years, the emphasis could have changed, so that a
story contained many references to the adverse effects of pesticide consumption and few
references to the health benefits associated with eating fruit This is a threat to the
measurement validity of PRO and CON operationalizations, but can be minimized posthoc by establishing other forms of measurement validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979). If
the PRO and CON operationalizations predicted behavioral trends, with PRO coverage
associated with increases in the behavior and CON coverage associated with decreases,
then predictive validity could be established. Face validity could be determined if
trends in PRO and CON coverage were consistent with what we know about media
coverage of the behavior. Still, the threat remained that if the proportions of PRO and
CON coverage were not consistent over time, the results of hypotheses tests using these
operationalizations may not be valid.
Only stories captured by the general behavioral media term (the GBM term) that
had sufficiently high precision and recall scores were searched for PRO/CON
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references. Measures of recall and precision were estimated for the PRO and CON
search terms in the same maimer as the behavioral term. For PRO and CON, die
number of relevant and irrelevant stories was compared to the total number of valid
PRO/ CON stories from the hand coding of the open search term rather than those
captured by the validated behavioral term. This was a rigid test of the validity of PRO
and CON search terms, because the general behavioral media (GBM) search term did
not pick up every valid story about a behavior. Although only used if highly reliable
(high measures of recall and precision), any story missed by die GBM term necessarily
excluded the PRO/CON references.
Continuing with the example presented earlier, the open search term of the
random sample captured 500 stories. However, only 50 of these may have contained
references to positive aspects of performing the behavior, i.e. PRO references. The PRO
search term was applied to the sub-sample of stories captured by the general behavioral
search term. Theoretically, only stories containing references to performing the behavior
(the GBM term) could have positive references (PRO), while there could not be an
occurrence of a PRO reference without it also being a GBM reference. In practice,
however, the GBM term did not capture every possible story about the behavior, leaving
open the possibility that PRO references were missed in the initial GBM search term
construction stage rather than at the PRO term construction stage. For example, perhaps
50 of the 500 stories contained PRO references, but 5 of these references were not picked
up by the GBM term. Consequentiy, the PRO term, applied only to the sub-set of stories
captured by the GBM term, could at best detect 45 of die 50 stories. Yet recall and
precision scores were calculated using all 50 stories in the denominator, because these
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calculations better represented the sensitivity and precision of the PRO term overall.
The same logic was applied to capture and measure recall and precision of the CON
term.
Recall and precision scores were different for the PRO and CON terms. This
meant that stories containing PRO and/or CON references could be gathered in
proportions different to each other due solely to measurement error. For example, for
beef consumption, recall and precision scores were .85 and .87 for CON, and .92 and .82
for PRO. Taldng the proportion of precision to recall produces the approximate rate of
over- and/ or under-sampling that can then be used to adjust the media measures for
sampling error. The averages of the precision/recall ratios for the two different samples
were used to make the necessary adjustments. Continuing with the beef example, PRO
stories were being under-sampled at a rate of .89, while CON stories were being slightly
over-sampled at a rate of 1.02. To make the numbers comparable, the general behavioral
stories (gathered by the closed search term) were also adjusted.
Inter-coder reliability between computerized and human scoring was assessed
for the first behavior, marijuana abstinence, by giving a random sub-set of stories
captured by the open term to two human coders in addition to this researcher. The
coders were instructed to determine if a story contained a reference to marijuana use
(what would be captured by the GBM term), and were given a list of positive and
negative consequences to determine if the story contained a PRO reference, a CON
reference, neither, or both. There was a minimum of 75% agreement (using Cronbach's
alpha) between the coders and die computer. The details of this analysis can be found
in the Appendix in the "Marijuana" section.
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One potential problem with using AP was the release of the same story
repeatedly, on the same or different days. It is not uncommon for AP to make minor
modifications (changing only a few words) and re-release the story. The variations in
the nature of the duplicates make it impossible to identify repeat stories any other way
but manually. While it would have been possible to adjust the number of stories to
account for duplicates, a decision was made not to make adjustments. An analysis of the
duplicates revealed that the rate at which duplicate stories appeared over-time was not
systematic. Therefore, the appearance of duplicates could not have affected the
proportion of stories appearing over time, and could not interfere with the results of
time-ordered analyses. The details of the "duplicates" analysis can be found in the
Appendix in the "Chapter 3" section.
A second problem with using the Associated Press, discovered after completion of
most of the research, was that AP coverage during the years 1977 and 1978 was
generally less than in later years, with a sharp increase occurring in 1979. The media
coverage for outcomes with available data during these early years was significantly
smaller in 1977 and 1978, yet it was unclear that any particular event (or set of events)
was responsible for the increase in 1979. A potential problem arises if changes in the
behavioral trend coincided with the sharp increase in media coverage measured in 1979.
Since the increase in media coverage was an artifact (perhaps die increases in AP
coverage were real, but they represent structural changes rather than a difference in the
way the particular behavior was being reported), it could contribute to a spurious
relationship between media coverage and the behavior over time. To be confident that
any observed association between media and behavioral trends was genuine, analyses
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testing the main research hypotheses were re-conducted excluding the two earlier years
of less media coverage, 1978 and 1979. Results of these analyses are presented in the
Appendix for each chapter that used data from 1977-1978. It should be noted, however,
that the reduction in sample sizes makes these results less stable than those using all of
the years of available data.
Another problem stemmed from the realization mid-research that Lexis-Nexis®
offers a form of "intelligent searching." This means that staff librarians read through
stories and link related concepts to the search term. For example, "cow" is linked to
"beef," such that a search term containing the word beef will retrieve stories about beef
as well as stories about cows. Librarians are constantly updating their linked files, so a
search term could retrieve a different number of stories if applied on different days
(assuming that both searches are for the same time period). The solution to this problem
is to search the body of the news stories only. Ideally, a search would include both the
headline and the body, but this is not an available option. This problem was discovered
after analysis was completed on marijuana use, seatbelt use, and beef consumption. For
these behaviors, a random sub-set of media coverage was gathered searching only the
body of the text, and compared to the numbers originally gathered. For marijuana use
and seatbelt use, the two samples yielded similar results. In the case of beef
consumption, the two samples yielded different results, so the beef media measures
were re-gathered searching only the body of the text For fruit consumption, only the
body of the text was searched, eliminating this problem.
There were drawbacks to performing automated content analysis capable only of
capturing somewhat simple concepts. Complex inferences could not be made. For
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example, the phrase "marijuana use is down," taken literally, contains no evaluative
statem ent Yet it could be inferred from this statement that there are strong anti
marijuana social norms, hence this would be a PRO statement In general, many coding
decisions had to be made based on the limitations of the method rather than on
substantive grounds. This was a disadvantage of relying upon computerized content
analysis. However, this research necessitated analyzing many years of media coverage
for a variety of different behaviors, and came at the cost of the inability to make
sufficiently fine distinctions. Ultimately, the analyses relied upon changes in media
coverage over time rather than the absolute quantity of different types of coverage.
Provided that there were no systematic differences in the proportions of media coverage
over time that could not be captured by the processes used to gather the measures, then
the results of these analyses using somewhat crude media measures should be valid.

Methods
Multiple analytic techniques were ultimately employed to increase the
confidence with which claims of media impact could be made. Because of the limited
number of data points for each behavior (only annual data was available), the most
stringent test of media effects on behavior, ARIMA modeling, was not an option.
However, if positive results could be shown using multiple methods, then there would
be credible support for the hypotheses tested in this research.
To test Hypothesis 1, several different analytic techniques were used. First, OLS
time-series regression using lagged exogenous and endogenous variables, also known as
distributed lagged regression, was used. This equation takes the following form;
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Y»-Po*Pi Ym * PzPROm - Pj CON m

Or, in the case of the general behavioral media measure, referred to as the general
behavioral media term (GBM), the equation takes the following form:
Y,-Po*PiYM*fcCBMtt

These models assumed a linear relationship between media coverage and the behavior.
Using the PRO/CON operationalization, the effect of PRO coverage would be to create
increases in the behavior, and the effect of CON coverage would be to decrease the
proportion of people performing the behavior. Using the GBM operationalization, the
effect of general behavioral media coverage would be to increase the proportion of
people performing the healthy behavior. Like regular linear regression, many non
linear relationships can often be transformed prior to conducting regression analyses
(Ostrom, 1990). Media effects were considered only after lagged values of the
dependent variable were entered, effectively controlling for many third variables,
including time (Ostrom, 1990).
One drawback of time-series regression using lagged variables is the threat that
much of the relationship between the media and behavior variables is subsumed by the
amount of variation explained by lagged values of the dependent variable (Ostrom,
1990). Conversely, strong evidence of impact existed if the media variables significantly
aided in the prediction of changes in behavior over time above and beyond that which
was explained by the lagged exogenous variable.
When using lagged values of variables in time-series regression, the use of the
Durbin-Watson statistic may be inappropriate for testing serial correlation. The
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Breusch-Godfrey statistic, capable of testing higher-order serial correlation, is an
alternative to the Durbin-Watson (DW). The null hypothesis of the Breusch-Godfrey
statistic tests that there is no serial correlation up to a specified number of lags. A non
significant F-statistic indicates the lack of serial correlation in the error terms. However,
while the DW may not always be appropriate, it almost always captures serial
correlation in the error terms, and is more commonly reported in time-series regression
analyses (ci. Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Trumbo, 1995).
The presence of serial correlation in the residuals of lagged regression models
can cause the variance of coefficients to be under-estimated in the presence of positive
serial correlation (DW<1.5) and over-estimated in the presence of negative serial
correlation. Some researchers (e.g. Trumbo, 1995) argue that dependent variables
should be regressed on lags of themselves until the DW Mis between 1.5 and 2.5 prior to
entering exogenous variables.
Another drawback to fully-lagged distributed regression models is the specified
time lag. Behavior is measured with annual data, so the previous year's media coverage
must be used to predict the following year's behavior. Media effects may not always be
this long-term. For example, media coverage about E. coli outbreaks in beef may be
more likely to produce an immediate rather than delayed effect on beef consumption. In
the absence of positive findings using distributed lagged regression models, it may be
appropriate to apply a model that uses current media coverage to predict current
behavior while controlling for lagged behavior (comparable to using media coverage to
predict change or difference scores of the outcome variable). Not as stringent of a test of
the causal influence of media messages, this is known as a partially-lagged distributed
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regression model (with lagged endogenous variables), and can be represented by the
following equations, assuming either PRO/CON or GBM media coverage:
Y,-P o*PiYm ♦fcPRO,- PjCON,

or
Y,-P o*Pi Ym *P2GBM,

Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem of temporal order.
Non-linear regression with a first-order autoregressive component [AR(1)] was
considered, but ultimately not employed. This is the "autoregresssive" or "AR" part of
ARIMA modeling. A first-order autoregressive process posits that the present value of
the dependent variable is a function of the previous value of the variable, some error,
and the independent variables. Non-linear autoregressive procedures, normally useful
for modeling time-series, were not considered because the dependent variables in this
research are annual data. An Ar(l) process is essentially equivalent to a distributed lag
model that includes two lagged values of the independent variable, at ti and t 2
(Diebold, 1998). Thus, these two equations are logically equivalent:
Yi “ po + PiAr(l) + fcX ti (estimation technique: non-linear least squares regression)
Yt “ PoYm + PiXm + P2 X1 .2 (estimation technique: ordinary least squares regression)

With annual data, there is no theoretical reason why media from two years ago should
predict behavior today.
On the contrary, it may not always be realistic to assume even a one-year
window between media exposure and behavior change. However, the superiority of the
fully-lagged models for testing causality (the inclusion of lagged media variables
establishes the temporal precedence of media) in comparison to partially-lagged models
(lagging behavior but not media) justify their use whenever possible.
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An additional way to test short-term media impact is with the ideodynamic and
similar non-linear models. The details of the ideodynamic model were reported in
Chapter 2. Assuming both PRO and CON media coverage exists, the ideodynamic
equation is reported below:
Y, - Ym + (k*(PRO, + 5* PRO n ... + .(J78125PRO w)* (1-YM) - (f *(CON, + 5* CON « . . .
+.078125*CON (.7)* Yt-i)

This will subsequently be referred to as the "full" model. Two things are worth noting.
First, with the exception of the window of the lag of media effects, the ideodynamic
model is similar to the other two models being tested here; it assumes that a large
portion of the variation in behavior at time t can be explained by behavior at the
immediately preceding interval Second, neither the overall fit measures from the
ideodynamic model nor the persuasive force parameters (the k and f) separate media
effects from effects of behavior at the previous interval The k and f coefficients are
generated by minimizing the sum of squared errors between the values of the outcome
variable predicted by the model and the observed values of the outcome variable. To do
this, it utilizes information about both media coverage and the outcome variable at the
previous interval (the observed value of die outcome variable for the first interved, and
the predicted values at subsequent intervals). This makes it difficult to determine the
extent to which the media measures alone are responsible for the model's overall
goodness of fit Without having some benchmark for comparison, the ideodynamic
model cannot adequately establish the presence or absence of media effects.
Several different established benchmarks for comparison of the full ideodynamic
model were considered before a new benchmark was ultimately employed. The first
benchmark, employed by Fan himself, has been to conduct Granger tests of causality,
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determining if media coverage helps predict changes in outcomes without the reverse
also being true (Hertog & Fan, 1995; Fan & Holway, 1994). To do this, the ideodynamic
model must be employed using media coverage as the outcome variables. Since the
formula for the ideodynamic model requires that the outcome variable is measured as a
proportion, this approach can only be used if media coverage is measured in
proportions, with the total of PRO and CON coverage summing to 1. This logic can be
seen in the formula below, predicting PRO coverage:
PROt* PROt-i + (k*(Y» + i * Y n ... + .Y*7)*(1-CON m) - (f *(1-Y, + 5* 1-Y m ...+.078125*1Y«.7)*PROm)

Due to limitations of the procedures for collecting the media measures (the PRO and
CON search terms had to be applied separately), the media measures in this research
could not be measured in proportions, hence this benchmark could not be used.
Another previously used benchmark for comparing the full ideodynamic model has
been to compare the overall fit of the full ideodynamic model to the overall fit generated
by the linear effects of time (Southwell et al., 2000; Yanovitzky, 2000; Yanovitzky &
Stryker, 2001). The linear effects of time on the outcome variable are estimated by
regressing a sequentially numbered variable (whose values, for example, are "0" at time
t, "1" at timen-1, "2" at time**, etc.) on the outcome variable using OLS regression. This
formula is as follows:
Y»-Po*Pi Ytimi

This model assesses the extent to which a linear secular trend (ie. one that
monotonically increases or decreases over time) accounts for the variation in the
outcome variable. The model R2produced by die "time" regression can be compared to
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the model R2 produced by the ideodynamic model to determine if information in the
ideodynamic model offers greater prediction of the outcome variable than a simple
linear secular trend. Unfortunately, however, there is still no way of knowing whether
any goodness of fit produced by the ideodynamic model is due to media or to the
inclusion of the lagged value of the outcome.
The ideodynamic model assumes that the sole persuasive information circulating
about an outcome is disseminated via the mass media (Fan, 1988) or other sources
closely correlated with media coverage.17 A third benchmark used in previous research
is a non-linear model that assumes that the sole persuasive information circulating about
an outcome is disseminated via interpersonal communication or other sources closely
correlated with interpersonal communication (Yanovitzky, 2000; Yanovitzky & Stryker,
2001). This model assumes that adopters will attempt to recruit non-adopters, and vice
versa. The formula for the "interpersonal only" benchmark is as follows:
Y ,.Y m + k*YM(l-YM) - f*a-Y«-,)YM

Using non-linear techniques comparable to those used for generating the ideodynamic
model, this model assumes that variation in the outcome variable is a function of: 1) the
lagged value of the outcome variable; 2) the extent to which adopters can influence non
adopters (multiplied by some positive constant k); and 3) the extent to which nonadopters effectively persuade adopters to become non-adopters (multiplied by some
negative constant f). In contrast to the ideodynamic model, which relies upon daily
measures of mass mediated communication, there are no concrete measures of
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interpersonal communication used to generate the m odel Because the equations used to
generate the "interpersonal model" and the ideodynamic model are different, the
interpersonal model may be useful for theoretical comparison, but cannot provide a
baseline with which to gauge the magnitude of media effects.
The primary limitation of the ideodynamic model is that alone, it does not isolate
media effects from effects of the lagged values of the outcome variable. It is akin to
considering the overall model R2produced by fully-lagged distributed regression
models as evidence of media effects without determining how much of the explained
variation is due to the lagged outcome variables. If the goal of using a benchmark is to
separate the effects of media from the lagged outcome term, then using either the "time"
or "interpersonal" benchmarks are not particularly useful
To effectively isolate media effects in the ideodynamic m odel the benchmarks
ultimately employed were directly comparable to the full model. The null model of no
media effects predicts the outcome variables assuming constant media coverage:
Yt “ Yu + (k (1-Yt-i) - (f * Ym)

The null model estimates outcomes assuming non-varying media coverage; it is a logical
non-linear equivalent to the distributed lagged regression equation, "Yt = Ym," that also
utilizes information about the proportions of the population performing and not
performing the behavior. To try to isolate PRO and CON media effects from each other,
a "PRO only" and "CON only" model can be generated and compared both to the full
and null models. The "PRO only" model is:

17 If a source of persuasive information closely m irrors media coverage, then media effects could not be
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Yt “ Ym + (k*(PROt+ 3* PROm ... + .078125*PROm)* (1-Y«) - (f * Y«)

This is also the equation used to determine effects of the general behavioral media term.
The "CON only" model is:
Y, « Ym + (k* (1-Ym) - (f *(CON, + .5* CON « ... +.078125*CON «)* Ym)

Using these null and partials models produces model fits (R^) that are directly
comparable to the full ideodynamic model, and are also comparable to DLR methods.
In contrast to the three benchmarks previously discussed (Granger tests of causality,
linear time models, and interpersonal communication models), these null and partial
models are the most appropriate benchmark for this research because they isolate media
impact, which is critical for testing research hypotheses.
Fully- and partially-lagged distributed regression and ideodynamic analyses
(whenever behavioral data was measured in proportions) were the methods used to test
the primary research hypotheses. Different statistics for each method were used to
gamer support for the proposed hypotheses. Additionally, different test statistics were
considered for each hypothesis tested.
To test the first hypothesis, several statistics were used. For distributed lagged
regression equations (both fully- and partially-lagged), the model R2, the change in R2
due to media (either PRO/CON or the GBM term), and the statistical significance of
media coefficients established the presence of a media effect R2 measures the amount of
variation in the dependent variable explained by the independent variables. It is
calculated by dividing the total sum of squares (the sum of how far each individual

separated from effects of sim ilar forces.
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observation is from the mean) by the sum of squares due to error (the sum of how far
each individual observation is from the predicted value):
R2* 1-SSE/SSY where SSE = sum of squares due to error and SSY «*total sum of squares

When using distributed lagged regression, die R2change due to media functions
like a Granger test of causality. For fully-lagged models, it tests whether media at time
ti can explain behavior at time t above and beyond that which is explained by behavior
at time ti (Ostrom, 1990). For partially-lagged models, it tests whether media at time t
explains behavior at time t above and beyond that which is explained by behavior at
time ti. It is important to note, however, that this approach over-estimates the influence
of yt-i, and under-estimates the media variables, so the media R2change is helpful for
determining if the media affects behavior, but is probably under-estimating the
magnitude of this association (Ibid.).
A further way to prove the causal direction is to ascertain reverse causality. It
can be determined if behavior at time ti can predict media at time t above and beyond
that which is explained by media at the previous time interval (or in the case of
partially-lagged models, whether behavior at time t predicts media at time t after
controlling for media at time ti). However, the significant prediction of the media series
using an outcome series does not exclude die possibility that media is also leading the
outcome series, because it is possible that both variables are exerting influence on each
other (ci. Corbett & Mori, 1999).
For partially-lagged distributed regression, the R2change due to media is
evidence of an association between media and behavior, but it does not establish the
temporal precedence of media coverage. The other interpretations and uses of the
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model (e.g. the size and direction of coefficients) axe similar to those of the fully-lagged
modeL
Second, die size and direction of the media parameters were examined. Since all
behaviors were measured annually, and since Lexis-Nexis® only offers full-text since
1977, the maximum number of observations for any behavior was 23. Thus, it may be
possible that media affected behavior, but the small N made these effects non
significant Other criterion for determining media impact may also be helpful. For
example, PRO (anything promoting the healthy behavior) media should have positively
affected healthy behaviors and CON coverage should have negatively affected healthy
outcomes. Looking at the absolute magnitude of the media estimates for all three
methods (fully- and partially-distributed lagged regression and the ideodynamic model)
is useful both for ascertaining the influence of media on behavior and for comparison
across different behaviors.
For the ideodynamic analyses testing the first research hypothesis, there were
several statistics to consider. All of these considerations compared the null ideodynamic
model (one that assumed constant media coverage) to models relying on media
measures. The full media model assumed that both PRO and CON coverage had an
impact on behavior, with PRO coverage contributing to increases in the behavior and
CON coverage contributing to decreases in the behavior. The partial model assumed
that either "PRO only" or "CON only" coverage positively or negatively impacted
behavior. The general behavioral media (GBM) model assumed that any media message
about the behavior would have a positive effect on the behavior.
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For the ideodynamic models, the persuasive force parameters and the model R?s
were examined. If any of the media models (the full, partial, or GBM models) yielded
larger persuasive force parameters an d / or a greater model R2 than the null model,
support would be provided for die effects of media. If the results of the full model were
comparable to the null model, then no support for media effects would be provided. If
the coefficients and/ or R2were greater for the null model, then no support would be
provided.
The differences between the media model fits and the null model fits were tested
to determine if they were statistically significant The goodness of fit for all of die
ideodynamic models (a.k.a. the model R^) were generated by regressing the observed
values of the outcome variable on the estimates predicted from the given model using
OLS regression. It followed that a way of assessing the predictive power of media
measures was to determine if they offered greater behavioral prediction than the null
model. Statistically, this meant that the media models, if significant, should have
contributed to the prediction of the outcome above and beyond that which was
explained by the null models (the null models capture variation in the outcome
explained by systematic forces other than media). Using stepwise OLS regression,
entering the null model first, support for Hypothesis 1 would be offered if any of the
media models predicted significantly more variation in the outcome than the null
model; there should have been a significant R2 change due to the media model step.
Several test statistics were used for determining if there was evidence supporting
Hypotheses 2A and 2B. For DLR regression, because the PRO/CON models had two
media variables and die quantity models had only one, die model R2 measures ware not
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appropriate because they would overestimate the corresponding population value such
that adding variables would always increase the R? (Kleinbaum et aL, 1998). Instead, an
adjusted R2 was more useful, because it penalizes for variables that do not significantly
aid in prediction, and can decrease as you add more variables. The equation for
adjusted R2 is as follows:
Adjusted R2 “ 1 - (1-R2)* T -l/T -k

where T * # observations and k **# regressors

Examining the model R2s for the ideodynamic models was appropriate, because all of
the ideodynamic models were generated with two persuasive force estimates. If the
model R2was bigger for the PRO/CON ideodynamic model (or "PRO" only in the
absence of CON), support would be offered for die second research hypothesis.
Given a significant effect of media coverage using either operationalization,
further statistical support or lack thereof for Hypotheses 2A and 2B was provided using
stepwise OLS regression. These stepwise regressions were applied to both DLR and
ideodynamic models to determine if the differences between the model fits for the
different media measures were statistically significant For distributed lagged
regression models there were three steps. First, lagged values of the outcome variable
were entered. Next values of the general behavioral media measure (the GBM term)
were entered. In step 3, the PRO/CON measures were entered. Support for the second
set of research hypotheses was offered if there was a significant R2change due to the
PRO/ CON step. Additional support was provided if the reverse was not also true; that
the GBM measure offered significant explanatory power after controlling for lagged
behavior and the PRO/CON measure.
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Similarly, for the ideodynamic model, statistical support for Hypotheses 2A and
2B was provided by a three-step regression that included: 1) the null model; 2) the GBM
model; and 3) the full model. Support for the research hypotheses was offered if there
was a significant R2change due to entering the full model after controlling for die
previous two steps (the null and GBM models). Further, the reverse should not be true;
the GBM model should not offer significant prediction after controlling for the null and
full models.
For the DLR methods, when using stepwise regression to test the significance of
the difference between the GBM and PRO/ CON measures, the multicollinearity
between the measures was very large because the PRO/CON measures were simply
sub-sets of the general behavioral media measure. Similarly, there was a large degree of
multicollinearity in the OLS stepwise regressions testing the different ideodynamic
models because much of the same information was used to generate the null, partial,
and full models. The presence of multicollinearity violates a basic assumption of OLS
regression, making it unwise to interpret the mulficollinear terms separately from each
other (Kleinbaum et al., 1998). Therefore, this approach should be viewed as
complementary to the other techniques available for testing Hypotheses 2A and 2B
rather than used as a definitive statistical test
The two methods, distributed lagged regression analysis (either fully-lagged or
partially-lagged) and the ideodynamic model, did not produce directly comparable
statistics. However, there were some ways to compare results across methods and
ultimately across behaviors. Both techniques provided a model R2, adjusted R2, DurbinWatson test statistics, and some estimate of the magnitude of the media coefficients. The
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DLR models provided estimates of media magnitude with Bs or Betas. Because the
coefficients (k and f) in the ideodynamic models did not separate media effects from
lagged behavioral effects, the coefficients themselves were not particularly useful
Instead, comparing R2changes due to media models after controlling for null models
provided estimates of the size of media effects. A logical equivalent existed for DLR
models; the R2 change due to media after controlling for lagged behavior. However, the
change in R2due to media under-represented the true magnitude of these relationships
given the presence of lagged endogenous variables (Ostrom, 1990).

Presentation of Results
The presentation of results for each chapter testing media impact followed a
similar analytical template. First, trends in the outcome variables along with
descriptions of their characteristics were presented. Second, univariate analyses of
media measures were reviewed.
Beginning with a description of the search terms and the results of recall and
precision analyses, graphs of annual trendlines in media coverage for the time period of
the study were provided. Because it was more helpful to understand what caused
increases in coverage by looking at shorter time-intervals, monthly trends in the general
behavioral media term, the PRO term, and the CON term were presented whenever
there was a sufficient amount of monthly coverage to warrant monthly breakdowns.
Increases rather than decreases were discussed because the substantive cause of the
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absence of coverage cannot be determined easily, except to speculate that it occurred
after particular stories created an increase. The news stories responsible for causing
distinct spikes in media coverage were discussed. This was judged somewhat
subjectively, but with consideration to the magnitude of the increase from the prior
month and the quantity relative to the mean number of monthly stories.
The media/behavior analyses began with scatterplots of the media and outcome
variables, complemented by a table of bivariate correlations between media and
outcome variables. These analyses were meant to be an introduction to the
media/behavior relationships, and were not offered as conclusive evidence (or lack
thereof) of effect These analyses did not test the temporal precedence of media
variables, nor did they control for spurious associations due to time and other third
variables. Significant bivariate correlations warranted additional tests of simultaneous
impact (with annual data simultaneous = a 12 month period) if tests of the temporal
precedence of media variables were inconclusive or not significant
The primary research hypotheses were tested using fully-lagged distributed OLS
regression and the ideodynamic model when proportional data was available. In the
absence of unequivocal media effects using fully-lagged or ideodynamic models,
partially-lagged models (using non-lagged media) were also tested. The OLS regression
equations included a different model for the lagged behavioral term only, lagged PRO
and / or CON media, and the lagged general behavioral media term. The different
models being tested were presented in the first column. Included in each media

18 As will be discussed in the Marijuana chapter, occurrences of other w ords for marijuana, like "grass'* or
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equation was the lagged value of the behavior. The table below, Table 3.3, is offered as
an example.

DLR

Table 33: Sample table o f results ofdistributed lagged OLS regression equations
Model R? B Behavior ti
Media
DW
BPRO
BCON
(Adjusted)
(s.e.)
(s.e.)/
(s.e)
AR2
BGBM
(s.e.)

Behavior
Behavior m

XX

PRO/CON,.,

XX

GBM m

XX

XX
(XX)
XX
(XX)
XX

AR2
after
other
media

XX
XX
(XX)
XX
(XX)

XX
(XX)

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

*p<.05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 ® p<.10

Any significant model R2, B, or media R2change was denoted using the symbols
provided beneath the table. This sample table above is for a fully-lagged model (media
is measured at time ti). A partially-lagged model would look identical except that the
media measures in the first column would not be lagged.
Looking at the model with only lagged behavior (the "Behavior ti”row) was
helpful for understanding the amount of variation left to be explained by the media
variables. The "PRO/CON" row tested two-step regression models, with behavior at
time ti entered on the first step and PRO/ CON coverage entered on the second step.
The "GBM" row also tested two-step regression models, with behavior at time ti entered
on the first step and GBM coverage on the second step.
The last column, "R2change after other media," was used to test the second set of
hypotheses. A line separates this column because the numbers were not generated from
the same equations as the other estimates in the row. These statistics were generated

"pot" did not appear without the word "marijuana" also appearing.
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from three-step regressions. For the "PRO/CON" row, it provided the R2change and
statistical significance for the PRO/CON measure after controlling for lagged behavior
and the GBM term (a 3-step regression including lagged behavior, the GBM measure,
and the PRO/CON measure). The "GBM" row tested the R2 change for the GBM
measure after controlling first for lagged behavior and then for the PRO/ CON term.
Any time the statistical significance of differences in R^ produced by the different
media models was discussed, it was based on the results of these analyses. With the
exception of this last column, all of the results using PRO/ CON measures were tested in
separate equations from the GBM models.
The statistical significance of the coefficients of models generated by the lagged
behavior only, one that included the PRO/ CON measures, and the GBM measure varied
slightly based on the number of degrees of freedom (DF) included in the analysis. For
example, with data available from 1977-1999 (N= 23), the data for lagged behavior only
was based on 20 DF (with lagged value, starting N=22 minus one degree of freedom for
the constant and one for the lagged value of behavior), for the PRO/CON on 18 DF
(subtract 2 more DF for PRO and CON variables) and the general behavioral media term
on 19 DF (starting with 22, minus one for the constant, one for the lagged behavior, and
one for the media term). This introduced the possibility that a significant finding using
the general behavioral media term would be more significant than the PRO/ CON term
due to a larger sample, but was largely corrected for by considering the adjusted model
R2 rather than focusing on media R2change as a comparison.
In these tables, the Bs rather than [3s were offered. Bs were chosen rather than (3s
because the persuasive force coefficients generated by the ideodynamic models function
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like Bs (the coefficients tell you how much a single news story will move the dependent
variable), hence the media coefficients were more comparable across models.
Additionally, the B coefficients are always unbiased while the Betas, a variance based
statistic (P = B/SE), could be artificially deflated in the presence of negative serial
correlation and artificially inflated in the presence of positive serial correlation (the
variances would be over-estimated in the presence of negative serial correlation and
under-estimated in the presence of positive serial correlation). Betas were not necessary
to compare the performance of the general behavioral media term to the PRO/ CON
measures, because this could be seen in the adjusted model

and stepwise regressions

testing whether one measure of media out-performed the other.
The model R2s were adjusted so that the number of variables included in the
equation (e.g. PRO/CON is 2 variables, but GBM is only 1) did not artificially inflate the
model fit, and the models could be compared. The Bs, their standard errors, and
statistical significance were provided for each variable included in the equation.
Looking at the media coefficients revealed the impact of the media variables, as did the
media R2 change. Finally, the DW statistic revealed the presence or absence of firstorder serial correlation in the residuals (DW roughly between 15 and 2.5 = no serial
correlation, roughly less than 15 = positive serial correlation, and roughly greater than
25 = negative serial correlation). Positive serial correlation, most common in social
science data (Diebold, 1998), would under-estimate the true variances of the variables in
the equation, thereby artificially inflating the t-ratio and other measures of goodness of
fit (Ostrom, 1990). The estimates themselves, however, would be unbiased.
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Next, a table with ideodynamic analyses was presented. This included model
R2s (unadjusted, column 1), positive and negative persuasive force coefficients (the "k"
and "f" in columns 2 and 3), the DW test for serial correlation (column 4), the change in
R2due to media models after controlling for the null model (column 5), the change in R2
due to the full or partial models after controlling for the null and GBM model (column
6), and the change in R2 due to the GBM model after controlling for the null and full
models (column 7). Table 3.4 below is offered as a sample table of results.

Ideodynamic
Models

Behavior
Null
Full
PRO only
CON only
GBM only

Table 3.4: Sample table of results ofideadymmic analyses
Model
f (+ force)
DW
k (- force)
AR2
R*
from
null

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX

AR2
from
null +
GBM

AR2
from
null +
full

XX
XX
XX
XX

* p <.05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 ® p<.10

A line in the table separates the last three columns because their statistics were
generated using different equations from the first four statistical columns. The "model
R2*and "DW" columns were generated by regressing the observed values of the
outcome variable on the values predicted by the model specified in the first column
(using OLS regression). The "f" and "k" columns were generated using non-linear
estimation techniques.
The last three columns were generated by muldple-step OLS regressions.
Looking at the "R2change from null" column, these statistics (along with their statistical
significance) tested whether the differences in R?s generated by the full or partial models
were significantly different from the model fit generated by the null modeL This
column displays model fits (R?s) of two-step regressions, regressing the observed values
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of the behavior on 1) predicted values estimated by the null model and 2) predicted
values estimated by the media model listed in the first column. It determined if media
significantly contributed to ideodynamic model fits. To support research hypotheses of
media impact, the full model (that estimated k and f based on PRO and CON media
coverage) should have produced greater model R2than die null models. If only one type
of media messages was influential, using "PRO only7' as an example, then the model R2
for the "PRO only" model should have been greater than both the null and "CON only"
models and at least equal in value to the full model.
The next column, "R2 change from GBM," was important for testing die second
set of research hypotheses. This column provided R2changes for the full and partial
ideodynamic models after controllingfor both the null and GBM models. Thus, the model
fits were a result of 3-step regressions that included 1) predicted values generated by the
null model; 2) predicted values generated by the "GBM" model; and 3) predicted values
generated by the media model listed in the first column (either full, "PRO only" or
"CON only). A significant R2change here meant that the PRO/CON (or PRO or CON)
measures offered explanatory power not captured by the general media measure.
The last column tested if the reverse was true; if the general media measure
offered prediction of the behavioral outcome not captured by the PRO/ CON measure.
This model fit was generated by a 3-step regression that included 1) predicted values
generated by the null model; 2) predicted values generated by the full model (or in the
absence of CON coverage, the "PRO only" model); and 3) predicted values generated by
the "GBM" model.
If some support for media impact was found using DLR models, then the results
were complemented with Granger tests of causality. If media predicted behavior after
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controlling for lagged behavior, but the reverse was not true, support was offered for a
unidirectional influence of media affecting behavior. If behavior also predicted media
after controlling for lagged media, then it was likely that both variables were exerting
influence on each other.
If no significant effects of media were found using lagged OLS regression, and if
bivariate correlations between media and behavior were statistically significant, then
partially-lagged OLS regression were used to determine the likelihood of non-lagged
media impact Including lagged values of the dependent variable removed the threat
that a media/behavior association was due to time or some other systematic variable.
The table for the partially-lagged regression would look similar to the fully-lagged table
presented above, except media variables will no longer be lagged. Support for media
effects would be provided if the media coefficients or media R2changes were statistically
significant, although convictions of claims of causal order would be weaker. Additional
support would be provided if media at time t significantly predicted behavior at time t
after controlling for behavior at timeM, but behavior at time t could not significantly
predict media at time t after controlling for media at timet-i. Any additional analyses
stemming from hypotheses drawn from the specific behavior were tested and presented
using methods similar to the ones just described.
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Chapter 4:

M arijuana

Preventing adolescent marijuana (MJ) use has been the goal of many public
health practitioners. Adolescents have been the target audience for many anti-drug
interventions because it is believed that drug use is most active during these years
(Woodarski, 1990). The justification for supporting abstinence-based marijuana
prevention interventions has been that drug abuse can only be prevented through
abstinence (Montagne and Scott, 1993). Further, marijuana is believed to be a "gateway"
drug, the use of which will ultimately lead to die use and potential abuse of other more
dangerous and addictive illicit substances (ci. Kandel and Faust, 1975). Many
researchers feel that the successful prevention of any marijuana use will also curtail any
use or abuse of other drugs further down the chain.
There have been copious quantities of resources poured into massive anti
marijuana media campaigns. In the late 1980s and early 1990s the Partnership for a
Drug-Free America (PDFA) generated approximately $2.5 billion dollars in media time
and space (PDFA, 1997). More recent efforts include an Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) campaign, with approximately $1 billion budgeted to spend on a 5-year
campaign scheduled to run through 2002 (ONDCP, 1998). The evaluation of the
ONDCP campaign has not yet been completed. Evaluations of die earlier PDFA
campaign (Stryker, 1998), as well as most other adolescent drug prevention campaigns
(Schmeling and Wotring, 1980; Wallack, 1981; Flay and Sobel, 1983; Bell and Batjes,
1985), have failed to attribute significant reductions in individual-level marijuana use to
their campaigns. These failures have been attributed to insufficient exposure to
campaign messages and to faulty message design. Recent anti-marijuana campaigns
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targeting individual differences based on levels of sensation-seeking (need for novel,
stimulating, and arousing stimuli—see Zuckerman, 1979) have been more successful,
with some attitude and behavioral change in marijuana beliefs and behavior among high
sensation seekers (Palmgreen et aL, 2001).
The emphases on anti-marijuana media campaigns and evaluations have
overshadowed other possible media influences on marijuana use. It is possible that
media messages originating from sources other than planned campaigns have
contributed to increases and decreases in adolescent marijuana use. There are numerous
plausible theoretical explanations for why news messages may impact adolescent
marijuana use at the aggregate level. Three of the most prominent models, individual,
social, and structural models were discussed in the Literature Review section and can be
applied to adolescent marijuana use/ abstention from use. While there are many other
models that explain initiation of drug use, such as the theory of problem behavior (ci.
Jessor et aL, 1973) or stage theory (ci. Kandel and Logan, 1984), they are not necessarily
useful for understanding media impact, nor are they all dramatically different from the
models presented here (Flay and Petraitis, 1991).
Rational cognitive models of behavior change suggest that adolescents may be
exposed to media messages that create more positive/ negative attitudes about
marijuana, thereby affecting use (Rosenstock, 1974; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). A primary
positive consequence that has been correlated with marijuana use is the belief that using
marijuana would be fun, while a significant negative consequence pertains to
perceptions of harmfulness of marijuana (Bearden and Woodside, 1978).
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It may be unrealistic to expect that adolescents are reading or watching news
themselves. However, it does seem plausible that young people are exposed to this
information indirectly through other people, like parents, teachers, or older siblings. It
is also possible that the media's impact is less direct, contributing to a societal attitude
toward marijuana.
If there are strong marijuana-related attitudes at the aggregate level, there could
be normative pressure to abstain from or use marijuana. Peer influence is one of the best
predictors of teenage drug use (ci. Brook et aL, 1997; Beman, 1995; Battjes, 1984). This is
one possible pathway of effect promoted by models of social influence, whereby media
contributes to an adolescent's perception of the cultural (in)appropriateness of using
marijuana. Similarly, media might also cause adolescents to believe that marijuana use
is more or less common among their peers, or it might emphasize parental disapproval
of using marijuana.
Structural models of behavior change also offer insight into how news messages
might have an effect on adolescent marijuana use. The media might disseminate
information about stricter law-enforcement policies against a marijuana, the
ramifications of which persuade people not to use (Horruk, 1991). Or, the media may
have an indirect effect by producing changes in other social institutions that produces
changes in norms and ultimately behavior (Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999; Yanovitzky &
Stryker, 2001). For example, media messages about marijuana may alert school board
members to the problem, who respond by increasing the anti-drug curriculum. As a
result of the school-based programs, adolescents decide to abstain from marijuana use.
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Structural forces are simply an additional mediating factor affecting either
individual or social models. For example, the media might perpetuate information
about stricter enforcement of marijuana possession laws. This could directly influence a
youth's decision to abstain from marijuana. Alternatively, this enforcement could affect
a peer network's normative beliefs about marijuana, causing the group to decide not to
engage in the behavior. Another possibility is that the media coverage gets the attention
of policymakers, who create stricter policies concerning marijuana use, thereby affecting
marijuana use at the societal leveL
Existing research has shown that while attitudinal variables explain changes in
marijuana use over time, social and structural variables have not (Bachman, 1994;
Johnston, 1991). In particular, perceived harmfulness (PH) and personal disapproval
(PD) of marijuana use have explained changes in marijuana use at the aggregate level
over time, while friends' disapproval, the number of friends who use marijuana, and the
perceived availability of marijuana have not (Ibid.). This does not mean that social
and/ or structural variables cannot explain changes in marijuana use over time, only that
existing operationalizations of these measures cannot account for these changes.

Hypotheses
Figure 4.1 diagrams the hypothesized relationships between media, personal
disapproval, perceived harmfulness, and marijuana abstinence.
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Figure 4.1: Potential mechanisms of media effects on abstinencefrom marijuana
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Since the focus of this research is media effects on behavior, these variables were only of
interest if there was an association between news messages and abstinence from
marijuana. Thus, the first hypothesis this chapter sought to test, stated generally in
Chapter 3, is the following;
H 1: Trends in news media coverage of marijuana use can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in abstinence from marijuana use.
If such a relationship existed, the plausibility that perceived harmfulness and personal
disapproval were mechanisms for that effect could then be ascertained.
Existing research has shown that two variables have been particularly predictive
of aggregate changes in marijuana use; perceived harmfulness of using marijuana and
personal disapproval of using marijuana (Bachman, 1994; Johnston, 1991). A logical
question is whether or not these variables might mediate the relationship between
media coverage and marijuana abstinence. In other words, news coverage may affect
adolescents' perceptions of marijuana's harmfulness, which ultimately affects decisions
to abstain from marijuana use. Or, news coverage could create an aggregate
disapproval of marijuana, which ultimately affects marijuana use. These were expressed
as Hypotheses la and lb.
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H la: Trends in news media coverage of marijuana use can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in perceived harmfulness of marijuana use.
H lb: Trends in news media coverage of marijuana use can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in personal disapproval of marijuana use.
These variables, harmfulness and disapproval, should mediate the relationship between
news coverage and abstinence. However, there were presumably other mechanisms of
influence through which media messages might also have affected marijuana abstinence.
While they were not measured in this research, the potential for such factors could be
identified. If news coverage affected marijuana abstinence even after controlling for
perceptions of harmfulness and disapproval, then there would be evidence that other
factors were also mediating news media effects. This was expressed as Hypothesis lc:
Hlc: Trends in news media coverage of marijuana use can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in abstinence from marijuana use above and beyond
that which is explained from perceived harmfulness and personal disapproval.
The final hypothesis for this chapter tested the proposition that PRO/ CON coverage
could do a better job predicting variation in abstinence from marijuana than a simple
quantity measure. This was the second primary research hypothesis guiding this
dissertation:
H2A: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures w ill produce a greater association between media and abstinence from
marijuana than simple frequency counts.
Measures
All of the outcome measures were taken from the Monitoring die Future Study
(MTF), 1975-1999. This survey, conducted annually each Spring by researchers at the
U n iv e r s ity

of Michigan, is a series of cross-sectional surveys of a representative sample
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of high school seniors. The survey measures a variety of attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors, with an emphasis on drug, alcohol, and tobacco use. The three measures
used in this study are 1) abstinence from marijuana in the past 30 days; 2) perceived
harmfulness of hying marijuana; and 3) personal disapproval of trying marijuana. More
specifically, the proportions of students each year who 1) reported no marijuana use in
the past 30 days19; 2) said trying marijuana was a "great risk"; and 3) "disapproved" or
"strongly disapproved" of trying marijuana were used. Because media measures were
only available from 1977, only the years 1977-1999 were included in the analysis. The
exact wording of the questions used to measure the outcome variables can be found in
the Appendix.
Rates of adolescent abstinence from marijuana use have fluctuated greatly over
the years: In 1979,63.5% of high school seniors reported abstaining from marijuana in
the past month, while rates of abstinence reached as high as 88.1% for this age group in
1 9 9 2 .2 0

Although the prevalence of marijuana has remained relatively stable from 1997

to 1999, with approximately 77% abstaining, this level came after a gradual decline in
abstinence since 1992. The overall mean for abstinence from marijuana was 762% (N =
23, SD = .07). Perceived harmfulness and personal disapproval followed similar trends,
although the proportion of seniors who believed trying marijuana was a great risk (Le.
thought trying marijuana was harmful) has been markedly lower than proportions of
students abstaining from or disapproving of marijuana. Figure 4.2 shows the trends in
all three of these variables.

19 Abstinence rates are simply the obverse of use rates.
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Figure 4.2: Trends in marijuana abstinence, perceived hamtfulness, and personal disapproval
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As the figure illustrates, the perceived, harmfulness of trying marijuana reached its
zenith in 1991, with 27.1% believing that trying marijuana was harm ful In contrast,
only 8.1% believed marijuana trial to be harmful in 1979. The overall mean for perceived
harmfulness was 163% (N = 23, SD = .05). Personal disapproval of marijuana followed
a similar pattern, although this variable reached its peak in 1992, with 69.9% of all
seniors disapproving of marijuana triaL In contrast, in 1977 and 1978, only 33.4% of
teens disapproved of trying marijuana. The overall mean for personal disapproving of
trying marijuana was 52.04 (N =23), although there was great variation in this variable
over time (SD = .11).
Media coverage of marijuana was gathered using slightly different procedures
than the general ones outlined in die Measures Section.21 A large sample of 13 months
(N=738) was gathered using an open search term, and then used to create search terms

20 Trends in marijuana use among 10th and 8* graders follow sim ilar patterns, although the overall
prevalence for the three groups decreases monotonically w ith age (Johnston et aL, 1999).
21 This was sim ply because it was the first behavior selected for analysis, so standard protocol hadn't yet
been developed. However, it is highly unlikely that die results of the techniques used would differ
dramatically from die more formal procedures used for subsequent behaviors.
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for marijuana use, PRO (media information supportive of abstaining from marijuana
use) and CON (anything condoning marijuana use). It was derided that stories
containing references to marijuana but not to marijuana use were not relevant For
example, stories about the cultivation and trafficking of marijuana were not included in
the general behavioral or PRO and CON terms. However, to make certain that these
types of stories did not afreet marijuana abstinence rates, some analysis using the open
search term was conducted, to determine if it offered greater prediction of trends in
abstinence rates.22
The open search term used to generate the initial sample was simply
"marijuana." While there are many other terms for marijuana, such as "grass" or "pot,"
it was determined that these euphemisms were not typically used and appeared
infrequently without the word "marijuana" also appearing. Because of this, and because
"grass" and "pot" have other meanings that would retrieve a number of completely
irrelevant news stories (e.g. stories with references to lawns or gardening), the open
term was left as "marijuana."
All of these 738 stories were thoroughly reviewed and coded as a valid general
behavioral media reference (GBM), a PRO reference, and/or a CON reference (only
those stories that were valid GBM stories could be PRO or CON). Of the 738 stories
captured by the open term, 65.6 % (N = 486) contained valid references to using
marijuana. Next, the stories were reviewed to generate a valid GBM term. The recall

22 In the particular case o f marijuana, stories captured by the open search term but not die general
behavioral media term happened to be related stories about die behavior. For other behaviors, however, the
open search term included many completely irrelevant stories (e.g. airline crashes for automobile seatbelt
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and precision analyses for all of die media terms can be seen in greater detail in the
"Marijuana" section of the Appendix.
Any time the word "marijuana" appeared, the text before and after the
occurrence was seam ed to generate a list of words that would include any reference to
marijuana use while also discounting references to marijuana growing or trafficking.
The process of successive filtration involved careful analysis of those stories not
captured by the search term but containing valid references to using marijuana, and to
those stories that were not valid but were captured nonetheless by the GBM search term.
Different windows of words between the appearance of the word "marijuana" and the
other concepts were tried, and ultimately it was decided that these words had to appear
in the same sentence as the word "marijuana" or "drug." The final GBM search term
was as follows:
((M arijuana O r drug) W /S (smok! O r use! O r try! O r tried O r using O r addict! O r a bus! O r
legaliz! O r eat! O r rehab! O r test O r tests O r tested O r testing O r advocat! O r possess)
NOT W /S (traffic! O r produc! O r cartel O r cultivat! O r grow! O r grew O r pound! O r
m anufactur! O r trad! O r ton! O r sm uggl! O r intent O r distribut! O r sell O r sale! O r sold O r
ring! O r conspirac! O r deal! O r store!) and m arijuana)

This search term directed Lexis-Nexis® to search all stories that contain the word
"marijuana." Within those stories, a story was counted any time "marijuana" or the
word "drug" appeared in the same sentence as one of the words designed to capture the
concept of drug use, but NOT within the same sentence as one of the words capturing
the concept of drug dealing, trafficking or growing. The recall and precision estimates
for the use term were .91 and .88 respectively, hi other words, die GBM term captured

use, colloquialism s like 'b e e f it u p ' for beef consum ption, and A gent O range for fru it consum ption),
m aking com parative analyses using the open search term s less relevant.
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498 stories, of which 440 were deemed valid by the hand coding. The term missed 46
valid stories, and captured 58 stories that were not valid.
Next, the PRO and CON search terms were generated. In general, a story was
considered to have a PRO reference if it talked about any negative consequences of
marijuana use (the outcome is abstinence—hence a supportive or PRO reference one that
supports the notion of abstinence). This included references to punishments for using
marijuana like suspensions, arrests, loss of job, etc. It also included harmful effects of
marijuana like lung damage, the gateway effect, and drug abuse. A story was
considered to have a CON reference if it talked about positive consequences of
marijuana like medical uses of marijuana or marijuana legalization.
Because it was believed that only those stories that contained a reference to
performing the behavior (GBM term) could also contain positive or negative references
(PRO and CON), only stories captured by die GBM term were searched for PRO and
CON references. The ultimate PRO search term was as follows:
AND (((M arijuana O r drug) W /SENT (zero tolerance O r addict! O r a bus! O r prison O r
arrest O r convict O r char! O r arraign! O r indict! O r bust! O r fined O r punish! O r crim! O r
sanction O r Bred O r resign! O r probation O r fired O r hearing O r discipiin! O r suspend! O r
gatew ay O r harm ful O r problem O r abstin! O r abstain O r curb O r rehabilitat! O r danger))
O r ((test! O r urinalysis W /SENT (m arijuana O r drug!) W /SENT (ban! O r suspend! O r los!
O r reduc! O r discipiin!)) O r (G atew ay drug O r (m ore likely O r likelier) W /SENT Us!
W /SEN T(m arijuana O r drug)) NOT W /SENT (non- O r no O r n o t O r d o n 't)

As the search term indicates, PRO references included those in which a person suffered
a negative consequence as a result of their marijuana use, such as jail time, arrests, fines,
suspension from work, being disciplined. PRO references also included mentions of
marijuana use or abuse, or marijuana use as a gateway drug leading to other drug use or
abuse.
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The ultimate CON term was as foQows:
AND (((m arijuana O r drug!) W /SENT (decrim inaliz! O r Iegaliz! O r advocat! O r (cancer
O r side effect O r chem otherapy O r glaucom a O r medic! O r nause! O r therap! O r prescri!)
W /SENT (m arijuana O r drug!) W /SENT (perm issive O r perm it O r allow O r eas! O r
reduc! O r reliev! O r aid! O r help! O r less! O r subsid! O r elim inat!)) NOT W /SENT (nortO r no O r not O r don't)

The CON term captured references to different types of medical uses of marijuana
(including glaucoma treatment, to reduce nausea induced by chemotherapy) and the
support for the legalization of marijuana.
Of the 738 stories retrieved by the open term (of which 486 were hand-coded as
valid, and 440 were captured by the GBM term), 52% contained PRO references as
deemed by the hand coding, of which the PRO electronic term captured 94.1% (recall).
Only 5.5% (41/738) of the stories were hand-coded as containing a CON reference, of
which the CON electronic term captured 83% (recall). The recall and precision were .93
and .94 for PRO and .83 and .77 for CON.23 To correct for the differences between and
among the recall and precision estimates for the PRO, CON, and behavioral terms, the
numbers were adjusted by 1.01, .93, and .96 respectively (the ratios of precision to recall).
Although the search terms were not tested on a different sample, the large
number of stories taken over many different months made it unlikely that the high
levels of recall and precision were an artifact of using the same sample to develop and
test the terms.

23 The denom inator of th e recall an d precision estim ates for the PRO an d CON term s w as die total num ber
o f relevant stories rath er than th e num ber gathered by the use term , thereby reducing the PRO an d CON
estim ates b u t m aking them applicable to d ie universe of stories rath er than die universe o f stories captured
by the original search term .
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Reliability was further checked by comparing the search term results with those
of two human coders other than this researcher. The details of the search terms and
reliability analysis can be found in the Appendix. Figure 43 charts the annual number
of media references to marijuana over time. Because of the large number of stories
captured by the open search term, it was placed on the secondary axis. The general
behavioral media term (GBM), the PRO term, and the CON term, all on the primary axis,
have been adjusted by their respective precision/ recall ratios. From this point forward,
any references to the GBM, PRO, or CON measures of media coverage refer to the
adjusted media measures.
Figure 4J: Trends in media coverage of marijuana use
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There was a sharp increase in coverage between 1979 and 1980. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, this initial spike in coverage was believed to be due to structural changes in
The Associated Press rather than genuine media increases in marijuana-related coverage.

To make certain that artificially low numbers of stories in earlier years did not affect
results, the main analyses were re-conducted excluding the years 1977 and 1978. The
results can be found in the Appendix.
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The trendlines for the open term, the general behavioral media term (GBM), and
the PRO term followed similar patterns. In contrast, CON coverage seemed to vary
somewhat independently from the other media measures. The pattern of correlations
between media measures can be seen in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Bioariale correlations of marijuana media coverage
PRO (adjusted)

CON (adjusted)

GBM (adjusted)

O pen

Pearson
correlation
(N -22)

Pearson
correlation
(N -22)

Pearson
correlation
(N-22)

Pearson
correlation
(N -22)

.502*

.983***
332**

.878***
.251
.937***

PRO
CON
GBM

"

In general, increases in media coverage of marijuana produced increases in all of
the sub-sets of coverage (marijuana use measured by the GBM term, negative
consequences of use measured by the PRO term, and positive consequences of use
measured by the CON term), although less so for CON coverage. Monthly measures of
media coverage were examined to understand what particular events (if any) were
responsible for spikes in coverage. This was not done for the open measure because it
was included only as a check. Any months with substantial increases in media coverage
from the prior month were discussed.
The annual trendline of general marijuana use stories (GBM) (Figure 4.3) showed
a gradual increase from 1977 until 1986, when stories begin to decline until 1993. After
coverage remained relatively stable for several years, it increased again and reached its
zenith in 1996, after which coverage declined slowly. The monthly marijuana media
coverage can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4A: Monthly GBM coverage o f marijuana use
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The monthly average of marijuana use media coverage was 38.10 stories (N =
276), with a large amount of monthly variation (SD = 20.94). The trend had many peaks
and troughs, but only the three months that had the most media coverage will be
discussed. During the first spike in November 1987, monthly coverage rose almost
450%, from 23.42 to 127.84. Douglas Ginsberg, a Supreme Court nominee, admitted to
having used marijuana during the 1970s. This admission prompted other public
officials, such as then Senator A1 Gore, to confess to their own marijuana use. Media
coverage spiked again in 1996, from 74.17 stories in June to 124.92 stories in July.
Several stories contributed to the large increase. A well-known football player for the
Dallas Cowboys, Michael Irvin, was arrested on marijuana charges. Additionally,
during the presidential election. Bob Dole attacked Clinton for admitting that he had
used marijuana. In February 1998, there were 105.4 news stories about marijuana use,
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up from 56.6 the previous month. Ross Rebagliati, a Canadian snowboarder who had
won the Olympic gold in Nagano Japan, had tested positive for marijuana use. He was
briefly stripped of his medal before it was restored to him.
The trend in PRO media coverage closely followed the general behavioral media
term. Looking at the annual media data (Figure 4.3), there was a gradual increase from
1978 until 1987, where coverage peaked with Nancy Reagan's Just Say No campaign. A
steady decline followed the peak in PRO coverage until 1994. A second peak in PRO
coverage occurred in 1997, followed by another decline. Looking at the monthly media
measures of negative consequences of marijuana use (the PRO measure) helped
determine what news events were responsible for these increases. Monthly PRO media
coverage is graphed in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Monthly PRO media coverage o f marijuana use
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Although die annual PRO and GBM data are highly correlated, breaking down media
coverage by month revealed that different stories were responsible for spikes in media
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coverage. The greatest increases in PRO stories (relative both to the previous month and
to the overall mean) occurred in January 1980, January 1985, May 1994, and July 1996.
The July 1996 spike (from 69.73 in June to 112.18 in July) was also seen in general
behavioral media coverage, and was due both to the arrest of the Dallas Cowboys
football player on drug charge and to Dole's attack on Clinton for admitting to having
used marijuana. In January 1980, there were 40.42 stories containing references to
negative consequences of marijuana use (up from 11.12 the previous month). This spike
occurred when Paul McCartney was arrested in Japan for possession of marijuana. The
January 1985 increase (from 14.15 in December to 6Z66 in January) was due in part to a
report released by Monitoring the Future researchers that marijuana use was down. In
May 1994, PRO coverage increased (from 15.16 in April to 75.8 in May) due to the arrest
of Jennifer Capriati, a professional tennis player, for possession of marijuana.
Looking again at the annual media data (Figure 4.3), the peak in PRO coverage in
1987 due to the "Just Say No" campaign corresponded to a dip in the amount of CON
coverage, suggesting that the campaign may have had a negative impact on CON
coverage. The proportion of CON coverage remained relatively stable over time, with
the exception of a sharp increase in 1997 and subsequent partial decline in 1998 and
1999. CON coverage remained at elevated levels following the sharp increase in 1997, a
common pattern in media coverage trends. Media coverage tends to be higher during
the time intervals immediately following a sharp increase due to a major news story,
and lower during intervals immediately following news droughts (Watt, 1994).
Monthly CON coverage, seen in Figure 4.6, fluctuated because there were so few
CON references in a given month.
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Figure 4.6: Monthly CON media cooerage o fmarijuana use
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On average, there were 4.06 CON references per month, with as much variation (SD =
4.22). There did not appear to be many ephemeral spikes in CON coverage.
A vast majority of marijuana media coverage consisted of references to negative
consequences of marijuana use (or positive consequences of abstinence), with few
references to positive aspects of use over time (CON). The number of PRO and CON
references remained roughly proportional over time. Noticeably absent from both types
of media coverage were discussions about normative aspects of marijuana use, such as
peer pressure to use marijuana. That discrete instances or events are depicted more
frequently than thematic stories that focus on collective outcomes is a consistent finding
across media studies (ci. Iyengar, 1991). The absence of such stories may explain the
lack of association over time between marijuana use and existing normative measures.
As for the relationship between media coverage with marijuana and other attitudinal
variables, it may be difficult to see visually if die trends in media coverage can account
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for trends in the outcome variables, but statistical tests should offer more definitive
evidence.
Analysis
As discussed in Chapter 3, to maximize the confidence with which claims of
media effects could be made, two different analytic techniques were used and then
examined for comparability of results: 1) trme-series regression using lagged
endogenous and exogenous variables and 2) non-linear modeling using the
ideodynamic model. The general behavioral media term (GBM) was used only to test
Hypothesis 1 and 2A, and not to test the intervening variables (Hypotheses la, lb, and
lc). The fully-lagged time-series regression model assumed a linear relationship
between media coverage and marijuana abstinence, such that the effect of PRO coverage
was to create increases in the behavior, and the effect of CON coverage was to decrease
the proportion of people performing the behavior. By including abstinence at the
previous interval in the regression equations, many third variable effects were
effectively controlled, although much of the relationship between the media and
marijuana abstinence was subsumed by the amount of variation explained by lagged
values of the abstinence (Ostrom, 1990).
The ideodynamic model is a method capable of testing short-term effects of
media messages. To isolate media effects from effects of including lagged behavior in
the analysis, null and partial models were compared to full media models to determine
if the persuasive force estimates generated by media offer any independent
contributions.
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To test Hypotheses la, lb , and 1c, fully-lagged distributed regression was used.
Hypotheses la and lb use the same equation as DLR tests of marijuana abstinence, i.e.
lagged values of both media coverage and perceived harmfulness or personal
disapproval were used to predict trends in perceived harmfulness or personal
disapproved.
Results: HI & 2A

First, the graphs of the PRO and CON media variables against abstinence from
marijuana were examined. There should have been a positive linear relationship
between the PRO coverage and abstinence, and a negative relationship for CON
coverage. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 are scatterplots of media coverage graphed against
abstinence from marijuana use.
Figure 4.7: Scatterplot o f PRO media and 30-day abstinencefrom marijuana
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Figure 4.8: Scatterplot of CON media and 30-day abstinencefrom marijuana

CON stunts (adjusted)

There was a fairly strong linear relationship between PRO coverage and abstinence.
However, the CON scatterplot was more ambiguous. Visually, there was no identifiable
relationship between CON coverage and abstinence. This could have been due to the
small number of CON stories. It was also apparent that there was a relationship
between media coverage, abstinence, and time such that media and abstinence both
increased over time. This was controlled for in the distributed lagged regression (DLR)
analysis.
Figure 4.9 is a scatterplot of the general behavioral search term against abstinence
from marijuana.
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Figure 4.9: Scatterplot o f GBM and 30-day abstinencefront marijuana
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The relationship was similar to the PRO/ abstinence relationship, which would be
expected given the similarities of the trends of both of these variables (see Figure 4.3).
Again, time was clearly confounding the relationship between the independent and
dependent variables, but would be controlled for in DLR regression. Table 4.2 provides
a statistical interpretation of these results, looking at the bivariate correlations between
abstinence horn marijuana and the media terms. The bivariate correlations contained no
controls for third variables, hence these numbers were meant to be indicative of a
potential relationship rather than used as definitive estimations. Also included in the
table are the bivariate correlations for the media measures with perceived harmfulness
and personal disapproval.
Table 42: Bioariate correlations between abstinence front marijuana and media coverage

MJ abstinence
H arm fulness
D isapproval

PRO (adjusted)
CON (adjusted)
Pearson correlation
Pearson correlation
(N -23)
(N -23)
.179
377®
34
.096
365®
.095
in
* p < .0 5 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p<<.10

GBM (adjusted)
Pearson correlation
(N-23)
.446*
.425*
300
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There were few significant relationships between media coverage and marijuana
and marijuana-related outcomes at the bivariate level. MJ abstinence and PH were
significantly correlated (r = .45 and r = .43 respectively) with the GBM media term, while
the PRO term was marginally significantly associated with MJ abstinence and PD (r = .38
and r = 37). Nonetheless, there were significant relationships, and there was also the
possibility that media effects on marijuana and related outcomes were more gradual.
This was tested with the fully-lagged distributed OLS regression models.
Table 4.3 displays the model R2, the media coefficients, the change in R2due to
media, the DW, and the change in R2 for one operationalization of media coverage after
controlling for the other. These estimates were for the OLS lagged models only. Table
4.4 displays the model R2, the persuasive force coefficients, the DW, the R2change for all
media models after controlling for the null model, the R2change for the full and partial
models after controlling for the null and GBM models, and the R2 change for the GBM
model after controlling for the null and full models. These estimates were the results of
ideodynamic analyses. These two tables were used for determining results of
Hypotheses 1 and 2A. It should be noted that the model R% for all of the models that
have DW statistics less than

were biased due to the presence of positive serial

correlation in the residuals. The media coefficients, however, were unbiased.
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Table 43: Results o fdistributed tagged regression equations for abstinence from marijuana
DLR

M odel
IP

BMJt-i
(s.e.)

(Adj.)

A bstinence
MJ A bstinence
►i
PR O /CO N m
GBM n
O pen T erm ti

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)/
B O pen

BCON
(s-e)

M edia
AR2

.903***
(.058)
.00008**
-.00032*
.86***
.942***
(.00015)
(.053)
(.0003)
.928***
.856***
.00004®
(.062)
(.00002)
.935***
.858***
.00004*
(.00001)
(.056)
*p < .05 **P<.01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10

DW

AR2
after
other
m edia

.97

.921***

.026*

152

.016®

.01®

132

.00

.018*

1.62

Table 4.4: Results o f ideocbfnamic analyses for abstinence from marijuana
Ideodynam ic
M odels

Model
R2

F (+
force)

K (force)

DW

AR2
from null

(U iudU

A bstinence
N ull
Full
PRO only
CON only
GBM only

.73***
.90***
31***
32***
31***

.0003
-.0006
37
.0002
-.0003
56
.0003
-.0001
39
.0002
-.0002
.47
37
.00025
.0001
*p < .05 ** P<.01 *** pc.O O l® p

.174***
.084**
.097**
.083**
< .10

AR2
from null
+
GBM

AR2
from null
+
fun

.091***
.001
.085***
.001

For both DLR and ideodynamic models, each row of the tables represents a
different regression equation. The column(s) to the right of the vertical lines were
generated from equations that were different from the other statistics in the row as
discussed in Chapter 3. For example, in the DLR model (Table 43), the PRO/CON row
contains statistics generated by a two-step regression equation including 1) lagged
marijuana abstinence and 2) lagged PRO/ CON coverage. The last column of the row
contains the model fit generated by a three-step regression that included 1) lagged
marijuana abstinence; 2) lagged GBM coverage; and 3) lagged PRO/ CON coverage. For
the ideodynamic models, the columns to the right of the vertical line contain statistics
generated by two- (null and media model listed in first column), three- (null, GBM, and
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media model listed in first column), and three- (null, full, and GBM model) step
regressions respectively.
Looking first at the distributed lagged regression analyses, assumption of nonserially correlated error terms seemed to be satisfied for both the PRO/CON terms and
the open search term (indicated by the DW = 152 for the PRO/CON row and DW = 1.62
for the open term). The general behavioral media term had a DW slightly less than the
acceptable range of between 15 and 2.5.
Results offered support for the first hypothesis, that media coverage affected
adolescents' abstinence from marijuana. With the DLR models, media coverage (using
the PRO/CON operationalization) accounted for approximately Z6% of the variation in
abstinence rates, even after controlling for the effects of abstinence at the previous time
interval, which accounted for 92.1% of the variation. The DLR model showed a
statistically significant effect of both PRO (p=.008) and CON (p=.04) media coverage.
The magnitude of the CON coefficient was larger than the PRO (-.00032 for CON and
.00008 for PRO). However, this was because there were fewer CON than PRO stories,
causing the impact of one CON story to be larger relative to one PRO story. The Betas
(appearing in Table 4.8 to follow) were .196 and -.136 for PRO and CON respectively,
suggesting that stories emphasizing negative consequences of marijuana use (PRO
stories) caused a greater increase in marijuana abstinence than stories about positive
consequences (CON) caused decreases.
Also included in the distributed lagged regression equation table was a separate
regression equation for the open term. While this term was not believed to be
theoretically relevant, it was included to be certain that stories about marijuana growing
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or trafficking did not affect abstinence rates more than stories about marijuana use (the
GBM measure) or stories about positive and negative consequences of marijuana use
(the PRO/CON measure). Although the open search term significantly predicted
abstinence rates (the open term coefficient and the R2 due to media was significant), it
did not offer greater prediction than the PRO and CON measures (a model R2 of .935 for
the open term versus .940 for the PRO/CON measures). The differences between the
open term and the PRO/CON measures were not statistically significant (these results
are not presented in Table 4.3). The open search term did perform slightly better than
the general behavioral media term. The open term produced an overall model R2of
.935, versus .926 for the general behavioral term. While the media coefficients were
identical, the open term Beta (Table 4.8) was larger (.15) than the GBM term (.12). This
difference was only marginally statistically significant The open term explained 1.2%
variation in abstinence after controlling for the GBM term (p = .06), while the GBM term
did not significantly explain any variation in abstinence after controlling for the open
term. However, the difference between the measures was not so large that it warranted
support for additional analyses using the less theoretically meaningful measure.
Short-term effects of media coverage were tested using the ideodynamic model.
Estimates using the ideodynamic model yielded similar results, although the model R^
were lower. The full model offered far greater prediction than the null model,
explaining 90% versus 73%of the variation in abstinence rates. This difference was
statistically significant; the full model significantly explained variation in abstinence
after controlling for the null model (determined by looking at the statistical significance
of the R2change from null column for the full model row). There was also support for
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the importance of both PRO and CON media coverage: the model

for the partial

models, with "PRO only" or "CON only" coverage were smaller than the full m odel
However, both the "PRO only" and "CON only" models offered statistically significant
greater prediction than the null model. All of these results must be interpreted with
great caution, however, because the strong positive serial correlation in the residuals of
the ideodynamic model suggest that any variance-based statistic was biased toward
over-estimation (Ostrom, 1990).
There was also support for the second hypothesis, that PRO/CON coverage did
a better job of predicted changes in abstinence than a simple quantity measure. For the
DLR models, rather than looking at the media R2change (since these statistics weren't
corrected for the number of variables in the equation), it is helpful to look at the adjusted
R2s for the models. The PRO/ CON DLR model had a larger R2 (.942) than either the
general behavioral term (.928) or the open term (.935). Additionally, both the PRO and
CON media coefficients were statistically significant, while the coefficient for the general
term was not. The PRO/CON measure offered a marginally significant increase in
behavioral prediction after controlling for the GBM measure (the last column of Table
43, R2change = .016, p = .08), while the reverse was not true. Using the ideodynamic
model (Table 4.4), the general behavioral media term performed better than the null
model, but did not offer greater prediction than the PRO/CON model, as evidenced by
the smaller model R2and die smaller persuasive force coefficients. These results were
echoed in die stepwise regressions (the columns to the right of the vertical line). The full
model explained additional variation in abstinence after controlling for die GBM model,
while the reverse was not true.
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Table 45, presented below, shows that while PRO and CON media at time ti
significantly contributed to the explained variation in abstinence trends, the reverse was
not true. This suggested that the direction of influence was unilateral, with media
affecting marijuana abstinence. Marijuana abstinence at time ti did not significandy
explain variation in either PRO or CON coverage at time L
Table 4 3: Results o fdistributed lagged regression equations for media
DLR

M odel R*

B Abstinencet-i

tAdJ.)

(s-e-)

PRO
PRO m

335**

A bstinence m

300***

CON
CON m

359***

Abstinence m

328***

-3939 (42036)

BPROt-,
(s-e.)

B CON m
(s-e)

364**
(.166)
371***
(.18)

DW

2.27
.000

.651***
(.182)
.64**
(-19)

2134
(7470)

A bstinen
ce
AR?

237

2.11
.003

2.11

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .10

Partially-lagged distributed regression models (with simultaneous media and
lagged abstinence) were not presented for several reasons. First, the fully-lagged
models, which established the temporal precedence of media coverage, offered greater
support for causal impact than simultaneous models (the ideodynamic models also
tested short-term impact, but the strong positive serial correlation in those models
required caution in making claims based on R2s). Second, the table of bivariate
correlations between non-Iagged media measures and marijuana abstinence (Table 4.2)
showed only small associations. Finally, the partially-lagged DLR models, like the
ideodynamic models, produced strong positive serial correlation in the residuals.
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Because the findings of both the DLR and ideodynamic analyses offered support
for the hypothesis that media affected abstinence rates, possible mechanisms of effect
could then be explored. Because the PRO/ CON measure offered the greatest prediction
of all of the media measures, these measures were used to test the intervening role of
media effects on marijuana via personal disapproval and perceived harmfulness. These
were expressed as Hypotheses la, lb, and lc. The results of these analyses are found in
Tables 4.6 and 4.7.
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Results: H la,H lb,& H lc
Table 4.6: Results o fdistributed lagged regression equations for perceived harmfulness, personal disapprooal, andfor

abstinence including lamed PHand PD
DLR

M odel R2
(Adj.)

PH
PH m

.821***

PRO/CON,-t

.847***

PD
PD m

.914***

PRO /CO N m

.935***

A bstinence
Abstinence t-i

.921***

PH /PD m

.946***

PRO/CON m

.970***

B PD m
(»•«•)/

B PH m
(s.e.)

B M Jm
(s.e.)

73***
(.088)
.827***
(.084)

BPRO
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e)

DW

AR2

179

5

.00007*
(.0003)

.894***
(.06)
.847***
(.056)

-.0001
(.0017)

.04®

2.29

1.00
.0001*
(.00005)

.007
(278)
(312)
551**
51*
(-256)
(321)
* p < 05 **P<.01

.903***
(.05)
-592
(387)
-325
.0008***
(343)
(.00002)
***p< .001® p< .10

.03*

-.0005*
(.0002)

1.65

.83

-.0002
(.0009)

.029***

1.05

.023**

1.77

Table 4.7: Results ofideodynamic analyses forperceivedharmfulness and personal disapprooal
Ideodynam ic M odels

Perceived H arm fulness
Null
FuB
PRO only
CON only
Personal D isapproval
N un
Fun
PRO only
CON only

M odel R2
(Ui»d(.)

F (+ force)

K (- force)

DW

54***
.802***
.68***
.65***

.00007
.00004
.00006
.00005

-.0003
-.0013
-.0005
-.0007

37
.92
.47
.62

361***
.139**
.105*

.0003
-.0002
.0002
-.0009
.0002
-.0003
-.0005
.0002
***p <.001 ® p <.10

.22
.61
34
50

.223***
312***
.136***

.67***
.89***
75***
50***
* p < 05 **P<.01

AR2
from
nuU

Distributed lagged regression models revealed a marginally significant (p = .09)
relationship between PRO/CON media coverage and perceived harmfiilness. The PRO
parameter was significant (p= 03), but the CON parameter was not (p = .44). An
examination of the Betas (Table 4.8 below) revealed that PRO coverage 0 - 23) was
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vastly more influential than CON coverage (P = -.08). The ideodynamic analyses (Table
4.7) echoed these findings. The full model for PH (R2=.802) offered substantially greater
prediction than the null (R2 = .54) or partial models (R2 = .68 for "PRO only" and R2 =
.65 for "CON only"). The model fits for all of the media models were significantly
greater than the null models. However, the high degree of serial correlation in the
residuals of the ideodynamic estimates made the distributed lagged regression models
more appropriately interpretable.
Table 4.8: Betas for marijuana abstinence media coverage from DLR equations
DLR
Abstinence
Perceived H arm fulness
Personal D isapproval
Abstinence incL PH & PD

3 PRO
.20**
.23*
.19*
.21***

3 CON
-.14**
-.08

8 GBM
.12*

3 OPEN
.15*

-.15*
-.06

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 * p < .10

For personal disapproval, DLR models (Table 4.6) showed that both PRO and
CON estimates significantly contributed to explained variation in abstinence (p = .01
and .03 respectively). Media coverage explained 3% of the variation in personal
disapproval of marijuana over time. Like perceived harmfulness, the PRO Beta for
personal disapproval (P = .19) was greater than the CON Beta (P = -.15), although the
difference between the PRO and CON measures was not as large. Similarly, the full
ideodynamic model for personal disapproval (R2 = .89) offered significantly greater
prediction than the null (R2 = .67) model (the significance of the difference is tested in
the last column of Table 4.7). The partial models also offered significantly greater
prediction than the null model, suggesting the importance of both PRO and CON media
coverage.
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Finally, looking at the DLR table (Table 4.6) under the "abstinence" heading
(found in the first column), media coverage predicted abstinence rates even after
controlling for perceived harmfulness and personal disapproved. The R2 change due to
media in the abstinence model was .027, while the media R2change after controlling for
perceived harmfulness and personal disapproval was .023. These findings suggested
that media messages affected abstinence from marijuana among adolescents by affecting
the aggregate level of perceived harmfulness (although this relationship was only
marginally significant) and personal disapproval of marijuana; these variables, however,
could not account for the entire relationship between media and marijuana
use/abstinence from use. Because media explained a significant portion of the variation
in abstinence trends even after controlling for perceived harmfulness and personal
disapproval, it was highly likely that at least one other path, the exact nature of which
was unknown, also linked media to marijuana use and bears further future exploration.
Discussion
In sum, the results of the statistical analyses offered support for all five research
hypotheses. It would appear that news media coverage of marijuana use had an impact
on high school seniors' decision to abstain from marijuana use at the aggregate leveL In
other words, any individual adolescent may not have been directly exposed to any
particular media message, but the cohort was exposed (either directly or indirectly) to
the sum of media messages, which subsequently influenced abstinence rates. The DLR
adjusted R2for the PRO/CON measure was larger and significant compared to the
general behavioral media term (R2 = .94 versus .926, the significance of the difference
tested in the last column of table 43), offering support for H2A. While the open media
term did offer significant prediction of abstinence rates (model R2 - .935), it was not
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greater than the more theoretically meaningful PRO/ CON measure. There were also
significant associations between media coverage (measured by PRO/CON) with
perceived harmfulness and personal disapproval (Tables 4.6 and 4.7). However, because
the PRO/CON measure explained a significant portion of the variation in marijuana
abstinence after controlling for personal disapproval and perceived harmfulness (Table
4.6), there were presumably other unmeasured variables that also mediated media
effects on marijuana. These variables may or may not have been social or structural in
nature. Exploring other possible intervening variables is left as a goal for future
research.
Several things are worth nothing about the results of these analyses. First,
although the CON coefficients were always in the right direction (i.e. they had a
negative impact on positively framed outcomes), their coefficients were not always
statistically significant This was due to the larger standard errors of the CON
coefficients. The larger standard errors, in turn, were due to the fact that there were
fewer CON than PRO news stories, and less change in quantity over time. Second,
while the amount of explained variation in the outcome variables due to media coverage
was quantified using changes in R2, these numbers were only approximations to the real
effect
Because all of the outcome variables were measured on the same scale, it is
appropriate to compare the media coefficients across the models. For the distributed
lagged regression equations, looking at the media Betas (Table 4.8), the PRO coefficients
were virtually identical across the models, suggesting that PRO media coverage was
equally important for predicting all of the outcome variables. The CON coefficients
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were also similar across models, although it appears that CON coverage most greatly
affected seniors' personal disapproval of marijuana. Post-hoc, it would make sense that
media coverage emphasizing positive aspects of marijuana use would create an
aggregate perception of the social acceptability of die behavior, thereby reducing
disapproval of its use.
The results of the ideodynamic models were somewhat different from, though
not inconsistent with, results from the distributed lagged regression models. All of the
coefficients' signs were in the proper direction (positive for the k coefficients and
negative for the f coefficients). There were variations in the magnitude of the persuasive
force estimates for the different models. The coefficients were largest for abstinence
from marijuana. The largest single coefficient was for CON effects on perceived
harmfulness of marijuana; i.e. media messages about positive aspects of marijuana use
reduced adolescents' perceptions of the harmfulness of marijuana. The high degree of
positive serial correlation in the residuals, however, made it unwise to make firm
conclusions about effects based on the ideodynamic analyses in general and the model
R% in particular.
Clearly, some caution is needed interpreting these results and making claims of
causal inference. The N of the study, only 23, was small. Additionally, there was an
unusual pattern of autocorrelation in all of the outcome series except perceived
harmfulness (unusual in that it could not be explained solely by accounting for the
values of the outcome variable at the previous time interval). Some researchers (e.g.
Trumbo, 1995) argue that regression equations should include as many lagged values of
the dependent variable as necessary to remove all serial correlation (determined by
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whether or not the DW falls between 1.5 and 2.5) prior to entering any exogenous
variables. In the cases of abstinence from marijuana and personal disapproval, this
would have required the inclusion of 3 lags, further diminishing the sample sizes. These
analyses were conducted, and are presented in the Appendix. The results were not
dramatically different from those presented in this chapter. There was a marginally
significant effect of lagged PRO/ CON coverage on abstinence, and no statistically
significant effect of either the open or GBM terms on the behavior. For personal
disapproved, PRO/ CON measures did not significemtly aid in prediction of PD once 3
lagged values of personal disapproval were included. However, media coverage did
significantly aid in the prediction of abstinence from marijuana even after controllingfor 3
lags of abstinence and lagged values ofpersonal disapprooal and perceived harmfulness (the PRO

parameter was significant, the CON was not). The media variables explained 15% of
the variation in abstinence rates; quite remarkable considering that the other variables
explained 96.4% of the variation in abstinence rates.
The relative consistency of the findings including 3 lagged values of abstinence
and personal disapproval offer support for the validity of the findings presented in this
chapter. In addition, the DLR models including the PRO/CON media variables did not
violate assumptions of serial correlation. In all analyses, the media variables temporally
preceded outcome variables. The inclusion of lagged values of the outcome variables
controlled for spurious relationships with time. The valence of die PRO and CON
media coefficients were consistently in the right direction. Finally, the two distinct
methods, time-series regression and non-linear modeling, offered similar results. All of
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these factors offer support for (he existence of a relationship between news media
messages and the outcomes, with the former affecting the latter.
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Chapter 5:

Seatbelt Use

Motor vehicle accidents represent a serious public health problem. Driving
accidents are the most common cause of serious injury in the United States, accounting
for approximately 42,000 deaths each year (Healthy People 2010,2000). Driving
accidents are die third leading cause of death, after heart attacks and cancer (National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2000). Driving accidents are also an enormous
economical burden, costing $150.5 billion each year flbid.l. Yet the majority of trafficrelated injuries could be prevented through the use of seatbelts. When used properly,
seatbelts can reduce the risk of fatal injury to a front-seat passenger by 45% and the risk
of moderate or critical injury by 50%.
Wearing a seatbelt is a behavioral option available to any driver or passenger of
most motor vehicles, provided they have the physical or mental ability to secure the
restraint or ask for help. It is a physically easy behavior to perform, and the costs of
doing the behavior are low relative to the safety advantages. Nonetheless, there are still
factors that influence people's decisions to buckle up, and there are different ways
media messages might affect seatbelt use. The three models primary models of behavior
change, individual, social, and structural, will be considered in the context of seatbelt
use.
The primary individual explanation for why people don't wear seatbelts is that
they are uncomfortable and/or inconvenient to use (Donohue, 1988; Berger & Persinger,
1980). Conversely, the majority of people wear seatbelts for safety purposes (Berger &
Persinger, 1980). Accordingly, the media may positively influence seatbelt-wearing
behavior by emphasizing the safety benefits of wearing a seatbelt and by negating the
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importance of discomfort felt by wearing a seatbelt While attitudes are an important
determinant of seatbelt behavior under low-risk situations, normative influences are
more important during high-risk situations (Trafimow & Fishbein, 1994).
Normative influences appear to be important determinants of seatbelt use during
more dangerous driving situations, and for young people who portray a pattern of risktaking behavior, including experimenting with drugs and binge drinking (c.f.
Zuckerman, 1979). The media might affect normative perceptions of seatbelt use if
media coverage emphasized the social acceptability of wearing safety restraints
(Trafimow & Fishbein, 1994).
Structural factors are anything that might make it physically easier to wear a
seatbelt Seatbelts have been a mandatory piece of safety equipment in automobiles for
decades, with federal standards applied to the products manufacturing since 1966
(NHTSA, 2000). Given the pervasiveness of safety restraint devices in automobiles,
choosing to wear a seatbelt is an option for virtually all motor vehicle passengers.
Another structural variable influencing seatbelt-wearing is the creation of laws
requiring seatbelt use. There are two types of laws with respect to seatbelt use. A
primary law allows police to pull over drivers because someone is not wearing a
seatbelt A secondary law only allows drivers to be cited with a seatbelt violation after
being stopped for another violation. While every state (including the District of
Columbia) with the exception of New Hampshire has secondary seatbelt laws, only
sixteen states had primary laws as of 1999, although the federal government has been
offering financial incentives for more states to enact these laws (Goehring, 1999). A
recent poll (in 2000) showed the vast majority of Americans—89%—favor secondary
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laws enforcing seatbelt use, while 47% favor primary laws (Spectrum, 2000). Laws have
been responsible for a large increase in the use of seatbelts, with primary laws exerting a
larger influence than secondary laws (Nelson et al., 1998). For example, when California
enacted a primary seatbelt law in 1993, seatbelt use rose from 73% to 95.6% (Lang &
Voas, 1998). It is quite likely that the mass media are affecting this behavior by covering
stories about seatbelt laws, ultimately persuading people to buckle up.
In sum, existing research has shown the importance of individual, social, and
structural influences on seatbelt-wearing behavior. There is also support for the
potential effects of news media messages by looking at campaign studies. In a meta
analysis of the effectiveness of mass mediated seatbelt campaigns, Moore (1989) found
that media-only campaigns that did not use fear appeals were successful in affecting
seatbelt compliance rates. More successful, however, was a campaign that had a
complementary law-enforcement effort Similarly, in a meta-analysis of health
communication campaigns, Snyder et al. (in press) found the largest campaign effects
for seatbelt use, with an average campaign effect size of .15. This suggests that news
media messages may successfully influence seatbelt behaviors, and may be most
successful if there is a supplementary effort to promote primary or secondary laws.

Hypotheses
The previous section provided numerous theoretical explanations why news
coverage of seatbelt use might be associated with wearing a seatbelt at the aggregate
leveL The general test of media effects on seatbelt use was expressed as Hypothesis 1:
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H 1: Trends in news media coverage of seatbelt use can explain a significant portion
of the variation in trends in seatbelt use.

Existing research has shown that the most successful mass mediated seatbelt campaigns
were those which had complementary law-enforcement components. Extending
findings of purposive campaigns to news media messages, if news media messages
affected seatbelt-wearing behavior, then greater media effects might be found in states
with stricter seatbelt laws. If this is true, then there may not be an overall significant
m edia/ seatbelt relationship, but there may be a significant interaction between law and
media affecting seatbelt behavior. This can be formally stated as follows:
H la: There is an interaction between media coverage and seatbelt law, such that
media influence on seatbelt behavior w ill be greater for states and periods with
seatbelt laws than for states/periods w ith no laws.
If seatbelt laws vary from state to state, and if a large portion of news media
coverage of seatbelt use pertains to seatbelt laws, then it might follow that local media
coverage would be a better media measure to use. However, this type of analysis was
not possible for several reasons. First, the behavioral data for the individual states was
sporadic: no state had a seatbelt use measure for every year of the BRFSS survey. This
was made more difficult by the fact that the type of analysis needed to support
conditional claims would require a state to have measures for at least some time periods
when there was no law in effect Third, full-text media coverage of the local news
organization would have to be available for the entire time period for which behavioral
data was available. Finally, local coverage would have to be of a sufficient magnitude to
be considered meaningful and/or reliable. No state met all of these criteria, so the
conditional media impact could only be tested using AP coverage.
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The second general hypothesis guiding this research, about quantity versus
PRO/ CON, could not be tested because there was virtually no media coverage of
seatbelt use that offered any reason why individuals should not use a seatbelt
However, a similar hypothesis could be tested. The general behavioral media search
terms (GBMs) in this research captured any reference to performing the behavior, in this
case seatbelt use. Although there were few if any references to CON coverage, the
general behavioral media measure and the PRO measure were different The GBM term
captured any generic reference to the wearing of seatbelts, while the PRO term captured
only references to why seatbelts should be worn. It is proposed in this research that
PRO/ CON measures should better predict behavioral trends than quantity measures.
Following this logic, the PRO measure, if there was no relevant CON information,
should offer greater prediction than die general behavioral term. This was formalized as
follows:
H2B: In the absence of CON information, the PRO measure of media coverage of
seatbelt use will produce a greater association between media and seatbelt use than
simple frequency counts.
Measures
The outcome measures were taken from two different sources: Monitoring the
Future (MTF) and the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). An
explanation of the MTF survey and its sampling procedures can be found in the
"Measures" section of Chapter 4. Measures of high school seniors' seatbelt use are
available from 1986-1999, for an N of 14 years. The BRFSS, which began in 1985, is a
survey conducted through die Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) by the
health departments of participating states. Every state, including die District of
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Columbia, now participates in the BRFSS, although not every state provides monthly
data. Additionally, in earlier years of the BRFSS, not every state participated in the
survey. Although conducted on a monthly basis, the sporadic participation of states in
addition to the small Ns for any state for a given month make it unwise to use the
disaggregated data for statistical analyses. Instead, it is recommended that data be kept
at the annual level (For further details, see CDC, 1998). BRFSS seatbelt data was
available from 1984-1998, although individual state participation varied dramatically,
with no state offering data for the entire time period. The small N made any
interpretations of the findings tentative at best An effect might have been of a
reasonable magnitude, but may not have been significant by statistical standards.
Figure 5.1 charts the trends in the proportion of adults (BRFSS) and high school
seniors (MTF) who reported always wearing a seatbelt when riding in an automobile.
The exact wording of the questions can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 5.1: Trends in seatbelt use among adults (BRFSS) and high school seniors
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The consistency of estimates across surveys offered validation of the measures: the
correlation between the MTF and BRFSS measures for the years of available data for
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both measures was .99 (N -13). It also suggests that the behavior is similar among the
different populations, despite the fact that adolescents tend to engage in more risk
behaviors than adults (ci. Zuckerman, 1979).
Overall, adults in the BRFSS reported always using their seatbelts more than
high school seniors in the MTF survey. On average, for any given year, 10% more adults
than high school seniors reported always wearing their seatbelts: the overall mean for
the BRFSS measure was 53.96% (SD = .16), while the overall mean for the MTF measure
was 47.76% (SD = .12). Rates of seatbelt use among adults have been gradually
increasing over time, with a low of 19% reporting consistent seatbelt use in 1984 and a
high of 72% reporting use in 1998. For adolescents, although the general trend was
positive, there were two points in the trendline where there were slight plateaus or dips
in the behavior for one- or two-year intervals. In 1988,37.5% of seniors reported always
using their seatbelt; it dipped to 35.6% in 1989, then went up to 42% in 1990. Similarly,
In 1995,57.1% reported constant use, followed by 57.0% in 1996,55.8% in 1997, and up
to 603% in 1998.
Measures of media coverage of seatbelt use followed the procedures outlined in
the "Measures" section of Chapter 3. First, an open search term was constructed to
capture any possible story about seatbelt use. This included any reference to seatbelt
use, including seatbelts on airplanes. The open search term was the following:
Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt!
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Using this open search term, a random sample of ten months24of coverage was gathered
and hand-coded for whether or not the story contained a reference to: 1) wearing a
seatbelt (the general behavioral media search term); 2) why it would be a positive thing
to use a seatbelt (PRO); and 3) why it might be a bad thing to use a seatbelt (CON). It
was at this stage that the initial determination was made to omit CON references. In the
first 10-month sample (N = 199), less than one-half of one percent of the stories
contained CON references (N = 9).
The general behavioral search term included any story that contained a reference
to vehicular seatbelt use. This included seatbelts in vans, trucks, and buses. The
majority of stories contained references to seatbelt laws, police stopping vehicles for an
offense (not wearing a seatbelt was the primary offense or people were stopped for some
other offense after which the status of their seatbelt use was determined), and v e h ic u la r
accidents in which drivers and passengers may or may not have been wearing seatbelts.
Of the 199 stories retrieved by the open term in the first sample, 162 contained valid
references to seatbelt use. The general behavioral media term (GBM), found below,
simply modified the open term to discount seatbelts in airplanes, trains, etc.:
Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt! AND (autom obile! O r car O r cars O r vehicle! O r van!
O r auto! O r truck! O r bus)

The GBM media term captured 172 stories in the first sample, of which 154 were valid
references. The recall and precision scores were .96 and .89 for the first sample. Many of
the non-relevant stories captured by the search term included the expression "fasten

24 Because the overall num ber o f seatbelt stories w as relatively sm all (com pared to m edia coverage of other
behaviors), larger sam ples of m onths w ere collected.
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your seatbelt," meant in a figurative manner. There was no conceivable way to
eliminate these references without also eliminating valid references to fastening one's
seatbelt for safety purposes. The details of the recall and precision analyses can be
found in the Appendix.
A PRO reference was one that mentioned the illegality of, or citation or fine for
not wearing a seatbelt A story was also coded as having a PRO reference if an accident
occurred and the severity of any injuries was mitigated by the use of a seatbelt, or if
someone was gravely injured because they were not wearing his/her safety restraint
The search term for PRO references was conducted only among those stories captured
by the general behavioral media term. The PRO search term was as follows:
AND (Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt! O r belt!) W /S (prevent! O r reduc! O r wear! O r
worn! O r m andatory! O r require! O r illegal O r law! O r safe! O r sav! O r ticket! O rcit! O r
violation! O r accident! O r death! O r die O r injur! O r fine! O r fee!) AND NOT (recall)

The PRO search term captured 103 of the 116 stories containing PRO seatbelt references
in the first sample, while only capturing 22 non-relevant references. The recall and
precision estimates for the PRO term for the first sample were .89 and .82.
Next, a second random sample of ten months of seatbelt media coverage was
gathered using the open search term (N = 232). These stories were also hand-coded for
general behavioral, PRO, and CON references to wearing seatbelts. Again, less than
one-half of one percent of the stories contained CON references (8 of 232).
Of the 232 stories gathered by the open search term, 84.4% (1%) contained
references to wearing a seatbelt The second sample of stories was then subjected to the
search terms derived from the first sample. The general behavioral media (GBM) search
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term captured 94.5% of the valid references to seatbelt use (recall). It also captured few
irrelevant references; die precision was .92.
The second sample contained 108 stories with references to reasons why people
should wear their seatbelts (PRO). The PRO search term retrieved 119 stories, and
captured 87.9% (recall) of valid PRO references, with 95 of the actual 108 stories
captured. The precision score for the PRO term for the second sample was slighdy
lower, at .798.
Recall and precision scores for both the GBM and PRO term were sufficiently
high, and were not very different across samples. It was therefore decided that the
search terms were adequate. To correct for the differences between and among recall
and precision scores for the general behavioral term and the PRO term, the number of
stories was adjusted by a constant, which was the average of the precision/ recall ratios
for the terms for the two samples. The general behavioral term was adjusted by .948,
and the PRO term by .901. Figure 5.2 charts the annual media trends over time, from
1983-1999. Although behavioral data was only available beginning in 1984, using media
data from 1983 increased the sample size by one for fully-lagged distributed regression
analyses, which otherwise would have missing media data for 1984.
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Figure 52: Trends in media coverage ofseatbelt use
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As the figure illustrates, the trends in the general behavioral term and the PRO
term followed the same pattern, although the number of PRO stories was always less
(because PRO is a sub-set of all seatbelt-use stories). The correlation between the two
media measures was .915 (N = 17, p < .001). There was very little variation in media
coverage from 1985 to 1995, with the exception of a spike in 1986 when a proposed
mandatory airbag law prompted a renewed focus on seatbelts, and a slight dip in
coverage in 199Z From 1995 onward, there was a slight increase in the trends in media
coverage.
Throughout the entire time period, media coverage consisted mainly of four
types of stories. Few stories were about people being stopped by the police for not
wearing their seatbelts. Much more common were stories about individuals who
committed other offenses in their motor vehicles (e.g. drug possession, speeding), and
whose seatbelt status was incidental. Second, many stories were about accidents in
which a driver or passenger was or was not wearing a seatbelt There were some stories
about proposed seatbelt legislation. Finally, there were many stories about lawsuits
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against seatbelt manufacturers. The average of the GBM series was 175.18 stories per
year (SD = 40.40), and the average number of PRO stories per year was 116.13 (SD =
33.51). Because of the small number of seatbelt stories, media coverage was not broken
down by month.
Analysis
As discussed in Chapter 3, two different analytic techniques were used to test the
primary research hypotheses. The results of time-series regression models and non
linear modeling using the ideodynamic model were then examined for comparability of
results. The lagged time-series regression model assumed a linear relationship between
media coverage and seatbelt use, such that the effect of PRO coverage was to create
increases in the behavior. The effect of the GBM measure on seatbelt use was also
assumed to be linear and positive. By including seatbelt use at the previous interval in
the regression equations, many third variable effects were effectively controlled.
However, the use of the lagged value of seatbelt use also subsumed much of the
relationship between the media and seatbelt use (Ostrom, 1990).
Additionally, fully-lagged models assumed a one-year lag between media
coverage and behavior change, which may not have been realistic. For example, media
coverage of a new primary seatbelt law might have an immediate impact on seatbelt use.
Thus, although not as stringent of a test, in the absence of a positive finding using fullylagged models, it would be appropriate to apply a model that used current media
coverage to predict current seatbelt use while controlling for lagged seatbelt use. This is
comparable to using media coverage to predict change or difference scores of the
outcome variable.
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The ideodyrtamic model also tested short-term effects of media messages. To
isolate media effects from effects of including lagged behavior in the analysis, null and
partial models were compared to full media models to determine if the persuasive force
estimates generated by media offered any independent contributions.
Results: HI & H2B

Looking at the univariate trendlines of seatbelt use and media coverage (Figures
5.1 and 5.2), it would appear that there was little or no relationship between media and
either behavioral measure. Both of the behavioral measures were primarily
monotonically increasing, while the media measures appeared relatively flat with a
positive increase in later years. This can better be seen with scatterplots of the PRO
media measure and the behavioral outcomes. Figures 53 and 5.4 are scatterplots of the
PRO and GBM media term with the BRFSS measure, and Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are
scatterplots of the media measures with MTF seatbelt use.
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Figure 53: Scatterplot o f PRO media and BRFSS seatbelt use
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Figure 5.4: Scatterplot of GBM and BRFSS seatbelt use
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Figure5J>:Scatterplot ofPRO media and MTFseatbelt use
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Figure 5.6: Scatterplot ofGBMand MTF seatbelt use
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There appeared to be a stronger relationship between the GBM measure of media
coverage for both the BRFSS and MTF measures of seatbelt use. The relationship was
fairly linear, although the year 1986 seemed to be an outlier, with high levels of media
coverage and relatively low seatbelt rates. The lack of variation in media coverage
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during the late 1980s and early 1990s produced an S-shaped relationship with the
monotonically increasing seatbelt measure.
Statistical tests of bivariate m edia/ seatbelt associations revealed only marginally
significant relationships between the G6M measure with both MTF and BRFSS seatbelt
use. However, the lack of statistical significance could have been due to the small
sample size. Table 5.1 lists the bivariate correlations between die media and outcome
measures.
Table 5.1: Bivariate correlations between seatbelt use and media coverage
PRO (adjusted)
Pearson correlation

GBM (adjusted)
Pearson correlation

(N)
BRFSS

(N)

.117
(15)

.498®
(15)

Without 1986

J 01
.208
(14)

.622*
.497®
(14)

533*

.717**

MTF

Without 1986

p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10

These associations would be larger if not for the influence of the 1986 outlier, as
evidenced by the correlations in italics. Unfortunately, however, the small sample size
and the advantages of having evenly spaced data precluded the removal of 1986 from
the analyses.
Table 5.2 presents the results of DLR analyses. It displays the model R2, the
media coefficients, the change in R2 due to media, the DW, and the change in R2for one
operationalization of media coverage after controlling for the other. Table 53 displays
the results of the ideodynamic analyses. It displays the model R2, the persuasive force
coefficients, the DW, the R2change for the media models after controlling for the null
model, the R2change for the PRO model after controlling for die null and GBM models,
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and the R2change for the GBM model after controlling for the null and PRO models.
These tables provide evidence for testing Hypotheses 1 and 2B.
Table52: Results ofdistributed laf&ed regression equations forseatbelt use
DLR

M odel R2
(Ad»

BRFSS
Seatbelt*.!

.983***

PRO m

.982***

GBMt.i

.982***

MTF
Seatbelt*.!
PROm
GBM m

B seatbelt n
(s.e.)

.838***
(.031)
.838***
(.032)
.827***
(035)

.873***
(.066)
.932***
.874***
(.068)
.857***
.929***
(.073)
*p < .05 **P<.01 ***p <.001

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
m edia

2.45
.00011
(.0002)
.00015
(.0002)

.000

2.61

.000

.001

2.61

.001

.935***

2.07
.0002
(.0003)
.0002
(.0003)
® p <.10

.003

2.17

.000

.003

2.17

.001

Table5-3: Results of ideodynamic analyses for seatbelt use
M odel R2

F
(+
force)

K
(- force)

DW

N ull
PRO only
GBM
MTF

.993***
.992***
.993***

.0004
.0005
.00027

-.0001
-.00008
-.0001

103
1.64
1.85

N ull
PRO only
GBM

.973***
.963***
.967***

Ideodynam ic
M odels

AR2
from
null

AR2
from
null +
GBM

.001
.000

.000

.000
.000

.000

AR2
from
null +
PRO

BRFSS

-.00009
.0002
1.72
.0003
-.00006
131
.0003
-.0001
131
*p<.Q 5 **P<.01 ***p<.001

.000

.000

There was little support for the first hypothesis using either measure of media
coverage, for both the DLR and ideodynamic models. The R2 changes due to media for
DLR models using either the PRO media measure or the general behavioral term were
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not significant for either of the behavioral outcome measures. Looking at the
ideodynamic model analyses, neither the GBM model nor the PRO model performed
better than the null modeL This was true for both the BRFSS and MTF surveys. On the
contrary, the null models for both the BRFSS and MTF surveys performed better than
the models using measures of media coverage (as evidenced by the larger model R*s for
the null models in comparison to the media models).
Several factors obscured a clear conclusion about lack of effects. The N of the
samples was incredibly small: 15 for BRFSS and 13 for MTF. This left only 13 and 11
degrees of freedom for the distributed lagged regression analysis (1 DF for lagged
behavior and 1 DF for media). There was also a slight negative serial correlation in the
residuals of the BRFSS/PRO regression equations, which could cause an under
estimation of media effects (the variance is over-estimated). There was positive serial
correlation in the ideodynamic models; however, this would cause variance-based
statistics to be over-estimated, which in this case showed no effect
As a final test of media influence on seatbelt use, distributed lagged regression
lagging only the outcome measure was conducted; Le., there was no assumption of a
one-year media lag operating. The inclusion of seatbelt use at time ti still effectively
controlled for a spurious relationship due to a common linear trend in the two variables
as well as other third variables. Both the PRO measure and the general behavioral search
term were tested using partially-lagged models. The results of these analyses are found
in Table 5.4.
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Table 5A: Results ofpartudly-lagxed regression equations for seatbelt use
M odel R2
(Adj.)

B seatbelt i.]
(s-e.)

BRFSS
Seatbelt*.]

.983***

PRO

.987***

GBM

.984***

.838***
(.031)
.841***
(.027)
.824***
(.031)

DLR

MTF
Seatbelt*.]

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

DW

M edia
AR?

2.45
.0003
(.0002)
.00025
(.0002)

.873***
(.066)
.930***
.853***
.00014
(.08)
(.0003)
.847***
.929***
.0001
(.0003)
(.10)
*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10

.005®

2.17

.003

.003

231

.001

.935***

PRO
GBM

AR?
after
other
m edia

2.07
.001

115

.001

.001

2.11

.000

Using the PRO term, there was a small but marginally significant effect of media
coverage on adult seatbelt use. The PRO media term accounted for .5% of the variation
in adult seatbelt use over time (p = .056). This small effect was the only significant (only
marginally) media effect using either behavioral measure. Greater support for the
impact of PRO coverage on BRFSS seatbelt use would be offered if BRFSS seatbelt use at
time t did not significantly predict PRO coverage at time t after controlling for PRO
coverage at timet-i. These results are in Table 5.5.

Table 55: Results ofpartially-lagxed regression equations for media
M odel R2
(Adj.)

B M edia m
(s-e.)

B Seatbelt
Use
(s.e.)

AR?

DW

(UMdj)

PRO
PRCVi

.159®

BRFSSt

.024***

.486®
(•258)
367
(351)

230
-.4.132
(45.46)

.001

2.0

*p < .0 5 **P<.01 *** p < .001 ® p < .1 0
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Little variation in PRO coverage could even be explained by PRO coverage at the
previous time interval, suggesting that PRO media coverage of seatbelt use fluctuated
somewhat randomly. Nonetheless, BRFSS seatbelt use did not significantly predict PRO
media coverage, while PRO media coverage did predict seatbelt use. Given the isolated
significant effect using one measure of media coverage and one behavioral measure
only, any chums of impact are made with some reservation.
There was only minimal support for research hypothesis one, using non-lagged
media data only. Nonetheless, given the marginally significant finding using the PRO
media term and not the general behavioral term, there was also some support for
Hypothesis 2B. The PRO measure of media coverage, in the absence of CON media,
offered slightly greater behavioral prediction than the general behavioral media term.
This difference was not statistically significant, but the lack of significance could have
been due to the small sample size.
All of the models looking at media impact on seatbelt use fit the data well. This
was because the vast majority of the variation in seatbelt behavior at time t could be
explained by behavior at time ti. Looking at the ideodynamic model (Table 53), the
persuasive force estimates of the media parameters tended to be larger than the
dissuasive non-media forces. However, this was presumably because there was a
positive trend in the behavior over time, and not because of a media effect
Results: Hla

Because the only marginally significant media/seatbelt relationship was found
using PRO coverage at time t, this measure was used to test the final hypothesis, about
the interaction between media coverage and law status for the different states. It was
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proposed that media effects on seatbelt use would be strongest for periods when
primary laws were in effect, followed by secondary laws and then no laws. Since the
enactment dates of laws have varied across states, the time of greater or lesser media
impact should also vary by state.
To test this hypothesis, two types of analysis were conducted. A lagged
regression analysis included every seatbelt observation available for every possible state
for every possible year (N=365). This analysis looked for an interaction between law
status (none, primary, or secondary) and the PRO term at time t after controlling for
seatbelt use at the previous time interval, the main effects of PRO media at time t, and
law status. Extreme caution was needed to interpret results of this analysis. The
observations were not independent from each other, so the N was artificially high.
Because the observations were not independent from each other in this analysis,
a complementary analysis was conducted. Two separate regression equations were
produced for every state that had available data before the state's adoption of a law and
after (the small N made it possible only to make the dichotomous distinction). Ideally,
these analyses should have compared media effects before and after a law was
introduced after controlling for effects of seatbelt use at the previous time interval.
However, the Ms of these analyses were extremely small, making it possible only to
include the media term. Although the statistical significance of these equations was not
reliable, the Betas of the media term before there was a law in a given state with the
Betas after a law had been introduced were compared. If there was a significant
interaction between media coverage of seatbelt use and law status, several patterns in
the data should have been present First, the Betas for media coverage in the different
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states when laws were present should have been greater than the Betas for media
coverage when no laws were present in the state. A more stringent criterion was that
the Betas for media coverage were both larger than the Betas without laws (the previous
condition) and were positive, indicating a positive media influence.
Table 5.6 provides the adjusted model R2, the Bs, R2change due to the variable
entered, and DW statistics for the variables included in a stepwise DLR equation. Each
variable was included as a separate step, and the order of their entry was the same as the
order in which they are presented in the table. The regression coefficients are not
interpretable because of the multicollinearity between the media, law, and interaction
terms.
Table 5.6: Distributed lagged regression model testing interaction between law status and media coveragefor seatbelt
use
DLR

M odel R?
(A di)

SeatbeltM

.833***

Law

.870***

PRO

.870***

Law X PRO

.870***

B seatbelt m
(s-e.)
.857***
(.02)
.718***
(.022)
721***
(.023)
.717***
(.023)

B law
(s-e.)

B PRO
(s-e.)

B Law
X PRO
(s-e.)

AR2

DW

1.77
.056***
(.005)
.055***
(.005)
.018

.00011
(.00014)
-.00026
(.025)

.0003®
(.0002)

.037***

1.62

.000

1.62

.001®

1.63

*p <.05 **p<.oi ***p<.ooi®p<.io

As the table indicates, there was a small, marginally significant (p< .10) interaction
between media and law status. Although not a large finding, these results warranted
further exploration.
The results of the second analysis provided little additional support for the
research hypothesis of an interaction between media coverage and law status affecting
seatbelt use over time. Table 5.7 lists the following; 1) the year a seatbelt law was
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enacted in each state for which there was available behavioral data before and after the
law was enacted; 2) die type of law in effect; 3) the Betas for media coverage before and
after the establishment of the law; 4) whether or not the media coverage Beta after law
enactment was greater than before (L>NL); 5) whether or not the media coverage Beta
after law enactment was both greater than before and positive (L>NL & L +); and 6)
whether post-law Betas were greater and the sample sizes had N greater than 2 (L>NL &
N>2).
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Table 5.7: Media coverage Betas beforeand after seatbelt lawsfor each state with availablepre- and past-low behavioral
data
State

Year
law
enacted

T ype of Law

A labam a

1992

Prim ary

A rizona

1991

Secondary

C alifornia

1986

Prim ary

D elaw are

1992

Secondary

G eorgia

1988

Prim ary

Idaho

1986

Secondary

Indiana

1987

Prim ary

K entucky

1994

Secondary

M aine

1995

Secondary

M assachusetts

1994

Secondary

M innesota

1986

Secondary

M ontana

1987

Secondary

N ebraska

1993
1994

Secondary

O hio

1986

Secondary

Rhode Island

1991

Secondary

South C arolina

1989

Secondary

South D akota

1995

Secondary

1986

Law
PRO
Beta
(N)
.099
(4)
.66
(8)
.155
(9)
-348
(4)
.666
(8)
-715
(10)
.213
(9)
337
(3)
1.0
(2)
1.0
(2)
-.464
(10)
.172

(3)

(9)

-.161

.964

16)

(3)

-535
(9)
1.0
(2)
-.203
(7)
787
(4)
-.481
(7)
1
(2)
1.0
(2)
.094
(4)
-.495

-1.0
(2)
.003
CIO)
.817
(5)
356
(8)
-542

Secondary

N orth D akota

Tennessee

No Law
PRO
Beta
(N)
-.617
(6)
-.22
(7)
1
(2)
1.0
(3)
-.02
(3)
1
(2)
.961
(3)
-547
(9)
-.684
(8)
.422
(8)
1
(2)
-587

Secondary

Utah

1986

Secondary

V erm ont

1994

Secondary

W est V irginia

1993

Secondary

(9)
W isconsin

1987

.994
(3)

Secondary

L>NL

L>NL
&L +

L>NL
&
N>2

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

11/23

11/23

8 /1 3

(3)
-.15

cn)
-.078
CIO)
1.0
(2)
535
(4)
.091
_(?)
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Of the 23 states for which data was available, slightly less than half (11) had
larger media coverage betas during times when seatbelt laws were in effect than during
times when there were no laws. Results did not seem to vary based on the type of law in
effect The post-law Betas were both larger than pre-law Betas and positive in slightly
less than half of the states for which there was available data (11 of 23). However, when
considering only those states that had more than two years of data in both the pre- and
post-law periods, more than half (8 of 13) had larger Betas for media coverage during
post-law years, suggesting that the results may have been more pronounced given larger
sample sizes. Nonetheless, the absence of a clear majority of larger and positive Betas
for media coverage when seatbelt laws were in effect compared to when there were no
seatbelt laws make it difficult to confidently suggest the presence of a significant
interaction effect
Discussion
In sum, evidence of the news media's impact on seatbelt-using behavior was
inconclusive. There was little if any evidence that media coverage, regardless of the
operationalization (general behavioral or PRO term), affected seatbelt use rates over
time. This was true looking at both the adult (via the BRFSS data) and adolescent (via
MTF) populations, for both measures of media coverage, using fully-lagged distributed
regression and ideodynamic analyses. There was a small effect of non-lagged PRO
media coverage on BRFSS seatbelt use. In the absence of other significant findings, the
importance of this finding should not be overstated. However, it does warrant
additional comment
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While the temporal precedence of media could not be established, the association
between PRO coverage and BRFSS seatbelt use offered some support for both
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2A. There was evidence that media coverage affected
seatbelt use, with a time-lag of effect shorter than one year. The fact that die PRO
measure was significant when the general behavioral media term was not (the difference
between the measures was not statistically significant, but could have been due to the
small sample size) suggests the importance of distinguishing between general media
coverage about the behavior and media coverage emphasizing positive behavioral
consequences. It may be inappropriate to equate overall quantity of coverage with PRO
coverage in the absence of CON coverage, as has been done in other research
(Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001; Yanovitzky, 2000).
Research Hypothesis la, testing an interaction between media coverage and law
status, yielded ambiguous results, with a marginally significant interaction using the
methodologically flawed lagged regression model. No further support was provided by
the breakdown of media influence by state and law status in states for which there was
analyzable data.
There were some limitations to the analyses presented here which might have
mitigated evidence of media im pact The number of observations, limited to the number
of years for which there was behavioral data, was extremely small (15 years of BRFSS
data and 13 years of MTF data). A larger sample size would have been more conducive
for uncovering media effects.
The data used to test an interaction effect was also less than ideal. If, as
hypothesized, there was an interaction between media and law that affected seatbelt
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behavior, then it is likely that larger, more unequivocal media effects would have been
found looking at local media coverage. In particular, local news media would be more
likely to cover stories about seatbelt laws in the area. The unavailability of data,
however, made it impossible to explore a more localized media effect
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Chapter 6:

Beef Consumption

High-fat diets have been linked to a number of unfavorable health outcomes. The
Department of Health and Human Services recommends diets low in saturated fats and
cholesterol to reduce incidence of cardiovascular disease, even though some of the
evidence is inconclusive (DHHS, 1998; Healthy People, 2010). A primary way to reduce
saturated dietary fats and cholesterol is to limit red meat intake (Lowik, Hulshof, &
Brussaard, 1999). Excessive red meat consumption has also been linked to increased
risks of colorectal cancer (Bingham, 2000; Slattery et al., 1998) and Non-Hodgkins
Lymphoma among older women (Chiu et aL, 1996). More generally, both the National
Cancer Institute fwww.NQ.orgl and the American Cancer Society (www.cancer.orgl
recommend diets low in saturated fats (i.e. low in animal products) as a way to reduce
the risk of preventable cancers.
Although dietary recommendations for reductions of meat consumption apply to
all red meats, this study focuses on beef consumption. Several factors influenced this
decision. First, obtaining accurate and valid measures of media coverage of red meat
consumption proved to be extremely difficult, while measures of beef consumption were
more sensitive and precise. Second, trends in consumption of different red meats were
very different over time. There was a high correlation between beef and veal
consumption (.97), but a weaker association with both of these with lamb consumption
(.63 with veal and .57 with beef), and negative correlations of pork with all other red
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meats (-.41 with lamb, —.76 with veal, and -.65 with beef).23 Finally, the short-term risk
of contracting the E. coli bacteria is much greater for ground beef than for other red
meats due to practices associated with its processing and preparation (Mead et aL, 1997).
Presumably, the risk of contracting E coli weighs heavily on consumers' decisions about
beef consumption, and could be influenced by media stories about E coli outbreaks. If
media stories about E. coli outbreaks are prevalent and do have an impact, then the
relationship between news media and beef may be different than for other red meat
products.
Most empirical work exploring beef consumption has been in the agricultural
commodities domain, emphasizing commodity advertising (Brester & Schroeder, 1995;
Forker & Ward, 1993) and consumer preference (Verbeke & Viaene, 1999). There is also
some research that speaks to individual, social, or structural variables (the three models
guiding this research) that might influence red meat consumption, and will be reviewed
in the context of beef consumption to determine possible models of media influence on
this outcome.
Individual models suggest that news messages about beef may produce
unfavorable attitudes toward eating beef, thereby reducing beef consumption. Zey &
McIntosh (1992) applied the Theory of Reasoned Action to the study of intentions to
consume beef. Looking at a variety of different beliefs about beef consumption
(including dieting outcomes, safety outcomes, health outcomes, and appetite outcomes),
the authors found that only two attitudinai beliefs, that consuming beef is unsafe and/or

25 Red m eat consum ption data w as taken from die U nited States D epartm ent o f A griculture Data and
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unhealthy, offered significant prediction of intentions. Guseman, McIntosh, & Sapp
(1986) also found a significant negative association between beef consumption and the
belief that beef was high in cholesterol.
It might logically follow that the most plausible path of individual media effects
would be through beliefs about health and safety of beef. These two sets of beliefs may
be differentially affected by media messages. Media effects on beliefs about health
might be gradually and cumulatively affected by media messages, whereas beliefs about
safety would more likely be primed during times when stories about E coli or other
contamination outbreaks are prom inent
Normative influences (social models) are also important for understanding beef
consumption patterns. Beliefs about the social acceptability of eating beef are
significantly associated with intentions to eat beef (Zey & McIntosh, 1992; Sapp &
Harrod, 1989). Media messages that portray eating beef in a negative manner may lead
people to believe that there are social sanctions concerning beef consumption, thereby
reducing beef consumption at the aggregate level. Conversely, news stories about beef,
particularly those that do not mention negative attributes of eating beef, may cause
people to believe that it is a socially acceptable behavior, thereby increasing aggregate
beef consumption.
The most logical structural variables influencing beef consumption are price and
availability. The price of beef unequivocally affects beef consumption; price changes
have explained a significant portion both of the change in aggregate trends over time

Statistics System . These correlations w ere fo r the years 1966-1999. The details of this data w ill be discussed
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(Forker & Ward, 1993) and of individuals' beef consumption (Guseman et aL, 1986).
Since beef has been widely available during the years of this study, 1976-1999,
availability is not an important determinant of consumption (except insofar as it affects
price). News messages about changing beef prices beef may alert consumers to
increasing or lessening costs of beef, ultimately affecting consumption choices.
A primary factor distinguishing beef consumption from other behaviors in this
research is that news messages about unhealthy aspects of beef consumption must
compete with contradictory messages disseminated by the beef industry. Although
there is conflicting evidence, studies have shown that both generic and brand beef
advertising have positively affected beef consumption (Kinnuncan et aL, 1997; Brester &
Schroeder, 1995; Forker & Ward, 1993). If beef advertising has a positive impact on
consumption, then any negative influence of news messages will be underestimated
unless advertising expenditures are known and modeled (ci. Homik, 1996).
There is also some evidence that health information has an impact on beef
consumption. Using sophisticated non-linear modeling techniques, Kinnuncan et al.
(1997) found that the cumulative sum of medical journal articles linking serum
cholesterol with heart disease negatively influenced beef consumption. It also
contributed to increases in poultry consumption.
In sum, there are several individual, social, and structural variables that have
explained beef consumption. Beliefs about safety, health, and the social acceptability of
beef-eating are all important determinants of consumption. Beef prices also determine

in the M easures section.
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consumption rates. It is likely that any impact of beef news messages on beef
consumption are mediated by these and other unknown factors.
Hypotheses
The first primary research hypothesis sought to establish any association
between media coverage and beef consumption. It was the following;
H 1: Trends in news media coverage of beef consumption can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in beef consumption.
Because increases in consumption data signify the unhealthy behavior, the PRO media
(always media supportive of the healthy behavior) coefficient should have been
negative, and the CON coverage coefficient should have been positive.
The second research hypothesis proposed that distinguishing between PRO and
CON information about beef consumption rather than some overall quantity measure
would offer greater prediction:

H2A: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures will produce a greater association between media and beef consumption
than simple frequency counts.
A carry-over effect of beef news coverage onto other red meat-eating behaviors
might have been expected. However, as discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the
correlation between beef and other red meat products was varied. Because there was no
theoretical explanation why beef news coverage might have d is s im ila rly affected the
eating of other red meats, the carry-over hypothesis was not examined. A similar issue,
whether anti-beef messages positively influenced the consumption of poultry, was
considered. Past research (Kinnucan et aL, 1997) demonstrated that health information
found in medical journals about cholesterol was negatively correlated with beef
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consumption and positively correlated with poultry consumption. Accordingly, beef
news messages might inversely affect poultry consumption. Thus the third hypothesis
was the following:

H3: Trends in news media coverage of beef consumption w ill explain a significant
portion of the variation in poultry consumption.

Measures
The outcome measures were taken from the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Economics and Statistics System. The USDA offers annual per
capita consumption data for a variety of agricultural products. The data is available to
the public free of charge, and can be accessed through the Mann Library Cornell
University website, at http:/ 7usda.mannlib.comell.edu. Data on per capita meat
consumption is available from 1960, although the limited availability of media coverage
(beginning in 1977) allowed only for the inclusion of 1977-1999 for data analysis. There is
some monthly beef data available, however not for consumption. Unfortunately, the
data for which monthly measures were available, slaughter and production, were not
correlated with beef consumption closely enough to justify their use as surrogate
measures. Annual averages of beef slaughter from 1977-1999 correlated with beef
consumption by only .77, while beef production was not at all correlated with
consumption.26 The details of beef and poultry consumption measurements can be
found in the Appendix. Data on both beef and poultry consumption (in pounds per
capita) for the years available for analysis is presented in Figure 6.1 below.
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Figure 6.1: Trends in beefand poultry consumption
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There was an inverse relationship between beef and poultry consumption: beef
consumption gradually declined until the early 1990s when consumption leveled off,
while poultry consumption gradually increased until the leveling in the 1990s. There
were two large declines in beef consumption between 1978 and 1979, from 823 to 73.6
lbs./ capita and between 1986 and 1987, from 74.4 to 69.8 lbs./capita. The annual mean
of beef consumption was 69.58 Ibs./capita, with relatively little annual variation (SD =
633). The overall mean for poultry consumption was 5232, which varied annually more
than beef consumption (SD = 10.02).
Media coverage of beef consumption was measured according to the methods
outlined in the Measures section of Chapter 3. An open search term was constructed to
capture any reference to beef. The open search term, presented below, gathered stories
that mentioned beef in general, or a particular type of beef:
BODY (Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot roast O r brisket
O r pastram i O r filet m ignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib roast)

26 A correlation of .76 is not that high, considering m edia m easures, as w ill be discussed later, w ere even
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In addition to capturing stories about beef and specific cuts of beef, the search term
captured any reference to red m eat Not every cut of beef was listed explicitly in the
search term. This was because since Lexis-Nexisc limits the length of searches. To
include every cut of beef would have been impossible, particularly with the addition of
terms to capture concepts specific to beef consumption (the GBM term), and positive
(CON) and negative (PRO) consequences of beef consumption. Further, there may have
been an occasional story about less common cuts of beef, but the number of times an
article appeared about one of these cuts was presumably very small. Red meat was
included because it was assumed that most references to negative consequences of
eating beef were not beef-specific, but applied to the whole red meat category, and
would be referenced more generally.
A random sample of five months of stories was gathered using this open search
term, and hand-coded for references to beef-consuming behavior (the general behavioral
media search term, or GBM), references to negative aspects of eating beef (PRO), and
references to positive aspects of eating beef (CON).27In the first five-month sample (N =
556), 69% of stories contained valid references to beef consumption (N= 382). Irrelevant
stories (Le. those stories not about the actual behavior) included: 1) colloquialisms like
"beef it up" or "having a legitimate beef'; 2) references to beef-related items like steak
knives or steak sauce; and 3) references to beef subsidies. The general behavioral media
search term (GBM) was derived from the first sample, and used the same beef terms as

m ore highly correlated w ith beef consum ption.
27 For consistency across behaviors, PRO alw ays refers to those references supportive of the healthy
behavior, an d CON refers to references unsupportive of die healthy behavior.
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the open term, but excluded many of the irrelevant references of the varieties mentioned
above. The general behavioral media term ultimately employed was the following:
BODY(Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r p o t roast O r brisket
O r pastram i O r filet m ignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib roast) NOT W /S
(Beef! Up O r beef! It up O r got a beef O r steak knife O r steak knives O r ham burger stand
O r ham burger joint O r house O r ham burger chain O r future! O r subsidy O r subsidies O r
m eatpacker O r m eat packer O r w in O r losing O r output O r steak sauce O r legitim ate beef)

Of the 382 valid behavioral references in the first sample, the search term captured 93.7%
(N - 358); the search term was highly sensitive. It was also fairly precise: the search
term retrieved 437 stories, of which only 79 contained invalid references to beef
consumption. This yielded a precision score of .82.
PRO references were largely about safety issues (e.g. bacterial outbreaks, E. Coli,
Mad Cow Disease) and unhealthy consequences of eating beef (e.g. cholesterol, cancer,
heart disease). In the first sample, 104 stories contained references to negative
consequences of eating beef. The PRO term, applied only to those stories captured by
the general behavioral media term (GBM), was the following:
AND (Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot roast O r brisket
O r pastram i O r filet m ignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib roast O r meat) W /P
(E coli O r E. coli O r recall O r cholesterol O r bacteria O r cancer O r heart disease O r arteries
O r tainted O r m ad cow disease O r fat O r disease O r diseased O r contam inated O r cut
back O r reduce) NOT W /PARA (low -fat O r less fat O r low in fat)

Because the GBM term only captured stories about red meat or beef, here the word
"meat" alone can be used, because it now applies only to beef or red m eat
The specific negative consequences of eating beef captured by the search term
included references to E. coli outbreaks, tainted or recalled beef. Mad Cow Disease,
heart disease, clogged arteries, other diseases, and high cholesterol. The PRO term also
excluded references to healthier low-fat cuts of beef, hi die first sample, of the 104
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references to negative consequences of eating beef, 93 (recall = .89) were captured by the
PRO term. The PRO term retrieved 105 stories, with only 12 irrelevant stories (precision
= .89).
The majority of CON references discussed healthy low-fat beef preparations and
of how beef could be safe from contamination if cooked properly. The CON search term
was as follows:
AND (beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot roast O r rib roast
O r meat) W /PA RA (lean O r low -fat O r less hit O r safe O r okay O r kill bacteria O r not
w orry O r don t w orry O r w asn't concerned O r not concerned O r not bothered O r doesn't
bother O r is n o t bothered O r thoroughly O r w ell-done O r w ell done)

In the first sample, there were only 38 references to positive aspects of eating beef. Of
these, The CON search term captured 34 (recall = .89). The CON search term retrieved
43 stories; hence 9 stories captured by the CON term contained irrelevant references
(precision = .79).
A second random sample of five months of media coverage was similarly
gathered and analyzed. Of 520 stories, 65% contained valid behavioral references (N =
338). Of the valid stories, only 11% had PRO references (N = 37), and 7% had CON
references (N = 25). Using the search terms generated from the first sample, recall and
precision scores were assessed for the general behavioral media (GBM), PRO, and CON
terms. Recall for the GBM was .90, and precision was .82. For the PRO term, recall and
precision scores were .95 and .74. For the CON term, recall and precision scores were .80
and .95 respectively.
To correct for the differences between and among recall and precision scores for
the general behavioral term, the PRO term, and the CON term, the number of stories
was adjusted by a constant which was the average of the precision/ recall ratios for the
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terms for the two samples. The general behavioral term was adjusted by .89, the PRO
term by .89, and the CON term by 1.02. As indicated by the adjustments, the general
behavioral and PRO terms tended to over-sample valid stories, while the CON term
tended to under-sample stories about positive aspects of beef consumption. From this
point forward, only the adjusted media measures of beef consumption will be
considered.
Figure 6.2 charts the number of media references to beef consumption in the AP
over time, adjusted for sampling reliabilities. Because of the large discrepancy in the
number of stories captured by the general behavioral term and the PRO/CON terms, the
GBM is on the primary axis, and PRO/ CON on the secondary axis.
Figure 6.2: Trends in media coverage of beefconsumption
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There was markedly less media coverage in 1977 and 1978. As discussed in the
Measures section of Chapter 3, this was likely due to structural differences in AP
coverage more generally rather than differences particular to beef coverage in earlier
years. To make certain that artificially low numbers of stories in earlier years did not
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affect results, the main analyses were re-conducted excluding the years 1977 and 1978.
The results of this analysis can be found in the Appendix.
The general behavioral term captured a much larger number of stories, due
almost entirely to stories about the price of beef. Although news stories about the rising
or falling cost of beef could undeniably be considered PRO or CON references, they
were discounted because a search term sensitive enough to capture the differences in
stories about price increases or decreases could not be constructed.
Looking first at the general behavioral term, there was a gradual increase in
media coverage until 1988. In 1989, there was a dramatic drop in the amount of
coverage (from 1454.49 stories in 1988 to 872.87 in 1989). There was little variation in
coverage until a large increase between 1995 and 1996 (from 774.6 to 1144.47), due to
stories about an outbreak of Mad Cow Disease in England. Post-19%, there was a small
gradual increase in the number of stories about beef. There was enormous variation in
the number of stories from year to yean the mean number of stories was 913.62, but the
standard deviation was 285.73. Looking at GBM references on a monthly basis helped
pinpoint stories that caused abrupt spikes in coverage. This can be seen in Figure 63.
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Figure 63: Monthly GBM coverage o f beefconsumption
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The most prominent spikes in coverage occurred in March 1984, March 1996, and
March 1999. In March 1984 media coverage of beef consumption nearly doubled from
the previous month (88.45 in February to 146.52 in March). No particular news story
was responsible for this increase. It was due in part to irrelevant references to "where's
the beef?," a borrowed slogan Democratic candidate Walter Mondale asked of his
opponent Gary Hart in the presidential primary campaign. Other stories were about the
last meal of a Tennessee prisoner put to death, and beef price increases. In March 1996
media coverage of beef consumption doubled horn the prior month (66.11 in February
to 138.48 in March), and remained at higher levels until August 1996. There was an
outbreak of Mad Cow Disease in Britain, which forced the ban of beef in five European
countries (the US. had been banning beef from countries with BSE since 1989). Finally,
in March 1999 media coverage doubled for one month (from 84.88 in February to 155.46
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in March), due to irrelevant references to a bicycle race with a contestant named
"Hamburger."
The number of PRO and CON references was much smaller than general beef
references, so media coverage of positive (CON) and negative (PRO) consequences of
beef consumption was not broken down by month. Returning to the graph of annual
trends in media coverage of beef consumption (Figure 6.2), references to negative
aspects of beef consumption (PRO stories) gradually increased over time, accelerated by
two large jumps, in 1994 and 1997. The first spike, in 1994, came after the USDA
recommended irradiating beef to prevent E coli contamination. The source responsible
for the spike in overall beef consumption in 1997 was also the cause of the increase in
PRO coverage: an outbreak of Mad Cow Disease in England. The average number of
annual PRO references was 112.05 (SD= 83.16).
CON references exhibited less extreme spikes in coverage. There was a gradual
increase in CON references over time, due to the general increase of stories about beef
consumption. CON references were almost always about the safety of beef if cooked
thoroughly. As such, they occurred largely in the context of PRO references, which were
about unsafe consequences of eating beef. The annual average number of CON stories
was 4431 (SD = 30).
Analysis
Because the only available measures of beef consumption were whole numbers
rather than proportions, the ideodynamic model could not be used. A key component of
the ideodynamic and other non-linear models of media effect (e.g. Watt, Mazza, &
Snyder) is that they adjust predicted outcomes based on what proportion of the
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population is "available" to be moved. Thus, only distributed lagged regression
equations could be tested.
Fully-lagged models assume a one-year lag between media coverage and
behavior change, which may not have been realistic. For example, the large number of
stories about E. Coli outbreaks would presumably have had an immediate rather than
delayed impact on beef consumption. Thus, in the absence of a positive finding using
distributed lagged regression models, a model that used current media coverage
predicting current beef consumption while controlling for lagged beef consumption
would be employed. This is not as useful a test for establishing the causal order of the
relationship as fully-lagged models, because it cannot establish the temporal precedence
of media coverage.
The DLR time-series regression models assumed a linear relationship between
media coverage and beef consumption, such that the effect of PRO coverage was to
create decreases in beef consumption, and the effect of CON coverage was to create
increases. The effect of GBM coverage was assumed to be positive. Even if the
media/beef relationship was not linear, it may have been possible to transform data to
impose linearity upon the relationship.
Results: HI and H2A

A visual inspection of the scatterplots of measures of media coverage against
beef consumption (Figures 6.4,6.5, and 6.6) offered several revelations.
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Figure 6.4; Scatterplot o f PRO media and beefconsumption
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Figure 6-5: Scatterplot o f CON media and beefconsumption
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Figure 6.6; Scatterplot of GBM and beefconsumption
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Although there appeared to be a relationship between beef consumption and PRO and
CON coverage, there seemed to be a threshold beyond which additional quantities of
coverage had no added im pact This was more pronounced for PRO coverage than
CON coverage. In contrast to the PRO and CON scatterplots, the scatterplot of the
general behavioral media term with beef consumption was more ambiguous. This is
particularly true considering the fact that the years 1977 and 1978 (the period when
structural differences in AP coverage may have caused less media coverage overall)
appeared to be exerting a large influence on the bivariate relationship, potentially
causing a spurious association.
The associations between media coverage and beef consumption might better be
captured by logarithmic relationships rather than linear ones. Subsequently, additional
analyses made use of transformed logged measures of media coverage. Beyond the
visual justification, further support for this transformation was offered by looking at die
bivariate correlations between beef consumption and logged and non-logged versions of
media coverage with beef consumption. These can be seen in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Bmariate correlations between beefconsumption and media coverage
8
it
2
Beef

PRO
(adjusted)

Log PRO
(adjusted)

CON
(adjusted)

Log CON
(adjusted)

GBM
(adjusted)

Log GBM
(adjusted)

Pearson
correlation

Pearson
correlation

Pearson
correlation

Pearson
correlation

Pearson
correlation

Pearson
correlation

-.663***

-.853***

-.801***

-.886***

-59**

-.694***

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

Although the logged CON measure was only marginally better than the non-logged
measure (r = -.886 vs. r = -.801), the logged CON value was used for consistency of
measurements. More troublesome was the improper valence of the CON media
measure: beef consumption should increase with increases in CON coverage, the reverse
of what was illustrated by the correlations. It may be that the operationalization of CON
coverage was faulty, or that there was a different relationship operating. Further
speculation was delayed until more results are reported.
There was a strong bivariate association between beef consumption and media
coverage: the multiple correlation between both the PRO and CON measure with beef
consumption was -.91. Whether or not media was temporally prior to beef
consumption, however, can was determined through fully-lagged distributed
regression. Table 6.2 displays the model R2, the media coefficients, the change in R2 due
to media, the DW, and the change in R2 for one operationalization of media coverage
after controlling for the other.28 To help determine the causal order of media and beef
consumption, the table also included separate distributed lagged regression equations

28 T he sam e analysis excluding 1977 and 1978 can be found in th e A ppendix.
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predicting media at time t from beef consumption at timet-i after controlling for media at
timei-i, equivalent to the Granger test of causality (see Granger, 1969 for more details).
Table 6.2: Results ofdistributed lagged regression equations for beefconsumption and for media
DLR

VSDA
Beeft-i
Log PRO /CO N ,.
,
Log GBM n

M odel
R2
<*»>

B B eef,.,
(s.e.)

.87***

.777***
(.065)
58***
(.14)
.858***
(.088)
B M edia».
i (s.e.)

.904***
.875***
M odel
R2

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
media

1.49
1.42
(.995)
156
(1.17)
BBeef,.,
(s.e.)

-.255**
(.97)

.041*

125

.034*

.011

153

.003

AR2

DW

(Adj.)

PRO
PROm

561***

Beef1.1

.604***

.696***
(.132)
322
(344)

250
-.050®
(.028)

.06®

2.16

CON
CON,.,

.604***

Beefi-,

598***

QBM
GBM,.,

.472***

Beeft-,

.447***

.698***
(.122)
.495®
(.261)
528***
(.119)
.492**
(.168)

117
-.0003
(.035)

.014

1.86

169
-.0004
(.013)

.003

163

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

Although the lagged and logged PRO/ CON measures significantly aided in the
prediction of beef consumption, the direction of the coefficients was the reverse of what
was hypothesized. Increases in the PRO media measure (the coefficient was not
statistically significant), which captured "anti-beef' stories, were associated with
increases in beef consumption, while increases in the "pro-beef" measures were
associated with decreases in beef consumption. This finding has four possible
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interpretations: 1) there is a paradoxical relationship between PRO/CON coverage and
beef consumption; 2) the use of PRO and CON measures did not accurately capture the
media/behavior relationship; 3) the operationalizations of PRO and/or CON were
somehow faulty; or 4) it was a statistical finding that has little substantive interpretation.
Because the PRO measure was not statistically significant, it seemed unlikely that
the first scenario, a real but paradoxical relationship, was true. It seemed more likely
that the CON measure had an unanticipated negative effects on beef consumption, and
either the PRO measure had no effect, or the relationship between PRO coverage and
beef consumption could not be captured using fully-lagged distributed regression. It is
difficult to offer a substantive explanation why CON coverage might have had an
impact, but PRO coverage did n o t The CON measure consisted exclusively of
references to the safety of beef, either in the US compared to countries with Mad Cow
Disease, or from E. coli and other contamination if properly prepared. It is possible that
rather than serving as a reassuring influence, these stories created more anxiety about
eating beef, thereby causing people to limit their beef consumption. However, the PRO
measure also contained references to Mad Cow Disease, E. coli, and other beef
contamination.
It was also difficult to partition out the effects of the PRO and CON coefficients
in a single equation, because the two measures were highly correlated with each other (r
= .84) and to beef consumption at the previous interval (-.83 for PRO and -.82 for CON).
The low tolerance between the two media variables was anticipated; however, the low
tolerance between all three variables for the fully-lagged (25 for beefn, .25 for CONn,
and 23 for PROn) was not expected. The low tolerance between die media and lagged
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beef variable suggested that beef consumption may be leading media coverage rather
than vice versa.
As the table clearly indicates, CON coverage at time hi was a Granger cause of
beef consumption, while the reverse was not true. This offered additional analytic
support for conclusions of the distributed lagged regression equations, which showed a
significant effect of CON coverage. While PRO coverage at time Li did not appear to be
a Granger cause of beef consumption, there was some evidence that the beef
consumption series led PRO media coverage.
The more general media measure of beef consumption did not significantly aid
in the prediction of trends in beef consumption (Table 6.2). This was expected, because
the general measure contained mosdy stories about beef prices, including both increases
and decreases. It is plausible that stories about price increases negatively affected beef
consumption and stories about price decreases positively affected beef consumption,
making the general media measure incapable of capturing such effects. This could have
been proven empirically if stories about beef prices could have been included in the PRO
and CON measures, and would have offered support for the second research
hypothesis, suggesting that broad-based media measures relying solely on quantity may
not be a useful way to assess media impact
One explanation for the ambiguous results of the fully-lagged regression
equation using PRO/ CON media coverage is that media impact on beef consumption
could be more immediate. An alternative test of media influence on beef consumption
uses partially-lagged regression models, lagging only beef consumption; Le., there was
no assumption of a one-year media lag operating. The inclusion of beef consumption at
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time ti still effectively controlled for a spurious relationship due to a common linear
trend in the two variables and for other third variables. The results of these analyses,
using both the PRO/CON measure and general behavioral media term, are found in
Table 63. Also included in the table are the results of equations predicting media at
time t using both media at time ti and beef at tim et to see if beef consumption explained
media coverage as well as media coverage explained beef consumption.29
Table 63: Results ofpartiallv-lasaeed regression equations for beefconsumption and far media
DLR

M odel R2
<**»

B Beeft.t
(s.e.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

Beef Consum ption t-i

.906***

Log PRO/CON

.934***

Log GBM

.905***

(A 4 )

.817***
(.056)
583***
(.093)
.770***
(•08)
B Media*.
i (s.e.)

561***

.6 % * * *

Beeft

.660**

(.132)
315
(.186)

CON
CON m

.604***

Beeft

.679***

BCON
(s.e)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
m edia

y sD A

M odel R2
PRO
PROvt

.698***
(.122)
.105
(•271)

1.49
-301
(.972)
-1.06
fU 9 )
BBeef
(s.e.)

-330*
(322)

.032*

1.83

.03*

.003

132

.001

AR2

DW

(UM d»

250
-.067*
(.026)

.111***

10

117
-.103*
(.043)

.087***

156

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

The results of the partially-lagged distributed regression models show a slight positive
serial correlation in the residuals of the equations using die logged GBM measure. This
can be removed by including another lag of beef consumption in the regression

29 Regression equations predicting GBM coverage w ere no t presented because die GBM m easure d id not
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equation. These results, seen in the Appendix, did not change the substance of the
findings.
The results of regression equations using non-lagged media (i.e. testing a shorter
time window between exposure and behavior change) offered support for both of the
primary research hypotheses. There was a significant effect of media coverage using the
PRO/CON measure, although again the CON coefficient was in the "wrong" direction,
and the PRO coefficient (now negative, as would be expected) was not significant In
contrast, there was no significant effect of the non-Iagged general behavioral media term
(hence support for the Hypothesis 2A). Similarly, the PRO/CON measure explained
variation in beef consumption that was not explained by the general media measure,
while the reverse was not true (the last column of table 6.3). However, beef
consumption at time t significantly aided in the prediction of both PRO and CON media
coverage. Because both endogenous and exogenous variables were measured at the
same point in time, this does not mean that beef consumption was causally prior to
media. Since there were also significant effects of media at time t on beef at time t, it just
means that the direction of influence cannot be assessed using annual data.
The difficulty establishing the temporal precedence of media stemmed from the
reliance upon annual data. The vast majority of media stories, once price stories were
discounted, were not about long-term health consequences of eating beef, but of safety
concerns. These stories became more prominent during outbreaks of contaminated beef,
and quickly returned to lower levels in subsequent months. This can be seen in Figure

significantly predict beef consum ption, hence there w as no need to determ ine if th e reverse w as also true.
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6.7, which charts the monthly 3-month moving averages of the adjusted PRO and CON
media measures.
Figure 6.7:3-month mooing averages ofPRO and CON media coverageofbeefconsumption
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There were many years during which media coverage of beef consumption peaked and
plummeted in a 12-month period. If there were short-term effects of media coverage,
then models using annual data and relying on a one-year lag of effect would not
sufficiently sensitive to capture these effects. This would explain why there were
stronger effects using the non-lagged models.
Results: H3

Given the ambiguous results of the main research hypotheses, it seemed unlikely
that media stories about beef consumption could be unequivocally and causally
associated with poultry consumption. Nonetheless, the effects of PRO/ CON coverage
on poultry consumption were examined via fully- and partially-lagged distributed
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regression models. The general behavioral media term did not significantly aid in the
prediction of beef consumption using either lagged or non-Iagged values, so it was not
considered for predicting poultry consumption. An inspection of the bivariate
correlations between poultry consumption and measures of media coverage (Table 6.4)
demonstrated the appropriateness of the logged media coverage values for poultry
consumption.
Table 6.4:Bioariate correlations between poultry consumption and media coverage ofbeefconsumption
N = 23

Poultry

PRO
Log PRO
CON
Log CON
(adjusted)
(adjusted)
(adjusted)
(adjusted)
Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
Pearson
correlation
correlation
correlation
correlation
796***________ .872***________ .872***________ .879***
* p< .0 5 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

The strongest association was between the logged CON measure and poultry
consumption (r = .879). However, all of the bivariate associations were large (ranging
from .80 to .89), and all of associations using logged values were larger than their non
logged counterparts. It is interesting to note that the associations between media
coverage of beef consumption with poultry consumption were larger than the
associations between media coverage with beef consumption (the range was .59 to .89).
The results of both the fully- and partially-lagged regression equations for both
versions of media coverage are in Table 6.5.
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Table 65: Results offulhi- and partially-lazxed regression equations far poultry consumption
DLR

Model R2
lAd»

B Poultry m
(s.e.)

Poultry C onsum ption t-i

.990***

Log PRO /CO N M

.989***

1.0***
(.02)
.968***
(.054)

BPRO
(s-e-)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e)

M edia
AR2

DW

USD A* fullv-lagged

USDA- partially-lagged
Poultry Consum ption m

.990***

Log PRO /CON

.994***

1.0***
(.02)
.884***
(.037)

153

-37
(.60)

539
(543)

.001

1.6

153
.443
(-462)

1.16**
(.40)

.004**

2.0

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .10

Poultry consumption could be predicted almost entirely by including one lag of the
behavior (this accounted for 99% of the variation in poultry consumption) in regression
equations. This meant that poultry consumption was fairly stable over time, and was
not subject to random fluctuations. It also meant that there was very little variation
remaining to be explained by media coverage.
Nonetheless, there were some associations between media coverage and poultry
consumption. In the fully-lagged model, there was no significant effect of media at time
ti predicting poultry consumption. There were, however, significant immediate media
effects. Similar to beef consumption, there was a significant and paradoxical effect of
CON coverage on poultry consumption, whereby stories that emphasized the positive
aspects of beef consumption were associated with increases in poultry consumption.
Although there were no significant effects using lagged values of media, it is
helpful to determine if there was reverse causality operating. Additionally, given the
significant effects of nan-lagged media (at least the CON coefficient), it is useful to know
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if poultry consumption at time t predicted media coverage at time t, after controlling for
media coverage at time ti. These results are in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6: Results ofdistributed lagged regression equations far PRO and CON media
Model Rz
(Adj.)

B M edia m
(s.e.)

B Poultry
(s.e.)

ARZ

DW

(U «dj.)

PRO
PROm

.561***

Poultry n

.684***

Poultryt

.71***

.696***
(.132)
.132
(-220)
.101
(-207)

250
.0052**
(.017)
.0055***
(.016)

.13***

218

.156**

208

CON
CON m

.604***

P oultryn

.694***

Poultryi

.737***

.698***
(.122)
.198
(219)
.101
(207)

217
.052*
(.02)
.055**
(-016)

.10*

1.79

.139**

1.75

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

Poultry consumption significantly predicted both measures of media coverage,
using both lagged and non-lagged values. When considering that only the non-lagged
CON measure of media coverage significantly predicted poultry consumption, the most
plausible direction of influence is that poultry consumption somehow influences media
coverage of beef consumption. However, after controlling for lagged values of the
endogenous variables, there was greater variation remaining to be explained by
exogenous variables for media coverage than for poultry consumption. After
controlling for lagged endogenous variables, there was 1% variation remaining in
poultry consumption, while there was 39.6% remaining in CON coverage, and 43.9%
remaining in PRO coverage. This made it easier for poultry consumption to explain
media coverage than for media coverage to explain poultry consumption. Ultimately,
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no clear conclusions can be drawn about media impact of beef consumption stories on
poultry consumption.

Discussion
In sum, while there was evidence of an association between media coverage and
beef consumption, it was not possible to establish the temporal precedence of media.
The scatterplots of the bivariate relationships showed a strong association between
media coverage and beef consumption. There appeared to be a "threshold effect" of
media coverage, beyond which no additional media coverage could produce greater
changes in beef consumption (ci. Brosius & Kepplinger, 1992). This relationship became
confounded in statistical analyses. The lagged value of CON coverage was significant
(and in the opposite direction of what was hypothesized), suggestive of media affecting
beef consumption, but Granger tests of causality also revealed that beef consumption
was leading the PRO media series.
A limitation of this study was the inability to consider price increases in PRO
coverage and price decreases in CON coverage. There is no way of determining if less
ambiguous results would have been found if this type of coverage was included.
However, if beef prices fluctuated monthly, then the effects of this type of news
coverage on beef consumption would presumably have been short-term, and would not
have been detected given the reliance on annual data. There is some evidence that beef
prices did fluctuate monthly. Monthly data on retail beef prices was available for a
limited time period. Figure 6.8 below charts the monthly prices of beef from January
1985 to June 1994.
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Figure 6.8anonthly retail beefprices
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As the figure indicates, within any given year, beef prices fluctuated from month to
month. This suggests that the inclusion of beef prices in the PRO and CON measures
would not have clarified the results.
Once media measures of beef consumption were gathered, it became apparent
that the long-term health consequences of beef consumption, such as cardiovascular
disease and cancer, were emphasized in only a small fraction of the total number of
stories about beef consumption. The vast majority of news coverage was about beef
prices. After price, most stories were about the safety of beef consumption, spurred by
outbreaks of H. coli or Mad Cow Disease abroad. Both of these types of stories (price
and safety) would be more likely to have an immediate impact on beef consumption, the
effects of which might dissipate during a one-year period. For example, individual level
cross-sectional analyses showed a strong association between Belgians' consumption of
fresh meat and their level of attention to negative news stories about Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (aJc.a. Mad Cow Disease) and illegal hormone use in beef production
(Verbeke, Viaene, & Guiot, 1999). This association is undoubtedly also present in die
United States, although it could not be found using annual data.
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Chapter 7:

Fruit Consumption

Low-fat high-fiber diets rich in fruit and vegetable consumption are believed to
play an important role in health prevention. High fruit and vegetable consumption has
been demonstrated to reduce the risk of coronary artery disease (National Heart Forum,
1997) and cancer (Block, Patterson, & Subar, 1992). It is estimated that at least 35% of all
cancer deaths are attributable to unhealthy diets (Doll & Petro, 1981), of which fruit and
vegetable consumption play a key role. In particular, there is evidence that high levels
of fruit and vegetable consumption can reduce risks of stomach, pancreas, colon, and
lung cancer (Block, Patterson, & Subar, 1992; Steinmetz & Potter, 1991). There is
widespread consensus among various health organizations (e.g. Department of Health
and Human Services, National Cancer Institute, the National Academy of the Sciences,
the United States Department of Agriculture) to recommend that Americans eat five or
more servings of bruit and vegetables per day.
Despite the importance of produce consumption for health prevention, there
have been historically low levels of adherence to dietary guidelines. Only
approximately 25% of the US population adhered to produce consumption guidelines in
1991 (Subar et al., 1995; Krebs-Smith et aL, 1995). This prompted a large-scale
intervention entitled "5 a Day for Better Health" (Havas et aL, 1995) in 1991. Conceived
of as a multi-pronged social marketing project partnering businesses and health
researchers, relying upon mass media and community-based health promotion, the
project began with 9 pilot sites, each designed to emphasize a different component of die
campaign, and targeting various demographic audiences. Many of these pilot projects
successfully increased fruit and vegetable consumption (ci. Reynolds et al., 2000;
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Nicklas et al., 1992;), including one relying primarily on mass mediated messages
(Foerster et al., 1995), although only small changes in behavior among certain sub-sets of
the population were detected. Nonetheless, the success of these interventions suggests
the promise of the media to produce behavioral change, and the importance of
examining the potential impact nev/s messages.
Although the benefits of the reduced risks of disease apply equally to both fruits
and vegetables, this study looks only at bruit consumption. This decision was made for
both practical and theoretical reasons. Looking only at bruit consumption facilitates the
task of data gathering, and simplifies proposed models of media effect30 If it is true that
behavior change can best be detected with more clearly specified behaviors rather than
broad behavioral categories (ci. Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), then a more promising
scenario for uncovering media effects on behavior exists when limiting the model to
either fruit or vegetable consumption. Alone, fruit consumption is itself a behavioral
category, consisting of many different fruit behaviors, including eating apples, grapes,
oranges, or pears. Whether or not the more general fruit consumption conceptualization
can capture potential media effects, or if more specific models (e.g. media coverage of
apple consumption affecting apple-eating behavior) are necessary is a research question
addressed in this research.
There are many plausible explanations for why news media messages about fruit
consumption could affect fruit-eating behavior at an aggregate leveL The three models

30 Vegetable consumption alone could also have been chosen for analysis; the behavioral data on bruit
consumption used in this research also exists for vegetable consumption, and any proposed mechanisms of
media effects on fruit consumption seem equally plausible for vegetable consum ption.
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emphasized in this research, individual, social, and structural, will be reviewed in the
context of fruit consumption.
Individual models suggest that media messages may increase knowledge about
fruit consumption directly by informing consumers about the availability of certain
fruits or of their health benefits, or indirectly via beliefs about the positive or negative
consequences of eating fruit A primary negative health consequence of eating fruit
might be concerns about the ill effects of pesticides and other chemicals used to grow
and preserve fresh fru it A survey of a random sample of adults living in Washington
state (Dittus, Hillers, & Beerman, 1993) did not find a significant association between
concerns about pesticides and reduced fruit consumption, although it remained
plausible that fruit consumption would have been higher if people were not worried
about pesticide exposure. Other negative consequences that have been found to be
significantly associated with consumption behaviors include the expense of buying fresh
fruits and vegetables;, the difficulty in modifying dietary habits to (i.e. self-efficacy); and
a distaste for fruits vegetables (Dittus, Hillers, & Beerman, 1995). Among children,
beliefs about the taste of fruit was a primary predictor of fruit consumption (Gibson,
Wardle, & Watts, 1998).31 Conversely, there are many positive consequences of eating
fru it Among the variables studied by researchers, beliefs that eating produce would
help prevent cancer and would provide essential vitamins, minerals, and soluble fiber
were all associated with behavior flbid.). Presumably, another important determinant of
fruit consumption is the belief that eating a lot of fresh fruit contributes to maintaining a
low-fat, low-calorie d iet It seems plausible that news media messages about fruit
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consumption could affect behavior by affecting any of these beliefs, or simply by
providing information about fruit, provided that most people are not already aware of
this knowledge.
Presumably, fruit consumption behavior would be driven more by attitudinal
rather than normative influences (in contrast to marijuana, for which norms may play a
more important role). Nonetheless, there is some evidence that social models of
influence could contribute to the ability to explain variation in fruit consumption, at
least at the individual level. Only 57% of adults, surveyed in a special cancer
supplement to the NHIS survey in 1992, believed they had social support from family or
friends to eat a more healthful diet (Hamack et aL, 1998). Thus, media messages that
reinforced notions of social support for eating fruit could affect fruit consumption
behavior.
Structural models might also contribute to explanations of fruit consumption
over time. One of the goals of the "5 a Day for Better Health" campaign was to create
institutional changes which facilitated fruit consumption among individuals (Havas et
aL, 1995). Any of these institutional changes, such as the availability of fresh fruit in
cafeterias or schools, could easily be prompted as a result of exposure to news media
messages.
In sum, individual, social, and structural models all present viable mechanisms
of effects of news messages on fruit consumption. Media messages may inform people
by providing knowledge about new fruits, or by educating people about the health

31 More im portant predictors, however, concerned parents' fruit knowledge, beliefs, and behavior.
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benefits of eating fruit, or of the health risks posed by consuming pesticides and other
chemicals. Media messages may produce perceptions of social support for eating fruit,
either from family and loved ones, or more generally of the social acceptability of eating
fru it Similarly, family members may change their fruit consumption habits as a result
of media messages, which indirectly affects the rest of the family. Finally, news
messages may produce institutional changes that facilitate fresh fruit consumption by
increasing its availability to consumers. Any of these mechanisms, and others like them,
could explain an aggregate relationship between fruit news coverage and fruit
consumption.

Hypotheses
The media effects hypothesis applied to fruit consumption is that news messages
about fruit consumption should produce changes in fruit-eating behavior at the
aggregate level:
H lfruit: Trends in news media coverage of fruit consumption can explain a significant
portion of the variation in trends in fruit consumption.
Fruit consumption, however, is a behavioral category consisting of many different fruiteating behaviors. Thus, it may be that fruit consumption is too broad a concept with
which to capture media effects on behavior. It may be that specific media coverage of a
particular fruit, such as apples, may be affecting apple consumption, but the individual
effects are obscured when considered jointly in the broader "fruit consumption"
conceptualization. This will be tested with apple consumption, and can be stated
formally as follows:
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Hypothesis lappi«: Trends in news media coverage of apple consumption can explain a
significant portion of the variation in trends in apple consumption.
If Hypothesis l appiesis supported, but Hypothesis l&mt is not, the results will call into
question the validity of widespread intervention efforts to increase fruit consumption.
A more useful strategy may be to target specific fruit behaviors.
The final hypotheses for this chapter tested the proposition that PRO/CON
coverage could do a better job predicting variation in fruit consumption and/or apple
consumption than a simple quantity measure. This is the second primary research
hypothesis guiding this dissertation:
H2Afroit: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures will produce a greater association between fruit consumption than simple
frequency counts.
H2A»ppi«: Provided that a minimum amount of CON information exists, PRO/CON
measures w ill produce a greater association between media and apple consumption
than simple frequency counts.

Measures
The outcome measures were taken from three different sources: 1) Monitoring
the Future (MTF); 2) the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS); and 3) the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). An explanation of the MTF survey
and its sampling procedures can be found in the "Measures" section of Chapter 4, the
BRFSS in the "Measures" section of Chapter 5, and the USDA in the "Measures" section
of Chapter 6. Measures of fruit consumption were measured as proportions of the
population consuming at least one serving of fruit per day for MTF and BRFSS, and of
fruit consumption in pounds per capita for USDA. Note that the BRFSS and MTF
measures did not represent the proportion of people who consumed the recommended
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daily consumption of 5 or more fruits and vegetables, only of those who reported eating
at least one fruit per day.
Measures were available from 1979-1999 for MTF, from 1990-1999 for BRFSS, and
from 1977-1998 for USDA. Because of the very small N of the BRFSS data (N = 10), the
statistical significance of any analyses relying upon the BRFSS data could not be
considered, hence they should only be considered as complementary analyses to the
larger MTF and USDA samples. Apple consumption data was taken from the USDA,
was measured in pounds per capita, and had available data from 1977-1999. Apple
consumption was measured on a crop year, from August to August The exact wording
of the questions asked by MTF and BRFSS, as well as the details of the USDA's
m

measurement, can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 7.1 charts the trends in the proportion of adults (BRFSS) and high school
seniors (MTF) who reported always eating at least 1 serving of fruit per day, while the
USDA trend charts the number of pounds of fruit per capita consumed each year. The
MTF and BRFSS measures are on the primary axis, and the USDA measure is on the
secondary axis.
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Figure 7.1: Trends in fruit consumption among adults (BRFSS). high school seniors (MTF), and the total US
population (USDA)
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The lack of correlation across the datasets was somewhat striking. Looking only at the
years for which data was available for both pairs, the correlation was only .23 (N = 10)
between the MTF and BRFSS data, .07 (N = 20) between MTF and USDA, and .50 (N = 9)
between the BRFSS and USDA data. Either fruit consumption is a very different
behavior for youth (MTF), adults, (BRFSS), and the general population (USDA), or the
validity of the measurements is questionable. If the former interpretation is true, then
results of any additional analyses would also be valid. If, however, the measures were
somehow faulty, then the results of any analyses using these measures would also be
flawed. With no way of knowing which if any of the measures are valid, any
conclusions of media impact based on these measures are uncertain at best
For all of the datasets, fruit consumption is relatively stable over time. The
lowest years of fruit consumption for high school seniors were 1991 and 1999, with only
16.8% of seniors reporting consumption of at least one fruit per day. The highest level of
consumption for 12th graders was 22.9% in 1980. The overall mean of the MTF data
showed 19.4% (N = 21) of seniors reportedly eating at least one fruit per day (SD = .019).
Much higher proportions of adults in the BRFSS sample reported routinely eating at
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least one fruit per day. As much as 51% of the population reported consuming one fruit
per day in 1997, while only 45.6% reported the same quantity of consumption in 1999.
The lowest levels of fruit consumption for both 12th graders and adults occurred in 1999.
The overall mean of the proportion of adults in the BRFSS sample who reported eating
one fruit per day was 47.2% (N = 10), with very little variation over time (SD = .016).
Looking at overall US fruit consumption in pounds per capita, the lowest level of
consumption occurred in 1977, with only 80.7 lbs./capita, while the highest level
occurred in 1998, with 103.6 Ibs./capita. The overall average fruit consumption was
92.59 pounds (N = 22, SD - 7.02).
There was somewhat greater variation in apple consumption. As Figure 7.2
illustrates, apple consumption was highest in 1987, with 20.83 lbs./capita consumed.
The lowest level of consumption occurred in 1977, with only 16.52 Ibs./capita
consumed. There was a spike in apple consumption from 1986 to 1989, rising from 17.84
to 21.22 Ibs./capita, and then a sharp decline in 1990 and 1991, down to 18.18
lbs./capita. The overall mean of apple consumption was 18.66 lbs./capita. (N = 23, SD
=1.18).
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Figure 72: Trends in apple consumption
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The BRFSS measure of fruit consumption specifically excludes fruit juice from
fresh fruit consumption (The question asks, "Not counting juice, how often do you eat
fruit?"). The USDA measures of both fruit and apple consumption also exclude juice
consumption. Because of juices' exclusion from the behavioral data, the decision was
made to exclude juice from the media data.
Gathering media coverage of fruit consumption was more difficult than other
behaviors. There are many different types of fruits, and the names of many fruits have
other meanings (e.g. orange is both a fruit and a color, apple is both a fruit and the name
of a computer company). Because of the large number of irrelevant references captured
by fruits, an unwieldy number of stories had to be sifted through in order to detect
references to actual fruits. Thus, a decision was made to limit the open search term.
Rather than listing only the names of fruits (a random sample of 15 months retrieved
852 hits), the typical protocol for developing the open search term, a revised open search
term was constructed to limit some of the irrelevant references. A sample of 852 stories,
gathered in only 1.5 months, using the more typical open search term were captured.
The open search term was as follows:
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BODY(fruit OR melon OR watermelon OR apple OR orange OR citrus OR grape OR
cherry OR peach OR nectarine OR tangerine OR pineapple OR avocado OR banana OR
prune OR berry OR strawberr! OR plum OR papaya OR cantaloupe OR honeydew OR
apricot OR cranberr! OR kiwi OR mango OR tomato)

Not every fruit in existence is listed explicitly in the search term. This was
because since Lexis-Nexis® limits search lengths, so to include every fruit would be
impossible. Further, there may have been an occasional story about lesser-known fruits,
such as one about brambleberries (unfortunately, Lexis does not allow wildcard
searching at the beginning of the word, so that Iberry could capture the entire berry
family), but the number of times an article appeared about one of these fruits without
the word "fruit" also appearing was presumably very small. Another thing to note
about the open search term is that it included the word "tomato." However, because
tomato was not included in the USDA measure of fruit consumption, and because most
people presumably do not think about tomatoes as part of their fresh fruit consumption,
tomatoes were excluded from the ultimate media search terms.
A revised open search term was constructed designed to filter out some of the
irrelevant stories, thereby reducing the number of stories required to sort through before
finding a reference to fruit-consuming behavior. The revised open search term required
that the fruit words appear within the same story as one of the words associated with
fruit consumption. The revised open search term was the following;
BODY(fruit OR melon OR watermelon OR apple OR orange OR citrus OR grape OR
cherry OR peach OR nectarine OR tangerine OR pineapple OR avocado OR banana OR
prune OR berry OR strawberr! OR plum OR papaya OR cantaloupe OR honeydew OR
apricot OR cranberr! OR kiwi OR mango OR tomato) AND (dessert OR sip OR drink! OR
juice OR drank OR meal OR eat! OR edible OR snack OR lied OR ate OR contain! OR
consum! OR tast! OR diet! OR heart disease OR alar OR pesticide OR poison! OR chemical
OR Cholera OR fiber OR flavonoid OR anti-oxidant OR antioxidant OR cholesterol OR
health OR nutrit! OR breakfast of lunch OR dinner OR try OR cook! OR hungry OR
hunger OR concoction OR sam ple OR toast! OR subsist OR savor OR cancer OR e coli OR
E.coli)
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The revised open search term was meant to capture juice consumption and tomato
consumption. These were later discounted from the search terms. The revised open
search term did a good job of filtering out some completely irrelevant stories, while not
excluding any valid references to fruit consumption behaviors. The random sample of
15 months using the more general open search term yielded 852 stories. Of these, only
56 contained valid references to fruit consuming behaviors, including tomato and juice
consumption. The revised open search term applied to the same sample produced only
382 stories, but did not eliminate a single valid reference to fruit consumption behaviors.
For the sake of efficiency, the revised open search term was used to validate the search
terms.
Using the revised open search term (excluding tomatoes), a random sample of
three months of media coverage was gathered (N = 935), read, and used to construct the
general behavioral media term (GBM), the PRO term, and the CON term. Of the 935
stories, 120 contained valid references to fruit consumption behaviors (the general
behavioral media term, or GBM), 35 contained references to positive consequences of
eating fruit (PRO), and 27 contained references to negative consequences of eating fruit
(CON). First, the GBM term was constructed. Similar in form to the revised open search
term, the GBM required that one of the words related to fruit consumption appear in the
same paragraph as one of the fruit words. The GBM term also tried to eliminate the
many irrelevant "hits." The most prevalent irrelevant hits were references to: Apple
Computers®, Agent Orange, Orange Country, the Orange Bowl, the Citrus Bowl, fruit
flavorings (e.g. Cherry Kool-Aid®), and people with fruit as a last name (e.g. Daryl
Strawberry). At this stage, the references to juice consumption were also filtered out
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Because Lexis-Nexis® limits the length of the search term, the general term had to
be broken into two parts. The general behavioral search term was the following:
BODY(fruit O r melon O r watermelon O r apple O r orange O r d tru s Or grape O r cherry Or
peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry
O r strawberr! Or plum O r papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr! Or
kiwi O r mango) W/PARA (dessert O r dine! O r diet O r heart O r alar Or pesticide Or
poison! O r chemical O r cholera O r "fiber" O r flavonoid O r antioxidant O r anti-oxidant Or
cholesterol O r health! O r nutrit! O r breakfast O r lunch O r dinner O r try O r cook O r
cooked O r hungry O r hunger O r concoction O r sample O r subsist Or savor O r cancer ore
e coli O re . coli))

AND BODY(fruit O r melon O r watermelon O r apple O r orange O r dtru s Or grape Or
cherry O r peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r avocado O r banana O r prune
O r berry O r strawberr! Or plum O r papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r
cranberr! O r kiwi O r mango) NOT W /S ((Flavor! O r color O r agent O r "orange bowl" Or
"d tru s bowl" O r computer O r machine Or county O r cookbook O r electr! O r software! Or
juice! O r worker O r picker O r sip! O r drink! O r drank! O r toast! O r tree O r plant O r wine)
O r CAPS(apple O r orange O r d tru s Or strawberry O r berry O r cherry O r grape).

This dosed search term captured 131 references to fruit consumption. Of those, 81.7%
(107) were valid references (i.e. the precision was .817). The search term captured 89.2%
(107 out of 120 valid references) of all of the references to fruit consumption (Le. recall).
Next, the PRO and CON search terms were generated. In general, a story was
considered to have a PRO reference if it talked about any positive consequences of fruit
consumption. This induded references to the health benefits of eating fruit, such as
getting fiber and antioxidants, contributing to a low-fat diet or low-calorie diet, reducing
cholesterol, and reducing risks of cancer (the PRO term induded cancer only insofar as
pestiddes, poisons, or chemicals were not mentioned; cancer prevention rather than
cancer-causing). The PRO term also attempted to capture references to fruit
consumption as part of the dietary guidelines (e.g. "pyramid" and "recommend"), and
as natural aphrodisiacs. Finally, references to efforts to reduce the use of pestiddes,
chemicals, and poisons were considered PRO references. It could also be argued that
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any reference to chemicals, pesticides, and poisons would have a negative effect on fruit
consumption regardless of die context Accordingly, as will be addressed shortly, any
references to poisons, chemicals, and pesticides were counted as CON references,
making it possible for the same reference to count as both a PRO and a CON reference
(but it would only count as PRO if the reduction of chemical use was mentioned).
Ultimately, however, die decision was made that reducing chemical use on fruit was a
positive thing, and should also count as a PRO reference. The final PRO search term
used is listed below. Note that the search term begins with the word "AND." This
means only those stories captured by die general behavioral media term were searched
for PRO and CON references.
AND (fruit OR melon OR watermelon OR apple OR orange OR d tru s OR grape OR
cherry OR peach OR nectarine OR tangerine OR pineapple OR avocado OR banana OR
prune OR berry OR strawberr! OR plum OR papaya OR cantaloupe OR honeydew OR
apricot OR cranberr! OR kiwi OR mango) W /PARA (eat more OR eat light OR
(SINGULAR(good)) OR increase OR "fiber" OR flavonoid OR antioxidant OR anti
oxidant OR heart OR cholesterol OR health! OR pyramid OR hit OR Ios! Weight OR
weight los! OR dieting OR dieted OR seduc! OR aphrodisiac OR nutrit! OR recommend!
OR prevent! OR vitamin OR mineral OR dietetic OR ((reduce OR without) W /PARA
chemical OR pestiride OR poison!) OR (cancer NOT W /PARA chemical OR pestidde OR
poison!) NOT W /PARA (departm ent OR inspection OR official OR ministry OR reduce
heat OR liquid OR "mineral water" OR worker OR "applied nutrition" OR corp OR
price))

A story was considered to have a CON reference if it talked about negative
consequences of fruit consumption, all of which happened to be health risks. Fresh fruit
consumption has been linked to cholera and E. coli outbreaks. There are also dangers
associated with using pesticides, poisons, fungicides, and chemicals (including alar,
once used to preserve apples). The final CON search term is listed below.
AND (fruit OR melon OR watermelon OR apple OR orange OR d tru s OR grape OR
cherry OR peach OR nectarine OR tangerine OR pineapple OR avocado OR banana OR
prune OR berry OR strawberr! OR plum OR papaya OR cantaloupe OR honeydew OR
apricotOR cranberr! OR kiwi OR mango) W /PARA (warning OR danger! OR epidemic
OR bacteria OR e coli OR e. coli OR pestidde OR poison! OR tainted OR alar OR cholera
OR chemical! OR hygien! OR fungitide OR contaminat!)
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In this first sample, the recall and precision for the general behavioral term were
.89 and .82 respectively. Recall and precision scores were .85 and .68 for the PRO term,
and .81 and .79 for the CON term. The details of these calculations can be found in the
Appendix. The precision for the PRO term was slightly lower than the standards
typically applied in this research. Every effort was made to revise the PRO search term
to produce higher levels of precision. Revisions were made until any changes that
increased precision decreased recall by an equal or greater amount. It was therefore
decided that the PRO search term would be used, with adjustments for sampling
slightly greater than usual.
The second random sample of three months of media coverage yielded similar
results. Of the 907 stories retrieved by the revised open search term, 123 contained valid
references to fruit consumption-behaviors, deemed as such through hand coding. The
general behavioral media search term retrieved 155 stories, of which 72.2% (precision)
were valid references as per the hand coding. Taking the average of the precision/recall
ratio for the two samples, references retrieved by the general behavioral media search
term were adjusted by .854.
The PRO term performed similarly (with similarly poor precision) in both
samples. In sample 1, recall and precision scores were .86 and .68, while sample 2 scores
were .87 and .67. The consistency of the scores across samples suggested that once
adjusted by .78 (the average of die two precision/recall ratios) to account for the
sampling error, a close approximation could be made to the actual number of PRO
references appearing the Associated Press. Ultimately, analyses were only sensitive to
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change over time, so provided that the PRO term is consistently over-sampling PRO
references, as indicated by the comparable results in both samples, no biases should be
produced in subsequent analyses.
The CON term applied to the second sample yielded acceptable results. Recall
and precision scores were .92 and .72 respectively. Although there was a larger
difference between recall and precision scores in the second sample compared to the
first (.81 and .79), in both cases the CON term over-sampled the true number of CON
references. Averaging the precision/ recall ration for both samples produced an
adjustment rate of .87.
Figure 73 charts the number of media references (after adjustments for sampling
error) to fruit consumption over time.

Figure 7.3: Trends in media coverage offruit consumption
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Similar to other behaviors relying upon data from 1977 and 1978, there appeared to be
an initial increase in media coverage between 1977 and 1979. This increase was believed
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to be due to structural changes in The Associated Press rather than genuine media
increases in marijuana-related coverage. To make certain that artificially low numbers
of stories in earlier years did not affect results, the main analyses were re-conducted
excluding the years 1977 and 1978. The results of this analysis can be found in the
Appendix, bn no instances were the results of analyses relying upon the partial
dramatically different from those presented in this chapter.
The trendlines for the general behavioral media term and the PRO term were
very similar: the correlation between the GBM and PRO terms was .93 (N = 23). The
CON term, however, was different from both the PRO (r = .546, N = 23) and GBM (r =
.558, N = 23) terms. The GBM trend showed news coverage of fruit consumption rising
somewhat steadily until 1991, when it fell slightly before leveling off. The GBM
trendline did not exhibit any strong spikes indicative of a breaking news story. A look
at monthly media coverage of GBM references, however, did reveal news spikes. Figure
7.4 charts monthly references to fruit consumption behaviors during the time of the
study period, from 1977 to 1999.
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Figure 7.4: Monthly GBM coverage offruit consumption
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As the figure indicates, the general pattern seen in the annual data was also true of the
monthly data. A gradual increase occurred until March 1989 (seen until 1991 in the
annual data), when a large increase occurred (from 44.45 stories in February 1989 to
155.57 in March 1989). Several different stories were responsible for this jump. A study
was released that oat bran, because it contains soluble fibers also found in some fruits,
reduces cholesterol. A study was released that said alar (a chemical used to help
preserve apples) and other chemicals could increase the risk of contracting cancer,
particularly in children who consume more fruit (which, according to the behavioral
data available, did not appear to be true—adults ate more bruit). Finally, then-president
George Bush Sr. lifted a ban on Chilean bruits that was in place after cyanide was
discovered in some grapes. The earlier and somewhat smaller spike, in July 1981, was
due to a very small number of stories in June 1981 (14.53), followed by a larger amount
in July (6733) and August (58.13). No particular news event was responsible for that
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increase. The monthly GBM data showed that the sharp increase in March 1989 was
followed by an initial decline in fruit stories, after which it became relatively stable at
levels slightly higher than the pre-March 1989 levels. This was also true in the annual
media data.
Looking at the annual media data (Figure 73), references to positive
consequences of bruit consumption (PRO references) appeared to be increasing
gradually. A larger increase occurred in 1989, after which the amount of PRO references
became stable at higher levels than before the 1989 increase. As is often the case with
media coverage (Watt, 1991), media coverage of PRO references to fruit consumption
remained higher after this initial boost The monthly PRO media data showed patterns
similar to the annual data, although there was a dramatic increase in PRO stories in
March 1989 (from 12.48 in February 1989 to 67.09 in March 1989). This can be seen in
Figure 7.5.
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Figure 75: Monthly PRO media coverage o ffruit consumption
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The same news events responsible for producing the March 1989 spike in overall
behavioral references were also responsible for the increase in PRO stories.
Media coverage of negative consequences of fruit consumption (CON) behaved
differently. The annual data (Figure 73) indicated that CON references were stable over
the entire time period with the exception of two spikes in coverage, in 1981 and 1989.
The monthly CON media data showed this more clearly. Figure 7.6 charts monthly
CON media references during the time of this study, from 1977-1999.
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Figure 7.6: Monthly CON media coverage c f fruit consumption
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CON media coverage had four major spikes: July 1981, July 1985, March 1989,
and April 1997. In 1981, media coverage of negative consequences of fruit consumption
rose horn 0 in June to 48 in July. The increase was due primarily to an announcement by
the CDC that it would study a possible link between malathion, a pesticide used to kill
the California fruit fly, and birth defects. In 1985, an increase in CON coverage went
from 6.98 stories in June to 37.53 stories in July, following a pesticide scare in
watermelons and subsequent efforts to calm public concern about the safety of eating
watermelons. The March 1989 increase (up from 13.96 in February to 109.1 in March)
was due to both the alar scare and the Chilean fruit ban (and subsequent lifting of the
ban) discussed in the context of die general behavioral media references. Finally, April
of 1997 saw an increase of negative references to fruit consumption (from 6.11 in March
to 34.04 in April) when a company illegally sold Mexican-grown strawberries (packaged
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as grown in the United States) to a school district, causing an outbreak of hepatitis A
among students.
hi sum, there was a much larger proportion of GBM stories compared to either
PRO or CON stories. This was typical of the media terms generated in this research.
Many of the GBM stories made mentioned someone eating fruit as a passing reference in
a story. For example, a story may have been about the arrest of a fugitive, whom police
found on a comer eating an apple. Additionally, many of the GBM stories that were not
PRO or CON references were recipes containing fruit as an ingredient PRO coverage
followed the general trend of GBM coverage, while CON coverage reacted more to
isolated events.
Media coverage of apple consumption was gathered to test Hypothesis lappio, of
a more specific effect of apple media coverage on apple consumption rather than a
general fruit effect This was accomplished using the same search terms as fruit
consumption, but including only apples in the list of fruits. Because die apple search
terms were simply sub-sets of the fruit search terms, it was deemed unnecessary to test
the recall and precision of the apple search terms. Figure 7.7 charts the annual media
coverage of apple consumption using the GBM, PRO, and CON measures. Note,
however, that because apple consumption data ran on a crop year, from August to
August, annual media coverage was gathered using the same system. Hence, media
coverage in 1979 consisted of media coverage from August 1,1979 to July 31,1980.
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Figure 7.7: Trends in media coverage ofapple consumption
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Unlike media coverage of fruit consumption, the GBM, PRO, and CON media
measures were all highly correlated: the correlation between GBM and PRO was .96 (N
= 23), between GBM and CON was .84 (N = 23), and between PRO and CON was .86
(N=23). The general measure of media coverage of apple consumption, GBM, showed a
gradual increase in coverage until 1989, when the alar scare occurred. It declined
somewhat thereafter, but remained at higher levels, with a 4-year gradual increase
between 1992 and 1995, a slight decline in 1996, followed by another 4-year gradual
increase from 1996 to 1999. PRO and CON coverage of apple consumption was virtually
non-existent until 1985, when a gradual increase occurred before the alar scare in 1989.
Following the incident, both PRO and CON coverage remained fairly stable but at
slightly elevated levels compared to before the alar scare.
Analysis
As discussed in Chapter 3, to maximize die confidence with which claims of
media effects could be made, two different analytic techniques were used and then
examined for comparability of results: 1) distributed lagged regression and 2) non-linear
modeling using the ideodynamic modeL
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The DLR regression models assumed a linear relationship between media
coverage and fruit consumption, such that the effect of PRO coverage was to create
increases in the behavior, and the effect of CON coverage was to decrease the proportion
of people performing the behavior. The effects of the general behavioral media coverage
were assumed to be positive. By including fruit consumption at the previous interval in
the regression equations, many third variable effects were effectively controlled.
Unfortunately, the use of lagged endogenous terms also subsumed much of the
relationship between the media and fruit consumption (Ostrom, 1990).
Fully-lagged models assumed a one-year lag between media coverage and
behavior change, which may not have been realistic. For example, media coverage of a
pesticide scare might have had an immediate impact on fruit consumption, causing a
temporary decline in fruit consumption. Thus, although not useful for establishing a
causal relationship, in the absence of a positive finding using fully-lagged models,
partially-lagged DLR models were tested. The partially-lagged models used current
media coverage to predict current fruit consumption while controlling for lagged fruit
consumption (comparable to using media coverage to predict change or difference
scores of the outcome variable).
The ideodynamic model was another method for testing more immediate effects
of media messages. To isolate media effects from the effects of lagged behavior in the
analysis, null and partial models were compared to full media models to determine if
the persuasive force estimates generated by the media models offered any independent
contributions. Because the use of the ideodynamic model requires outcome data in
proportions, the ideodynamic analyses were only conducted using the MTF and BRFSS
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data, testing Hypotheses lfmit and 2A&mt. Only time-series regression could be applied to
the USDA data, which included both die general fruit consumption data and the apple
consumption data, used to test Hypothesis U p la n d Hypothesis 2A*ppieResults: Hl/mt & 2Afn,u

First, it was helpful to examine the scatterplots of the media variables against the
fruit consumption variables. There should have been a positive linear relationship
between the PRO coverage and abstinence, and a negative relationship for CON
coverage. It would also be expected that a relationship between more general media
coverage of fruit consumption (the GBM term) would have a positive association with
fruit-consuming behaviors. Figures 7.8,7.9, and 7.10 are scatterplots of PRO, CON, and
GBM media coverage graphed against die MTF measure of fruit consumption. Figures
7.11,7.12, and 7.13 are of PRO, CON, and GBM coverage with the BRFSS measure, and
Figures 7.14,7.15, and 7.16 of the media measures plotted against the USDA measure.
Figure 7.8: Scatterplot ofPRO media and MTFfruit consumption
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Figure 7Jk Scatterplot of CON media and MTFfruit consumption
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Figure 7.10: Scatterplot ofGBMand MTFfruit consumption
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Figure 7.11: Scatterplot of PRO media and BRFSSfruit consumption
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Figure 7.12: Scatterplot ofCON media and BRFSSfruit consumption
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Figure 7.13: Scatterplot of GBM and BRFSSfruit consumption
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Figure 7.14: Scatterplot of PRO media and USDAfruit consumption
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Figure 7.15: Scatterplot c f CON media and USDA fruit consumption
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Figure 7.16: Scatterplot cfGBMand USDAfruit consumption
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Given the wide disparity between the MTF, BRFSS, and USDA fruit consumption
measures, a relationship between media coverage and behavior would not be expected
for every outcome measure. However, the graphs revealed strikingly little relationship
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between media coverage and any of the outcome variables. These graphs are also
summarized in Table 7.1, which provided simple bivariate correlations between the
media measures (non-lagged) and the behavioral outcomes. These correlations were
meant to be suggestive of potential media impact rather than conclusive, as they did not
rule out the threat of spurious relationships due to time or other third variables. This
was done using more rigorous analytical tests.

Table 7.1: Bioariate correlations between fruit consumption and media coverage

MTF
BRFSS
USDA

PRO (adjusted)

CON (adjusted)

GBM (adjusted)

Pearson correlation
(N)
-.624**
(21)
-374®
(10)
.666***
(22)

Pearson correlation
(N)
-.294
(21)
259
(10)
.184
(22)

Pearson correlation
(N)
-.443*
(21)
-316
0 0)
.600**
(22)

*p < .05 **P<.01 ***p<.001®p<.10

While there was some relationship between the PRO and GBM measures with
MTF fruit consumption, these associations were negative, the reverse of what was
expected. Similar associations exist with the BRFSS measure, although the small N
made significance testing meaningless. The USDA measure offered more promise of
impact, with a positive PRO and GBM association with fruit consumption.
Table 7.2 displays the results of fully-lagged distributed regression equations. It
provides the model R2, the media coefficients, the change in R2 due to media, the DW,
and the change in R2for one operationalization of media coverage after controlling for
the other. Because of the small N for the BRFSS measure, with only 10 years of data, the
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results of the distributed lagged regression models (which use up to 4 degrees of
freedom) were not stable, and should be interpreted with caution. The results of the
same analyses excluding the years 1977 and 1978 (because AP media coverage seemed to
be systematically less during these years) were conducted for the USDA data (the only
behavioral data dating back that far), and can be found in the Appendix.
Table 72: Results o fdistributed lagged regression equations for fruit consumption
DLR

M odel R2

B FruitM
(s.e.)

(Adjusted)

B PRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

BCON
(s-e)

Media
AR2

DW

AR?
after
other
m edia

MTF
FruitM

.289**

PRO /CO N m

.224®

GBMt-i

.247*

558**
(.189)
.609*
(•221)
.557*
(•246)

1.99
.00007
(.0001)
-.0000002
(.00004)

-.00002
(.00008)

.02

2.07

.13

.00

1.99

.111

BRFSS fsm all N1
Fruiti-i

-.137

PRO /CO N m

-356

GBM m

-.054

.0075
(.40)
-.0043
(.58)

1.83
-.0001
(.0003)
-.00014
(.0001)

-307
(.48)

-.0002
(.0004)

.148

2.07

.056

OX

1.73

.113

U$DA
FruitM

.738***

PRO /CO N m

.746***

GBM m

.742***
.

.857***
(.113)
.752***
(.142)
.742***
0151)

2.13
.034
(.02)
.

-.025
(.018)

.0078
(.007)

.033

2.13

.045

.017

1.92

.029

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .10

Looking at the model R^, there was very little explanatory power of the lagged
behavioral measures for both the MTF and BRFSS measures. The lagged MTF measure
explained only 28.9% of the variation in MTF fruit consumption, while the lagged BRFSS
term did not explain any variation in BRFSS fruit consumption. This was due to die lack
of variation in these measures. While the Bs for the lagged PRO and CON media
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measures of the MTF model had the right valence, they were not statistically significant
The general behavioral term did not offer any greater prediction of the MTF measure.
On the contrary, as the scatterplot and bivariate correlation between the GBM term and
non-lagged MTF fruit consumption suggested, the coefficient for the GBM term was
negative, the reverse of what might be expected.
The USDA measure had more variation, and the lagged USDA measure
predicted a greater proportion of the variation in USDA fruit consumption: 73.8%.
However, the lagged PRO and CON measures, while appropriately valenced, did not
significantly aid prediction. The lagged general behavioral media term coefficient,
which was positive, was also not statistically significant
The distributed lagged regression models provided no support for either
Hypothesis 1fruit or Hypothesis 2Afruit. Trends in PRO/ CON media coverage of fruit
consumption did not explain a significant portion of the variation in trends in fruit
consumption for any of the three behavioral measures. Trends in the general behavioral
media coverage of fruit consumption (the GBM term) also did not explain a significant
portion of the variation in any of the three trends in fruit consumption. With no media
effects using fully-lagged models, there was also no support for Hypothesis 2A&uit, that
the PRO/ CON measure would perform better than the general media measure.
While there did not appear to be a lasting effect of media coverage on fruit
consumption, demonstrated by the non-significant findings of the fully-lagged
distributed regression models, it was possible that a short-term effect was present The
ideodynamic model better captures more immediate media effects. Table 73 displays
the model R2, the persuasive force coefficients, die DW, the R2change for all media
214
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models after controlling for the null model, the R2change for the full and partial models
after controlling for the null and GBM models, and the R2change for the GBM model
after controlling for the null and full models. It should be noted that the model R*s for
all of the models that have DW statistics less than 1.5 are sharply underestimated due to
the presence of positive serial correlation in the residuals. The media coefficients,
however, are unbiased.
Table 73: Results of ideodynamic analyses for fruit consumption
M odel
R2
(Uiudp

F(+
force)

K (force)

DW

MTF
Null
Full
PRO only
CON only
GBM only
BRFSS

.449***
.433***
.637***
.206*
.248*

.00016
.00005
.00053
-.00002
.000001

-.00068
-.00031
-.00016
.0001
-.00005

132
1.41
1.94
.94
1.01

.027
.198**
.006
.02

Null
Full
PRO only
C O N oniy
GBM only

.03
.175
.119
.167
.043

.000003
.000096
.00004
.000126
.000002

.000003
-.00018
-.00003
-.0003
.0000006

1.8
2.11
1.94
2.18
1.8

.147
.086
.149
.109

Ideodynam ic
Models

AR*
from
null

AR2
from
null +
GBM

AR2
from
null +
full

308**
.027
.017

.01

.041
.008
.113
.003

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .10

The results of the ideodynamic analyses showed no significant effects of media
coverage on the BRFSS measure of fruit consumption. While the partial and full models
generated using the PRO/ CON measures did offer greater prediction than the null
model, the differences were not statistically significant, in part because none of the
model R2s were statistically significant (including the null model). Presumably due to a
lack of variation in the BRFSS measure, if the behavior could not be explained by itself
(at the previous interval), then it is unrealistic to expect media coverage could have a
significant impact Looking at the MTF models, the full media model did not predict
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fruit consumption better than the null model. However, there did appear to be an effect
of "PRO only" media coverage on MTF fruit consumption. The model generated using
only PRO media coverage, assuming a constant or no effect of CON coverage, offered
significantly greater prediction than both the model assuming no media impact and die
model assuming full media impact If there was a significant short-term effect of PRO
coverage on MTF fruit consumption, then it should also be present in a partially-lagged
(lagging fruit consumption only) distributed regression model. This was assessed next
As a final test of media influence on fruit consumption, distributed lagged
regression lagging only the outcome measure was conducted; Le., there was no
assumption of a one-year media lag operating. Support for a media effect would be
provided if media at time t predicted fruit consumption at time t after controlling for
fruit consumption at time ti. Both the PRO/CON measures and the general behavioral
search term were tested on the MTF, BRFSS, and USDA data. The results of these
analyses are found in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Results ofpartially-lagged regression equations for MTF, BRFSS, and USDA fruit consumption
DLR

M odel R2
(Adjusted)

B FruitM
(s-e)

B PRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e-)

BCON
(s-e)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
m edia

MTF
F ru ity

.289**

PRO /CO N

.224®

GBM

305*

558**
(.189)
.498®
(•239)
338
(•262)

1.99
.00003
(.0001)
-.00005
(.00005)

-.00003
(.00008)

.012

1.89

.078

.05

1.71

.118

BRFSS (sm all N)
FruitM

-.137

PRO/CON

38

GBM

.149

.0075
(.40)
-.0075
(.40)
-.115
(369)

1.83
-.0005®
(.0002)
-.00017
(.00008)

.00055®
(.0003)

.61®

3.16

.448®

71

1.73

.198

USDA
FruitM

738***

PRO/CON

.732***

GBM

.730***

.860***
(.15)
.860***
(.15)
.942***
(-17)

2.13
.0086
(.025)
-.0059
(-009)

-.021
(.018)

.021

277

.018

.006

2.14

.003

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 8 p <.10

The results of the partially-lagged regression analyses yielded no additional
support for Hypotheses 1fruit and 2Afnut. While the results of the ideodynamic analyses
suggested a possible short-term impact of PRO media messages on MTF fruit
consumption, similar results were not found using the partially-lagged OLS regression.
Like the fully-lagged models, the PRO and CON coefficients were in the right direction,
with PRO positive and CON negative. The disparity of the significance of PRO coverage
on MTF fruit consumption between the ideodynamic and partially-lagged DLR model
does not necessarily mean that the significant finding using the ideodynamic model was
a statistical aberration. The ideodynamic model assesses the impact of media messages
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over a shorter time period, only one week. Even the partially-lagged OLS regression
models assume that the impact of stories can be aggregated annually.
There was a marginally significant effect of PRO/CON coverage on BRFSS fruit
consumption, the reverse of what was hypothesized. However, the very small N of 10
(with lagged behavior, 2 media variables, and one constant, DF = 6) made any estimates
extremely unstable and uninterpretable.
An alternative explanation for the failure to find substantial media effects on
fruit consumption was that the behavioral category was too broad to be sensitive to
changes produced by media stories. It may be, for example, that media coverage of the
pesticide scare in watermelons in July 1985 affected watermelon consumption, but the
breadth of media impact could not extend to the entire fruit consumption category.
Thus, it may be that media coverage of a specific fruit, such as apples, would affect
apple consumption levels but no other fruits. The same hypotheses of media effects
(HI) and of greater effects using PRO/CON (H2A) operationalizations were tested with
regard to apple consumption.
R e s u l t s ? H la p p l n Q Tld H 2 Aapptes

A visual inspection and bivariate correlation analysis between media coverage of
apples and apple consumption can be seen in Figures 7.17,7.18,7.19, and Table 7.5.
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Figure 7.17: Scatterplot c f apple PRO media and USDA apple consumption
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Figure 7.18: Scatterplot ofapple CON media and USDA apple consumption
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Figure 7,19: Scatterplot o fapple GBM and USDA apple consumption
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Table 75: Bivariation correlations between apple media measures and apple consumption behavior
PRO (adjusted)
Pearson correlation
M TB

CON (adjusted)
Pearson correlation

(N)

(N)

•5 5 8 **

.460*
(23)

(23)

GBM (adjusted)
Pearson correlation
(N)
.677**
(23)

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10

While there did appear to be a strong positive relationship between the PRO and
GBM measures with apple consumption, the CON measure was more ambiguous. The
order of the years in all of the scatterplots, with earlier years having less coverage and
less fruit consumption, made analyses somewhat suspect that an observed association
would be due to a spurious relationship with time. Including the lagged behavioral
variable in DLR equations should control for these linear time trends. The results of the
distributed lagged regression equations for apple consumption are in Table 7.6. To
determine if any m edia/apple consumption relationships were bi-directional (e.g. media
coverage affected apple consumption but apple consumption also affected media
220
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coverage), Granger tests of causality were included in the table showing if lagged apple
consumption can predict non-lagged media coverage, even after controlling for lagged
media coverage.
Table 7.6: Results ofdistributed lagged regression equations far apple consumption and far apple media
DLR

Model R2
(Adjusted)

B A pples m
(s.e.)

B PRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

BCON
(s-e)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
media

USDA
Applest-i

.118®

PRO /CO N m

314*

GBMm

372**

1.99

368®
(.189)
.063
(304)
-.08
(•22)

Model R2

B A pples m

(Adjusted)

(s-e)

.038
(.037)
.019**
(.006)

.006
(.017)

B PRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

BCON
(s-e)

352*

208

.032

.271**

1.97

.021

A pples
AR2

DW

PRO
PROm

.187*

.478*
(.198)
.114
(.197)

732**
(2-25)

ApplesM

207
376**

1.86

CON
CON m

.049

ApplesM

301**

13.91
(4.85)

GBMm

39***

ApplesM

.605***

.628***
(.165)
22.13**
(6.43)

304
(307)
.033
(•204)

1.98
374*

1.69

g em

214
30
(-182)

323**

1.71

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 ® p< .10

Unlike USDA fruit consumption behavior, the lagged value of USDA apple
consumption did not offer substantial predictive pow er the lagged behavioral term was
only marginally statistically significant The small amount of variation in apple
consumption data over time presumably contributed to the lack of explanatory power of
the lagged apple consumption measure. Nonetheless, the results of the fully-lagged
221
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OLS regression equations supported the hypothesis that media coverage of apple
consumption positively affected apple consumption. The lagged PRO/CON media
terms did significantly aid in apple consumption prediction, although the individual
coefficients were not statistically significant While the PRO coverage had the
hypothesized positive valence, the CON coverage did not have the anticipated negative
valence. The terms were statistically significant as a u n it Additionally, the lagged GBM
term significantly aided in prediction of apple consumption, predicting increases with
increases in general media coverage. Comparing the adjusted model

of the two

media measures, it would appear that the general behavioral media term offered greater
prediction than the PRO/ CON distinction (R2 = 372 for the GBM term and R2 = .314 for
the PRO/ CON terms), a finding contrary to Hypothesis 2A*ppies. This difference,
however, was not statistically significant (determined by the "R2 change due to other
media" column), although the lack of significance may have been due to the small
sample size.
Granger tests of causality revealed that the direction of influence was not
unilateral, with media coverage only affecting apple consumption. On the contrary,
apple consumption also led media coverage. It might be, for example, that when people
are eating more apples, the media becomes more likely to write stories about apples.
For example, there may be more apple-redpes appearing. The bi-directionality of
influence does not diminish the media impact on apple consumption; it simply makes
the relationship more complex.
One explanation for the improper valence of the CON term is that CON
coverage, consisting primarily of stories about pesticide and chemical scares, may have
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had an immediate effect on apple consumption while PRO stories, largely about health
benefits to eating apples, may have had a more enduring impact If CON coverage was
more ephemeral, then it might be that a partially-lagged OLS regression equation
without lagged media would capture these effects. Results of the partially-lagged OLS
regression equations can be seen in Table 7.7. Also included in the table are predictions
of media coverage at time t using apple consumption at time b controlling for media
coverage at time ti.
Table 7.7: Partially-laxxed regression equations for apple consumption and for apple media
DLR

M odel R2
(A d ju s te d )

B PRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

B A pples m
(s.e.)

BCON
(s-e)

M edia
AR2

DW

AR2
after
other
m edia

USDA
Apples«.i

.118®

PRO /CO N

.161

GBM

374**
Model R2
(A d ju s te d )

PRO
PROu

.187*

A pples,

338*

1.99

■300

(.189)
.054
(358)
-346
(358)
B A pples t
(s.e.)

.043
(.035)
.02**
(.006)
B PRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

-.0022
(.015)

BCON
(s-e)

23

.143®

.273**

2.74

395**

Apple
AR2

DW

2.07

.478*
(.198)
335
(348)

4.71
(3.08)

.12

.085**

2.46

CON
CONi-i

.049

A pples,

.109“

10.10
(395)

GBM m

39***

A pples,

.447***

.628***
(.165)
1339®
(7.98)

304
(307)
.070
(-255)

1.98
.10

2.41

S IM
2.14
391®
(308)

.08®

2.67

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 ® p<-10
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Here, the CON coverage coefficient was negative, although not statistically significant
The PRO term, like the fully-lagged model, had the proper valence but also was not
statistically significant The coefficient for the general apple behavior media measure
was again statistically significant, aiding in prediction of apple consumption even after
controlling for lagged values of the behavior. Like the fully-lagged model, the GBM
measure offered greater prediction than the PRO/CON model. However, unlike the
fully-lagged model, the difference between the two media measures in the partiallylagged models was statistically significant (The R2change due the GBM measure after
controlling for the PRO/CON measure was .295, p = .003).
Unfortunately, however, these results offered little elucidation about the causal
order of influence. The significant non-Iagged media measure, the GBM term, predicted
apple consumption, but apple consumption also predicted GBM media coverage
(although the coefficient was only marginally significant). The ideodynamic model
would presumably have offered further elaboration, but could not be applied because
consumption data was not measured in proportions. Nonetheless, the results of the
analysis offered support for the hypothesis that media coverage of a specific fruit can
affect that fruit's consumption.
Discussion
In sum, there was only minimal evidence to suggest that media coverage of
general fruit consumption affected bruit consumption behaviors. Using both fully- and
partially-lagged OLS regression, die PRO and CON coefficients for both the MTF and
USDA data, while appropriately valenced, were not statistically significant There were
also no significant media effects of die lagged or non-lagged GBM media term for any of
the outcome measures. Using ideodynamic analyses for MTF and BRFSS fruit
224
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consumption, the two data sources measured with proportions, results suggested that
media coverage about the positive consequences of fruit consumption may have
increased high school seniors' (MTF) fruit consumption. These results were not
reproduced in the simultaneous media/ fruit consumption model (the OLS regression
with only lagged values of fruit consumption).
Clearly, some caution is needed interpreting these results and making claims of
causal inference. The Ns of the studies, only 10 (BRFSS), 21 (MTF), 22 (USDA fruit), and
23 (USDA apples), were small. However, the DLM models did not violate assumptions
of serial correlation, and only the null and "CON only" ideodynamic models using MTF
data displayed positive serial correlation. The fact that the PRO and CON media
coefficients were often in the right direction (although not statistically significant)
suggests that there were possible additional media effects that could not be captured by
the available measures.
It may be that more specific measures would be needed to capture media effects.
Looking only at media coverage of apple consumption on apple-eating behaviors,
distributed lagged regression analyses revealed a significant effect of lagged media
coverage on behavior. This effect was larger for the general apple consumption media
measure (GBM) than for the PRO/CON measures. Shortening the lag of media effects
(Le. using non-lagged media) offered no greater prediction of apple consumption, but
there was a significant effect of the non-lagged GBM measure on apple consumption,
with increases in the former causing decreases in the behavior. Granger tests of
causality suggested that the direction of influence was not unilateral. Media coverage of
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apples affected consumption, but consumption also affected apple media coverage. This
could have been a function of the reliance on annual data.
The goal of many interventions is to increase fruit and vegetable consumption,
which may not be an appropriately specified target Although it would be difficult to
promote the consumption of each fruit and vegetable individually, it may not be
effective to provide people with messages that simply tell them to "eat more fruit and
vegetables." The results of these analyses suggested that goals should be more specific,
with messages designed to be of equal precision. Therefore, a message imploring people
to "eat more apples" may be more effective a more general fruit directive.
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Chapter 8:

Summary, Limitations, and Implications

S u m m ary

This research tested two primary research hypotheses concerning aggregate
effects of news media on aggregated health behaviors. In the cases of beef and apple
consumption, the behavioral measure was for the entire US population. A similar
measure wets available for bruit consumption, but there were also separate measures for
adult and adolescent (12th graders) bruit-eating behaviors. Media effects on adult and
adolescent seatbelt use were explored separately, and only the adolescent population
was studied in the marijuana chapter.
Hypothesis 1 sought to establish any evidence of news media impact on
behavior. Hypotheses 2A proposed that media messages emphasizing the positive and
negative aspects of performing the healthy behavior would be more strongly associated
with behavior change than would a more general measure of behavioral media
coverage. The PRO/CON measure should have offered greater prediction because it
delineated between messages offering support for performing the healthy behavior
which would positively affect behavior, and messages about support for not performing
the healthy behavior, which would negatively affect behavior. The general behavioral
media measure, containing all messages about the behavior, could only predict one-way
movement The individual PRO and CON measures emphasized consequences of
outcomes, whereas the general behavioral measures (GBMs) included any references to
performing the behavior. Thus, it followed that in die absence CON media, the PRO
media measure should still have offered greater prediction than die general measure
(Hypothesis 2B).
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Different statistical models were applied to the data to test hypotheses. For each
behavior, fully-lagged distributed regression models were estimated. These models
determined if annual media coverage could predict behavioral outcomes one year later,
after controlling for lagged values of the behavior. Fully-lagged distributed regression
models are useful for making claims about causal order for several reasons. First, the
use of lagged media coverage establishes its temporal precedence to the behavioral
outcomes. Second, the use of lagged behavioral outcomes effectively controls for many
third variables that could have been producing spurious relationships between media
coverage and behavior.
The ideodynamic model was the second model used to test hypotheses. Rather
than a one-year lag between media exposure and behavior change, the ideodynamic
model proposes that the greatest impact of a story is on the day of its release, but the
story continues to exert influence in an exponentially declining manner for
approximately one week. Since ideodynamic analyses are limited to proportional data,
only the effects of media coverage on marijuana abstinence, seatbelt use, and fruit
consumption using certain measures (BRFSS and MTF, but not USDA data) were tested
using the ideodynamic model.
Finally, partially-lagged distributed regression models were analyzed in the
absence of findings using the fully-lagged model. The partially-lagged models
identified associations between media coverage and behavioral outcomes at the same
point in time, but controlling for lagged values of the behavior. Given the reliance on

annual data, the one-year lag of effect imposed by the fully-lagged models may have
been too restrictive to accurately capture an association between media coverage and
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behavior. While partially-lagged models could not establish the temporal precedence of
media coverage, they were useful for determining the potential of media impact on
behavior.
Several tables summarize the findings of this research. Table 8.1 shows the Betas
and statistical significance for media coverage measures using lagged and non-lagged
media. It also tells whether these differences were statistically significant There are two
columns with the heading "P/C > GBM? (GBM > P/C?)," one immediately following
the lagged media Betas, and one following the non-lagged Betas. This column tells if the
PRO/CON measure offered significant prediction of the outcome variables even after
controlling for the GBM measure (P/C > GBM>), and vice versa (GBM > P/C?); i.e. it
explains if the difference between the media Betas was statistically significant. Table 8.2
summarizes results of ideodynamic models, showing model R2s and persuasive and
dissuasive force parameters for null, full, and partial models. It also shows if the
differences between the models were statistically significant The "Media > Null"
column shows if any of the media models significantly predicted variation in the
outcome variables after controlling for the variation explained by the null modeL The
"Full or Partial > GBM" identifies if the full or partial models predicted significantly
more variation than the GBM modeL Finally, the "GBM > Full" column determines that
the reverse was not true (but only that the GBM model did not predict more variation in
the outcome variables than the full model, not the partial models).
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Table 8.1: Summary o f results using fidhf-and partially-lagged regression

P

P

P

PRO

CON

GBM

ti

ti

tt

A bstinence
MTF
Seatbelt
Use
BRFSS

.20**

-.14**

.12®

.021

N /A

.032

MTF

.054

N /A

.051

Beef
USDA

.195

P /C >
GBM?
(GBM>
P/C ?)

P

P

P

PRO

CON

t

t

GBM
t

P /C >
GBM?
(GBM>
P/C ?)

Yes
(No)

DW <

DW <
13

DW
<13

DW<
13

No
(No)
No
(No)
Yes
(No)

.068®

N /A

.05

.043

N /A

.04

-.035

-.296*

.141

No
(No)
No
(No)
Yes
(No)

-.08

-.07

-.001

Small
N
.06

Small
N
-.168

Small
N
.173

536
-.057
< .001 ® p < .10

348**

MI

.141
.454**

Fruit
MTF
BRFSS

.168

USDA

Small
N
.251

A pple
USDA

.465

-.047

-.001

No
(No)
Small Sm all
Small
N
N
N
-.205
.173
No
(No)
No
.148
.713**
(Yes)
*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p

No
(No)
Small
N
No
(No)
No
(Yes)
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Table 82: Summary o f results using ideodynamic analyses
Ideodynam ic
M odels

M edia
>NuH?

FuU or
Partial
>
GBM?

GBM >
FuU?

-.0006
-.0003
-.0001
-.0002
.0001

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

No

.0004
.0005
.00027

-.0001
-.00008
-.0001

No
No

No

.973***
.963***
.967***

.0002
.0003
.0003

-.00009
-.00006
-.0001

No
No

No

.449***
.433***
.637***
.206*
.248*

.00016
.00005
.00053
-.00002
.000001

-.00068
-.00031
-.00016
.0001
-.00005

No
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No

M odel R?
(IWj.)

F (+
force)

K (- force)

N un
Fun
PRO only
CON only
GBM only
Seatbelt-B R FSS
N un
PRO only
GBM
S eatbelt- MTF

.73***
.90***
.81***
.82***
.810***

.0003
.0002
.0003
.0002
.00025

.993***
.992***
.993***

NuU
PRO only
GBM
Fruit-M TF
N un
Fun
PRO only
CON only
GBM only
Fruit-BRFSS

A bstinence

NuU
Full
PRO only
CON only
GBM only

.000003
.03
.000003
.000096
-.00018
.175
No
.119
.00004
-.00003
No
.000126
.167
-.0003
No
.0000006
.043
.000002
*p < .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

No

No

No

No
No
No
No

In sum, there was substantial support for Hypothesis 1, that trends in media
coverage could explain a significant portion of the variation in trends in behavioral
outcomes. Considering any measure of media coverage, any measure of behavior, and
any method of analysis, there was at least one significant media/behavior association
for each behavior marijuana abstinence, seatbelt use32, beef consumption, fruit

32 Technically, th e m edia/seatbelt association w as only m arginally significant T he coefficient for PRO
coverage using ad u lt seatbelt use (the BRFSS m easure) for foe partially lagged distributed regression m odel
(w here th e equation included lagged behavior an d non-lagged m edia) h ad p “ .056. However, given the
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consumption, and apple consumption. Association, however, does not prove causation,
and the conviction with which claims of causal inference could be made was varied.
Both fully-lagged regression and the ideodynamic analyses showed significant
effects of media coverage on adolescent abstinence from marijuana. This suggests that
media messages have both short- and long-term impact on marijuana abstinence. While
the strong positive serial correlation in the residuals of estimates generated by the
ideodynamic model required caution interpreting the model R*s, the consistency of
results across both methods (as well as results of DLRs using 3 lags of abstinence to
remove all serial correlation prior to the introduction media variables) increased the
confidence in causal claims.
For adult seatbelt use (the BRFSS measure), there was a marginally significant
effect of media coverage, but only for the partially-lagged regression, for which the
direction of influence (media affecting seatbelt use or seatbelt use affecting media) could
not fully be determined. However, while media coverage at time t predicted seatbelt
use at time t, the reverse was not true (after controlling for lagged values of the
endogenous variable in each scenario), suggesting that the direction of influence ran
from media to behavior rather than vice versa.
For beef consumption, there was a significant effect using both fully- and
partially-lagged distributed regression models; the ideodynamic model could not be
tested because the data was not measured in proportions. The nature of the relationship
between media coverage and beef consumption was not anticipated: stories about

sm all sam ple size, N * 14 years, it seem s reasonable to include this result as supportive of Research
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positive aspects of eating beef (CON stories) were negatively associated with beef
consumption. In the absence of significant associations between media coverage of
negative aspects of eating beef and beef consumption (i.e. between the PRO term and
beef consumption), these findings were somewhat difficult to interpret
For fruit consumption, evidence of impact was found applying the ideodynamic
model to adolescent fruit consumption, but only for media messages emphasizing
positive aspects of fruit consumption. The "PRO only" model explained significandy
more of the variation in fruit consumption than the null model, while the full model did
n o t These findings were not replicated using fully- or partially-lagged distributed
regression.
Finally, for apple consumption, there was a significant media effect using both
fully- and partially-lagged distributed regression models. Increases in media coverage
of apples was associated with increases in apple consumption. There appeared to be
both short- and long-term media effects.
In the individual chapters, there was not always a plethora of evidence of media
impact (with the exception of marijuana abstinence). In some cases, the equivocal nature
of the evidence could have been attributed to limitations of the data rather than to truly
ambiguous relationships. For seatbelt use, there were only 15 and 14 years of data
available for adult and adolescent populations respectively, making it more difficult to
establish the statistical significance of findings. There were very large bivariate
associations between beef consumption and media coverage, such that increases in

H ypothesis 1.
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media coverage were associated with increases in beef consumption at lower levels, but
not at higher levels of media coverage; there was a logarithmic association.33
Unfortunately, however, media coverage was so strongly associated with beef that
including a lagged value of beef consumption presumably subsumed much of the
media/beef relationship. In the case of fruit consumption, the low correlation between
the different measures of fruit consumption behavior34made it impossible for there to be
a consistency of media impact across the measures. Nonetheless, despite these obstacles,
there was a significant association between media coverage and each behavior,
providing evidence of the existence of a general relationship between media and health
behavioral outcomes.
In total, there was only partial evidence supporting the second set of research
hypotheses, that PRO/CON (or PRO only in the absence of CON) coverage would better
predict behavior change than a more general behavioral media measure. Hypothesis 2A
stated that PRO/CON coverage would predict changes in behavior better than the
general behavioral media term (GBM), while Hypothesis 2B predicted that PRO
coverage (in the absence of CON coverage) would offer greater prediction than the GBM
term. These hypotheses could only be considered if there was evidence of an association
between media coverage and the behavioral measure.
For each behavior measured in this research (but not for each behavioral
measure), there was some evidence of association between media and behavior;

33 The bivariate correlations betw een beef consum ption an d logged PRO, CON, and GBM coverage w ere .853, -.801, and -.694.
34 r m.23, N * 10 betw een th e MTF and BRFSS d ata, r “ .07, N ■*20 betw een MTF and USDA, an d r “ 5 0, N “
9 betw een BRFSS and USDA.
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Hypothesis 1 was supported in some capacity for adolescent marijuana abstinence, adult
seatbelt use, beef consumption, adolescent fruit consumption, and apple consumption.
Since Hypotheses 2A and 2B were predicated upon the existence of a media/behavior
association, these relationships (and not adult seatbelt use, adult fruit consumption, and
per capita fruit consumption) constituted the sum of evidence with which to consider
the second set of research hypotheses. Of the five significant media/behavior
relationships, four of them provided support (in varying degrees of capacity) for the
superiority of the more refined media measure(s).
In the case of adolescent abstinence from marijuana, there was clear evidence
that the PRO/CON distinction offered greater prediction than the general behavioral
media term (GBM). Looking at Table 8.1 above, the Betas for both PRO and CON were
larger than the GBM Beta ((3 PROt-i = .20, p CONt-i = -.14, and P GBMm = .12). This
difference was statistically significant (The PRO/CON measure also explained
significantly explained variation in abstinence even after controlling for the general
media measure). For the ideodynamic analyses, th full model explained a significantly
greater percentage of the variation in marijuana abstinence than the "GBM only" model
(again, these numbers may not be accurate due to serial correlation in the residuals).
Hence, for both DLR and ideodynamic analyses, the PRO/CON model predicted
significantly greater variation in marijuana abstinence than the general media measure
(the GBM term).
For seatbelt use, there was no CON coverage. Therefore, media coverage
emphasizing positive aspects of seatbelt use (PRO) was compared to general media
coverage of seatbelt use (GBM). For adult seatbelt use (BRFSS), the only significant
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(marginally significant) media/behavior association was for PRO coverage (P PRO» =
.068 and p GBMt = .05), suggesting the slight superiority of the more refined media
measure. The difference between die two media measures, however, was not
statistically significant
For beef consumption, only the CON media measure was statistically significant,
for both fully- and partially-lagged regression models. Although the direction of
influence was contrary to what was expected (P CONm = -.454, P CON(=-.296), the CON
measure still significantly out-performed the GBM measure. While a substantive
interpretation for this unusual finding cannot readily be offered, it nonetheless provided
minimal support for the second set of research hypotheses.
For adolescent fruit consumption, using ideodynamic analyses, the "PRO only"
model (one that predicted appropriate variations in PRO coverage but assumed constant
effects of CON coverage, even though CON coverage did exist) offered substantially and
significantly greater prediction than both the null and GBM models (the model R2 for the
"PRO only" = .637, the model R2 for the GBM = 248). There was no other evidence of
media effects on fruit consumption.
The primary dissent in support for Hypotheses 2A and 2B came from apple
consumption. General media coverage about apple consumption offered greater
prediction than media coverage about positive and negative aspects of apple
consumption. The GBM measure was statistically significant using both lagged and
non-lagged media, while the PRO and CON measures were not significant (p GBMm =
.713, P GBMt - .848). Moreover, the difference between the two operationalizations of
media coverage was also statistically significant
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In only one instance, apple consumption, did the more general media measure
significantly aid in behavioral prediction when the more refined PRO/ CON measures
were not statistically significant Conversely, there were several instances in which
there were significant media behavior associations using the PRO or CON measure but
not the general behavioral media term. Hence, the findings of this research underscore
the importance of using media measures that make sufficiently fine distinctions when
conducting media effects research. While a general media measure might be capable of
capturing some media effects, more sophisticated operationalizations are necessary to
ascertain the full impact of media messages. For two media/behavior associations, beef
consumption and adolescent fruit consumption, there was both PRO and CON media
coverage but only one of the two measures (CON for beef consumption and PRO for
adolescent fruit consumption) offered significant prediction of changes in behavior.
Thus, while the results supported the need for more refined media measures, they also
suggested that the PRO/ CON distinction may be too unsophisticated to appropriately
define the nature of the relationship between media coverage and behavior. It is
possible that more elaborate frames would have uncovered greater media effects.
Limitations
While there was evidence supporting both of the primary research hypotheses,
there are also a number of limitations to the analyses presented here. The reliance on
existing data caused many concerns, including: 1) the limited ability to control for third
variables which potentially caused spurious media/behavior associations; 2) the small
sample sizes made results less stable; 3) the reliance on annual data made it difficult to
establish the causal precedence of media coverage and potentially diffused media
effects; and 4) the relative stability of most health behaviors over time made for less
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convincing evidence of media im pact Another shortcoming involved the inability to
use sophisticated methods for gathering media data. Still other study limitations
stemmed from the type of analyses conducted; the inclusion of lagged endogenous
variables invariably subsumed much of the variation that was really attributable to
media coverage, while the use of aggregated data made it impossible to fully
understand mechanisms of media influence. Each of these concerns will be addressed
briefly below.
3rd variables

The analyses did not explicitly control for third variables that could have been
creating a spurious relationship between media coverage and behavioral outcomes.
This was due in part to the reliance on existing data sources, for which third variables
were not necessarily available. However, the inclusion of lagged values of the
endogenous variable effectively controlled for the influence of many third variables
(Ostrom, 1990).
The most imminent threat to media/behavior associations was time: if both the
media coverage and behavior measures exhibited a general upward or downward trend,
then it was also possible that an observed association was an artifact produced by each
measure's relationship with time (Gonzenbach, 19%). It may be, for example, that the
effect of either measure at an earlier time interval is to increase the proportion at a future
interval. However, the inclusion of the lagged behavioral measure controlled for time
by accounting for systematic variation in the outcome.
The threat remains that some other third variable is producing a spurious
media/behavior relationship. However, only a variable that both affects the outcome in
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a non-systematic way and varies either systematically or non-systematically with media
coverage could be responsible for producing spurious relationships in distributed
lagged regression analyses. For example, physicians may counsel their patients to
abstain or limit their beef consumption, which affects aggregate levels of beef
consumption. Reporters receive this advice from their doctors, and are primed to
generate news stories about the ill-effects of excessive beef consumption. Hence, media
coverage is varying with beef consumption, but due to physicians' counseling. A more
plausible scenario is one in which physicians are exposed to media stories about beef
consumption and are primed to counsel their patients, who ultimately reduce their beef
consumption. This, however, is an effect of media, and an advantage of using aggregate
data capable of capturing such indirect effects. While the threat of third variables is not
entirely eliminated, the inclusion of lagged behavioral measures severely curtails the
ways in which a third variable can be responsible for spurious media/behavior
associations.
Small sample sizes

The sample sizes for the analyses presented here were extremely small. Because
all of the behavioral measures were at the annual level, the maximum number of data
points was 24; AP coverage only dated back to 1977, effectively limiting the years of
analysis to 1977-2000 (assuming behavioral data was available for the entire time
period). The small sample sizes restricted the statistical significance and stability of
estimates. It is possible that the results of the analyses would have been different with
larger Ns. Results that were marginally statistically significant may not have held up in
larger samples. Conversely, results that were not statistically significant may have been
so with larger degrees of freedom for analyses. For example, die marginally significant
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effect of PRO media coverage on adult seatbelt use (p = .057) would presumably have
been more significant given larger Ns. Ultimately, there is no way of knowing if similar
results would have been found with bigger sample sizes.
Annual data

All of the behaviors analyzed in this dissertation were measured annually,
requiring that media coverage also be aggregated to the level of year for distributed
lagged regression models. The fully-lagged models assumed that the sum of annual
media coverage would affect behavior one year later. Media effects may not always be
this long-term. For example, media coverage about E. coli outbreaks in beef is most
likely to produce an immediate effect on beef consumption. The DLRs with non-lagged
media did not impose such large restrictions on the lag between media exposure and
behavior change, but still were not ideal. In many of die chapters, graphs were
provided of monthly media coverage. Often, there were sharp spikes in monthly
coverage, attributed to certain breaking news events. It is quite likely that there were
immediate effects of this media coverage; however, these effects may have dissipated
when aggregated to the annual level. For example, an E coli outbreak in February may
have generated a sharp increase in media coverage of beef consumption, effectively
curtailing beef-eating during that month. For the remainder of the year, however, there
was little beef media coverage, corresponding to increases in beef consumption. With
annual data, these short-term effects could not be captured.
The ideodynamic model more appropriately captures short-term media
influence, considering media effects on behavior dating back approximately one week.
Unfortunately, however, the ideodynamic model could not be applied to the USDA
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behavioral measures of per capita consumption. It is possible that shorter-term effects of
media coverage on beef and apple consumption would have been found using the
ideodynamic model.
Stability o f behavior over time

One of the criteria for establishing causal order between two variables is
concomitant variation, or the extent to which changes in the independent variable
correspond to changes in the dependent variable (Cook & Campbell, 1979). With timeordered data, this can be tested most strenuously if the trend of the outcome variable
exhibits multiple shifts in direction; a singular upward trend could easily and spuriously
be correlated with a singular upward or downward trend in media coverage. To
increase conviction of claims of media impact, existing data sources were scoured for
behavioral data that both increased and decreased at least once over time.
A different but related issue pertains to the overall amount of variation in
behavioral measures over time. In general, an outcome variable needs to have variation
in order to test associations with explanatory variables (Cook & Campbell, 1979). If, for
example, the proportion of adolescents abstaining from marijuana use remained stable
over time, then changes in news coverage of marijuana use could not possibly explain
trends in marijuana abstinence. Thus, irrespective of changes in the direction of
behavioral trends, there at least needs to be some variation over time that could be
attributed to changes in media coverage.
Ultimately, approximately 45 trends were gathered (many more had to be
discounted due to intermittent data collection), representing only 25 different behaviors.
An examination of these trendlines revealed the relatively stability of health behaviors at
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the aggregate level over time. While two criteria for the inclusion of behaviors were
sizable and shifting variation over time, other considerations (primarily the ability to
gather valid media measures) influenced behavioral selection. The fact that 1) most
behaviors are relatively stable over time and 2) there were other considerations for
behavioral selection meant that the size and nature of the variation in the selected
behaviors was small in some instances. This had implications for both the extent to
which concomitant variation could be tested and the potential magnitude of media
impact (with little behavioral variation, the explanatory power of media measures
cannot be large). It is possible that other health behaviors display greater variation over
time, and could better test media influence, but could not be studied given the reliance
on existing data.
Unsophisticated media measures

The primary advantage for using automated content analysis is the ability to
gather large volumes of media coverage in a relatively short time period. Although it
took months to establish the validity of search terms, it would have taken years to
manually survey all AP news stories. However, there are many drawbacks to
automated content analysis in general, and to the reliance on Lexis-Nexis® in particular.
The two main concerns were the inability to capture sophisticated concepts, and the unit
of analysis being a story, irrespective of die number of behavioral, PRO, or CON
references contained within the story.
Because Lexis-Nexis® offers lexical parsing, but cannot recognize die paragraph
as a unit of analysis, the story became die unit of analysis. Within die story, any
reference to the behavior in general, or to positive and/or negative aspects of the
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behavior were noted. Each story could count only once for the general behavioral media
term, once for the PRO term, and once for the CON term. Thus, any story about
performing a health behavior could contain a PRO reference, a CON reference, both, or
neither. Clearly, there are problems with this approach. A story containing multiple
PRO references was given the same weight as a story that contained only one. Equal
weight was placed on PRO and CON if even one reference appeared, although there
could have been 25 PRO references and only 1 CON reference. When testing the second
set of research hypotheses, the inclusion of both PRO and CON stories made it possible
to count the same story twice, while it could only be counted once for the general
behavioral media term. This operationalization of PRO and CON could be particularly
problematic if the proportion of PRO and CON references appearing within stories
changed over time, or if the meaning of words and/or phrases used to define the PRO
and CON search terms shifted over time. This threat to the measurement validity of
PRO and CON operationalizations can be minimized post-hoc by establishing both face
and predictive validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979). First, a detailed but not quantitative
examination of media coverage revealed that the media trends tended to accurately
reflect the content of the coverage. Predictive validity was established both because
PRO/CON measures often produced statistically significant associations with behavior,
but also because they often had the hypothesized valence, with PRO predicting increases
and CON predicting decreases in healthy behaviors. Still, the threat remains that if the
proportions of PRO and CON coverage were not consistent over time, the results of
hypotheses tests using these operationalizations may not be valid.
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Another drawback of performing automated content analysis was its ability to
capture only fairly elementary concepts, and only if precisely mentioned by the search
terms used. For example, there was no way to distinguish between the literal and
figurative expression "fasten your seatbelt" In general, many coding decisions had to
be made based on the limitations of the method rather than on substantive grounds.
However, the analyses ultimately relied upon changes in media coverage over time
rather than the absolute quantity of different types of coverage. Provided that there
were no systematic differences in the proportions of media coverage over time that were
different from those captured by the existing measures, then the results of analyses
using these somewhat crude media measures should be valid. There is no way of
knowing the extent to which the operationalization of media measures used in this
research accurately captured the "true" phenomenon they were meant to represent
Lagged behavioral measures subsumed actual media influence

A strength of distributed lagged regression models, mentioned above, is their
ability to control for third variables by including a lagged behavioral measure. They do
so by accounting for systematic variation in the outcome variable over time that may be
due to the influence of a third variable. Unfortunately, however, it also controls for
systematic variation in the behavior that could be attributed to media coverage (Ostrom,
1990).
For the behaviors that showed significant media effects using partially (non
lagged media) lagged models, tables of bivariate correlations between media coverage at
time t and behavior at time t, presented in the individual chapters, showed large
associations between media coverage and behavior; greater than r = .80 for beef
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consumption. Yet the inclusion of lagged behavioral measures sharply reduced the
magnitude of media im pact Undoubtedly, some of this decrease is justified, due to
spurious relations with time and other third variables. However, this reduction also
underestimates the media's influence. While a significant media coefficient in DLR
models is evidence of media effects, the magnitude of the association cannot accurately
be intimated by regression models that include lagged endogenous variables.
Mechanisms of media influence

Throughout this research, plausible mechanisms of media influence based on
individual, social, and structural models of behavior change have been presented. In
some cases (marijuana use and seatbelt use), particular mechanisms of media impact
could be tested. In others, existing behavioral research at the individual level was used
to speculate about possible mechanisms of effect at the population-level. A serious
limitation of this research was that it could not elaborate upon what individual, social,
and/or structural variables might mediate the media/behavior relationships. This is left
as a goal for future research.
The inability to explore potential mechanisms of media impact, while a limitation
of this research, eliminated other methodological concerns about the use of aggregate
data for making individual level inferences. This "ecological fallacy" (Price, Ritchie, &
Eulau, 1991) is most readily apparent when applying constructs of cognitive models of
behavior change, individual in nature, to explain aggregate changes in behavior. This
was true for abstinence from marijuana, where perceived harmfulness and personal
disapproval explained abstinence from marijuana at the aggregate level. However,
provided that no inferences are made about the effects of media coverage on any
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unmeasured subgroups of individuals, this concern can be avoided. If the primary
interest is in the distribution of behaviors of a general unit, such as the United States
population, then aggregating the data is appropriate (Hertog & Fan, 1995).

Methodological and Theoretical Implications
While this research contained many limitations and caveats, it also offered a
number of important methodological, theoretical, and practical contributions to our
understanding of news media effects on health behaviors. This was exploratory
research, as few existing studies have explored longitudinal media effects on aggregate
health behaviors (Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001; Yanovitzky & Blitz, 2000; Yanovitzky,
2000; Southwell et al., 2000; Lazili, 1998; Fan & Holway, 1994). Methodologically, it was
the first to apply the ideodynamic model using these particular statistical benchmarks
for comparison, and (as far as it is known) to use Lexis-Nexis6 for more detailed
automated content analysis. This research was among the first to test hypotheses about
the necessity for detailed media measures, and to offer a systematic comparison of
media effects across outcomes. The strength of this research is derived from the
consistency of methods applied to different behaviors, allowing for the formulation of
generalizations about the nature of media effects.
The ideodynamic model

The ideodynamic model does not separate media effects from effects of behavior
at the previous interval. This makes it difficult to determine the extent to which the
media measures contribute both to the estimates of the persuasive force parameters and
to the model's overall goodness of fit To adequately determine the role of media
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messages in the prediction of outcomes requires some benchmark for comparison. The
comparison technique used in this research was a statistical one.35 It compared the full
model generated using PRO and CON media measures to a null model generated by
assuming constant or no media coverage. It also compared partial models to both the
null and full model: the "PRO only" model assumed constant or no CON coverage, the
"CON only" model assumed constant or no PRO coverage, and the "GBM only" model
assumed positive effects of general behavioral coverage. It tested the statistical
significance of the differences by using stepwise regression. This established whether
any of the media models predicted significantly greater variation than the null model. It
also determined the superiority of the full or partial models to the general media
measure model.
The inclusion of these benchmark models is a valuable contribution to future
research. The seatbelt data showed the fallacy of not using a statistical baseline for
comparison: the models that included media explained most of the variation in seatbelt
use, but no more so than the models generated urithout media coverage. The adolescent fruit
data, with significant "PRO only" effects, showed how partial models may be used to
uncover subtleties in the relationships between media and outcomes. It is suggested
that future research utilizing the ideodynamic model should include some comparative
benchmark, lest we improperly attribute or misdassify the mass media's influence on
outcomes.

35 For a theoretical baseline that compared die m odel generated w ith m edia measures to one that
represented interpersonal communication, see Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001 o r Yanovitzky, 2000.
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Automated Content Analysis

This research showed the promise (and pitfalls) of using Lexis-Nexis® to conduct
fairly detailed automated content analysis. There were limitations to the complexity of
the concepts represented by the behavioral, PRO, and CON search terms. However,
they did manage to capture many elaborate ideas, such as punishment for using
marijuana, increased risks of heart disease from eating beef, and reduced risk of cancer
by increasing fruit consumption. Previously validated techniques (Wray, Maxwell, &
Homik, 1998) using measures of precision and recall were applied in new and
sophisticated ways, and media measures were weighted based on sampling error
(precision to recall ratio). In future research, the methods applied here can be used for
conducting content analyses relying upon frames even more elaborate than those
emphasizing positive and negative aspects of behaviors.
The needfor detailed media measures

Existing evidence about the necessity of using a simple quantity measure or
more detailed frames for operationalizing media coverage in aggregate media effects
research has been equivocal. At the individual level, there is ample evidence that
distinct frames can influence the ways people think about issues, ideas, and people (ci.
CappeQa & Jamieson, 1997; Iyengar, 1991; Iyengar & Kinder, 1987). At the aggregate
level, however, there is evidence that supports both simple and more complex media
conceptualizations. The foundation of agenda-setting research is that quantity of
coverage alone can affect the public salience of an issue (ci. McCombs & Shaw, 1991).
But the use of more elaborate media frames has also produced significant media effects
on policymakers, public opinion and aggregate behavior (ci. Watts et aL, 1999; Rogers,
Desiring, & Chang, 1991; Fan & Holway, 1994).
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dearly, the operationalization of media measures should be guided by the
research question being addressed. If comparisons of media effects of different frames
of coverage are hypothesized then they must be measured. What this research sought to
test was if more elaborate fam es (PRO and CON versus quantity of behavioral
coverage) were required to establish the existence of any media effects on aggregate
outcomes. There was evidence that distinguishing between positive and negative
aspects of performing a health behavior can aid in behavioral prediction. In some
instances, it offered only slightly greater prediction than the general measure. In one
case, the general measure out-performed the PRO/CON measures. However, the fact
that there were behavioral outcomes for which only the PRO/CON measures
significantly contributed to behavioral prediction suggests the importance of their use
for establishing media effects. While they should not necessarily replace general media
measures, they should complement simpler measures of quantity of coverage.
The nature ofaggregate behavioral health media effects

This research demonstrated that news media messages can affect health
behaviors. The absolute magnitude of these effects could not be accurately gauged for
several reasons. In distributed lagged regression analyses, including a lagged value of
the behavioral outcome potentially subsumed some of the variation that was actually
attributable to media coverage (Ostrom, 1990). In the ideodynamic analyses, including
the null and media models in the same equation introduced issues of multicollinearity
(both models were generated largely by lagged values of the outcome variable), making
estimates unstable. Still, skeptics could argue that the media effects on health behaviors
found in this research were small, and the effort that would be required to change the
nature of media coverage would not be worth the reward of small changes in behavior.
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But even if only .01% of the US population, estimated at approximately 281.4 million
(www.census.gov), changed their unhealthy behavior as a result of media messages
(assuming the whole population was at-risk), then 281,400 people would be healthier. It
is therefore critical that public health practitioners keep a watchful eye on news
producers by forging lasting relationships and taking strides to help shape the content of
health behavior coverage. Known as media advocacy (ci. Wallack et aL, 1993), this
strategy holds great promise for achieving lasting health behavior change. While its
successful implementation may prove even more difficult than discrete campaigns, the
potential for creating substantial increases in healthy behaviors is too rewarding not to
make the attem pt
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Appendices
Chapter 3: Hypotheses. Measures. Methods and Presentation of Results
Duplicates analysis

A random sample of 11 months of stories (the sample of stories gathered by the open
search term for marijuana use, which was "marijuana") were coded to see if there were
duplicate stories. A duplicate story was one that was identical to another, or mostly identical
(e.g. one different paragraph in a 750 word story). The number of duplicates appearing in each
month of the random sample can be seen in the figure below:
16
14
12
to

6

6

4
2

2

o_
OCT 7#

FEB66

APR82
MAR80

A tC 82

NOV 68
MAY88

IAN 92
AUC91

APR96

month and year

The biggest threat was that duplicates became more or less common over time, which would
artificially affect the number of stories appearing over time. This did not appear to be the case.
In this sample of 738 stories, 73 were duplicate stories (there could have been more than
one duplicate of the same story. May 1988 had the largest number of duplicates (N = 14), and
October 1978 had the fewest (N = 2). This is consistent with the overall number of stories
captured by the search term, seen in the following graph:
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120
100.

80N

NOV 88
OCT 78
APR 82
FEB86
AUG 91
MAY 88
MAY91
MAR 80
AUG 82

APR 96

month and year

The correlation between the overall number of stories captured by the search term and the
number of duplicates was high: .73. Chi-square test revealed only marginally significant
differences in the number of duplicates per month (Chi-square = 16.727, DF = 10, p = .08).
The strong correlation between overall number of stories and duplicates for any month,
the only marginally significant difference in duplicates per month, and the lack of systematic
variation in the number of duplicates appearing over time suggest that including duplicate
stories will not affect results that are sensitive to change over time.
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Chapter 4.; Marijuana Use
Questions used to measure outcome variablesfor marijuana

Abstinence from Marijuana Question
On how many occasions (if any) have you used marijuana... during the last 30 days?
1. 0 Occasions
2. 1-2X
3. 3-5X
4. 6-9X
5. 10-19X
6. 20-39X
7. 40+ Occasions
Coding: Proportion of students who said "0 occasions" counted as %abstained from
marijuana use
Perceived Harmfulness of Marijuana Question
The next questions ask for your opinions on the effects of using certain drugs and other
substances. How much do you think people risk harming themselves (physically or in
other ways), if they...
... Try marijuana once or twice
1. no risk
2. slight risk
3. moderate risk
4. great risk
5. can't say
Coding: Proportion of students who said "great risk" counted as °/o who thought
trying marijuana was risky
Personal Disapproval of Marijuana Question
Individuals differ in whether or not they disapprove of people doing certain things. Do
YOU disapprove of people (who are 18 or older) doing each of the following?
... Trying marijuana (pot, weed) once or twice
1. Don't disapprove
2. Disapprove
3. Strongly Disapprove

Coding: Proportion of students who said "Disapprove" or "Strongly Disapprove"
counted as %who disapproved of trying marijuana
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Recall and precision scoresfar marijuana search terms

Marijuana open search term
Marijuana

Marijuana closed search term
((Marijuana O r drug) W /S (smok! O r use! O r try! O r tried O r using O r addict! O r a bus! Or
legaliz! Or eat! O r rehab! O r test O r tests O r tested Or testing O r advocat! O r possess)
NOT W /S (traffic! O r produc! O r cartel O r cultivat! O r grow! O r grew O r pound! Or
manufactur! O r trad! O r ton! O r smuggl! O r intent O r distribut! O r sell O r sale! O r sold Or
ring! O r conspirac! O r deal! O r store!) and marijuana)
Hand
No
Com puter

Yes

No

194

46

240

Yes

58

440

498

252

486

738

Precision
Recall

.884
0.905
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M arijuana PRO term
"GENERAL TERM" AND (((Marijuana O r drug) W /SENT (zero tolerance O r addict! Or
abus! O r prison O r arrest O r convict O r char! O r arraign! O r indict! O r bust! O r fined Or
punish! O r crim! O r sanction O r fired Or resign! O r probation O r fired O r hearing Or
disdplin! O r suspend! O r gateway O r harmful O r problem O r abstin! O r abstain Or curb
O r rehabilitat! O r danger)) O r ((test! O r urinalysis W/SENT (marijuana O r drug!)
W /SENT (ban! O r suspend! O r Ios! O r reduc! O r disciplin!)) O r (Gateway drug O r (more
likely O r likelier) W/SENT Us! W/SENT(marijuana O r drug)) NOT W /SENT (non- O r no
O r not O r don't)
Hand
No

Yes

No

102

26

361

Yes

22

355

377

141

381

738

Precision

0.942

Recall

0.932

M arijuana CON term
"GENERAL TERM" AND (((marijuana O r drug!) W/SENT (decriminaliz! O r legaliz! Or
advocat! O r (cancer O r side effect O r chemotherapy O r glaucoma O r medic! O r nause! O r
therap! O r prescri!) W/SENT (marijuana O r drug!) W/SENT (permissive O r permit O r
allow O r eas! O r reduc! O r reliev! O r aid! O r help! O r less! Or subsid! O r eliminat!)) NOT
W /SENT (non- O r no O r not O r don't)
Hand
No

Yes

No

687

7

694

Yes

10

34

44

697

41

738

Precision

0.773

Recall

0.829
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Inter-coder reliability scoresfor marijuana search terms
Coding Instructions for GBM references
Coders were given a random sample of 40 stories retrieved using the open search
term. Hence, while all stories contained references to marijuana, only some of them
contained references to marijuana use (versus marijuana trafficking or growing).
Your task is to decide w hether o r n o t the stories given to you contain an idea about marijuana use, either
stated or implied; Le. you need to make a decision about the validity of the story. You are NOT coding
w hether o r not the whole article is about marijuana, or even marijuana use. The rules provided below
should remove most if not all of the ambiguity in the decision making process.
1.
2.

3.

There must be at least one reference to marijuana use (defined below) that is stated or implied. The
length of the reference (i.e. the whole story, a paragraph, a sentence, o r a phrase) is not im portant
There may be references to m arijuana that are not about use. They are to be ignored. If the story ONLY
contains references to marijuana that are not about use (either stated or implied), then the story should
be coded as not valid. However, if there is a t least one reference to marijuana use, then the story should
be coded as valid.
A reference does not need to refer to marijuana expliddy. It may be that the reference has the word
"drug”, but not marijuana. If "drug" is referring to marijuana, it is possible the reference is about
marijuana use.

Always keep in mind that the story needs to contain a reference to USE. The reference may be stated or
implied.
CONCEPTS CONSIDERED VALID (Le. about marijuana use)
A reference should be about use (or not using), w hether stated or implied. Some of the concepts associated
with a valid reference may be the following:
1. Trying, u sin g e a tin g u n d er th e influence of o r sm oking m arijuana
These references should be fairly easy to s p o t However, there are many others where the use is implied.
These situations include the following
2. abuse, addiction, rehabilitation, dru g testin g possession, legalization, advocating use, anti-d ru g
abstinence
Here, the reference to marijuana use is often im plicit Note that not all references to possession should be
considered valid (if it is about possession of large quantities of marijuana, it should be considered a
reference to trafficking which is not about use—see the concepts that are NOT valid below for further
explanation)
A phrase which contains 'legalizing m arijuana' is implicitly use of marijuana.
MARIJUANA CONCEPTS NOT CONSIDERED VALID (Le. not about use)
1. th e production, traffick in g g ro w in g m anufacturing tra d in g sm u g g lin g or cultivation o f marijuana.
Any idea about the marijuana trade as represented by the words above is not valid. Therefore, any
consequences as a result of these actions are also not valid references to marijuana use. For example, if
someone is arrested for m arijuana possession with the intent to distribute o r sell, the reference is not valid.
IMPORTANT: THE ABOVE KEYWORDS ARE ONLY EXAMPLES, AND DO NOT REPRESENT THE
UNIVERSE OF ALL POSSIBLE KEYWORDS. If you think have found a valid reference, but it contains
keywords not inchided above, you need to make a ju dgm ent That judgm ent should be based on whether
o r not you think the reference is about MARIJUANA USE, whether stated o r implied, and not about
som ething else (e.g. growing of marijuana, or about som e other drug use)
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Coding Instructions for PRO and CON references
Coders were given a random sample of 38 stories (originally 40, but due to
human error, there were 2 duplicates) retrieved using die general behavioral media
term. Hence, while all stories contained references to marijuana use, only some of them
contained references to positive and negative consequences of marijuana use.
Your task is to decide whether or not the stories given to you contain ANY ideas about THE
CONSEQUENCES OF marijuana use, either stated o r implied. For each story, there are 4 possibilities:
1. There are no references, either stated o r implied, about the consequences of marijuana use (there can be a
reference to marijuana use w ithout a mention of consequences)
2.
3.
4.

There is at least one reference to the negative consequences of marijuana use (considered a PRO
statement, because it is supportive of the healthy behavior—not using marijuana)
There is at least one reference to the positive consequences of marijuana use (considered a CON
statement, because it is supportive of the unhealthy behavior—using marijuana)
There is at least one reference to BOTH positive and negative consequences of marijuana use

For each story, mark whether you think there is a PRO statem ent or a CON statement or both or neither.
This can be accomplished simply by m arking yes or not to PRO and CON

CONCEPTS CONSIDERED VALID for PRO statements
A reference should be about use (or not using), w hether stated o r implied. Any time there is a reference to a
negative consequence of marijuana use, it can be considered a PRO statem ent Some of the concepts
associated w ith a valid PRO reference may include, but are not limited to the following:
2. Abuse; addiction; arrest; crime; fines; punishm ent; suspension; discipline; gateway to other drug use

CONCEPTS CONSIDERED VALID for CON statements
A reference should be about use (or not using), w hether stated o r implied. Any time there is a reference to a
positive consequence of marijuana use, it can be considered a CON statem ent Some of the concepts
associated with a valid CON reference may include, but are not limited to the following:
3.

Legalizing; advocating; medical uses of marijuana.

IMPORTANT: THE ABOVE KEYWORDS ARE ONLY EXAMPLES, AND DO NOT REPRESENT THE
UNIVERSE OF ALL POSSIBLE KEYWORDS. If you think have found a valid reference, but it contains
keywords not included above, you need to make a ju dgm ent That judgm ent should be based on whether
or not you think the reference is about a consequence of MARIJUANA USE, w hether stated o r implied. It is
possible that a story will discuss marijuana use, but there are no consequences of that use. In this case,
"no's" should appear for both PRO and CON references.
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GBM term reliability
N=40
COMPUTER
CODER 1 (SELF)
CODER 2
CODER 3
Alpha

Alpha if Item
Deleted
.819
.744
.811

£35
.845

PRO term reliability
N -38
COMPUTER
CODER 1 (SELF)
CODER 2
CODER 3
Alpha

Alpha if Item
Deleted
.801
.787
.787
.814
.842

CON term reliability
N=38
COMPUTER
CODER 1 (SELF)
CODER 2
CODER 3
Alpha

Alpha if Item
Deleted
.801
590
.749
.827
.768
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Analyses without 1978 and 1979 media coverage
Fully-laxxed DLRs
BM J m (s.e.)

Model R*

DLR

(Adj.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)/
B Open
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e.)

Media AR*

DW

Abstinence
MJ Abstinence m

.919***

.865***
(.057)

PRO /CO N m

.938***

GBM m

.921***

.839***
(.052)
.837***
(.061)

.00007**
(.0003)
.00003
(.00002)

OPEN TERM t i

.927***

.841***
(.056)

.00003®
(.00001)

1.07
-.0003
(.0001)

.025*

157

.006

152

.012®

1.62

p < .05 **P<.01 ***p< .001® p< .10

Ideodynamic Analysis
Model R2

Ideodynamic Models

F (+ force)

K (- force)

DW

Abstinence
Null
Full
PRO only
CON only
GBMonly

.71***
.87***
.75***
.79***
.744***

p <

.05

.0005
-.0001
.0002
-.0004
.0003
.001
.003
-.003
.00024
.00014
* * p < .0 1 *** p < .001 ® p < . 1 0

26
53
30
.45
.293
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DLR Analyses for Marijuana Abstinence and Personal Disapproval including 3 lags of the
endogenous variables to remove all serial correlation
Results offulht-lagxed DLRs far abstinence from marijuana and personal disapproval including 3 lags of the outcome
DLR

Model R2
(Adj.)

BM J (s.e.)/
B Dis. (s.e.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)/
B Open

BCON
(s.e)

Media
AR2

.00006*
(.00002)

-.00017
(.013)

.01®

1.89
2.08

.00003
(.00002)

.005

2.08

.000018
(.0007)

.003

2.0

DW

Abstinence
MJ Abstinence u
MJ Abstinence t.2
MJ Abstinence to
PRO/CON m

.956***
.963***

GBM m

.96***

OPEN TERM M

.857***

1.13*** (>209)
.113 (341)
-384* (.182)
1.13*** (21)
.113 (341)
-384* (.182)
.941*** (229)
331(352)
-.46* (.18)
.97*** (24)
263(357)
-.402* (.18)

Personal Disapproval
MJ Disapproval m
MJ Disapproval to
MJ Disapproval to

.947***

PRO/CON m

.95***

1.06*** (216)
.178 (343)
-397* (.183)
.954*** (219)
204(335)
-335® (.182)

20
-.0003
(.0002)

.00007
(.00004)

.007

226

p < .05 ** p< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .10
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fulht lagged DLRS far abstinenceincluding 3 lags abstinence, lagged PHand PD, & tagged PRO/CON media
DLR

M odel
R2

B PD M
(s.e.)/

B PH M
(s.e.)

B M Jabst
(s.e.)

BPRO
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e)

AR2
(Un*dj)

DW

(Adj.)

A bstinence
MJ A bstinence i-i
MJ A bstinence (-2
MJ A bstinence u
FH /PD m

.956***
.964***

PRO /CO N m

.981***

52®
(•251)

.084
(•217)

.459®
(.215)

598*
(.181)
nc

**

m

1.12*** (.209)
.113 (541)
-584* (.182)
524 (.427)
.110(523)
-507® (.171)
-.109 (565)
.00007**
•293(548)
(.00002)
-525* (.131)
* * * —^ nm ® . d* in

-.00007
(.0001)

.01®

1.89
1.63

.015**

2.4
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Chapter 5: Seatbelt Use
Questions used to measure outcome variablesfar seatbelt use

BRFSS Question
How often do you use seat belts when you drive Or ride in a car?
1. Always
2. Nearly always
3. Sometimes
4. Seldom
5. Never
Coding: Proportion of adults who said "Always" counted as % who always
wore a seatbelt
MTF Question
When you drive a car, how often do you wear a seatbelt?
1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Sometimes
4. Often
5. Always
Coding: Proportion of students who said "Always" counted as % who always
wore a seatbelt
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Recall and precision scoresfar seatbelt search terms

Seatbelt open search term
Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt!

Seatbelt closed search term
Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt! AND (autom obile! O r car O r cars O r vehicle! O r van!
O r auto! O r truck! O r bus)

Sample 1 GBM
H and
No

Yes

No

18

7

25

Yes

19

155

174

37

162

199

Precision

0.891

Recall

0.957

Sample 2 GBM
H and
No
C om puter

Yes

No

19

20

29

Yes

17

186

203

36

196

232

Precision

0.916

Recall

0.949
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PRO Seatbelt Teem
'G eneral term " AND (Seatbelt! O r seat belt! O r seat-belt! O r belt!) W /S (prevent! O r
reduc! O r wear! O r w orn! O r m andatory! O r require! O r illegal O r law! O r safe! O r sav! O r
ticket! O r cit! O r violation! O r accident! O r death! O r die O r injur! O r fine! O r fee!) AND
NOT (recall)

Sample 1 PRO
H and
No
C om puter

Yes

No

61

13

74

Yes

22

103

125

83

116

199

Precision

0.824

Recall

0.888

Sample 2 PRO
H and
No
Com puter

Yes

No

100

13

113

Yes

24

95

119

124

108

232

Precision

0.798

Recall

0.880
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Chapter 6: Beef C o n s u m p t i o n
Data used to measure outcome variablesfor Beef Consumption

USPA
Beef consumption includes pounds of retail weight Poultry consumption includes
ready-to-cook weight Consumption includes imports, and discounts exports. Per capita
consumption was obtained by dividing the total consumption by the total US.
population. Each fruit is on its own crop-year basis.
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Recall and Precision Scoresfor beefsearch terms

Open term
BODY (Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot roast O r brisket
O r pastram i O r filet m ignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib roast)

GBM term
BODY(Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot roast O r brisket
O r pastram i O r filet m ignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib roast) NOT W /S
(Beef! Up O r beef! It up O r got a beef O r steak knife O r steak knives O r ham burger stand
O r ham burger joint O r house O r ham burger chain O r future! O r subsidy O r subsidies O r
m eatpacker O r m eat packer O r w in O r losing O r output O r steak sauce O r legitim ate beef)

Sample 1 GBM
H and
No
C om puter

Yes

No

95

24

119

Yes

79

358

437

174

382

556

Precision

0.S19

Recall

0.937

Sample 2 GBM
H and
No
C om puter

Yes

No

116

34

150

Yes

66

304

370

182

338

520

Precision

.822

Recall

.899
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PRO term
"GBM term ” AND (Beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot
ro ast O r brisket O r pastram i O r filet mignon O r prim e rib O r sirloin O r rib-eye O r rib
ro ast O r meat) W /P (E coli O r E. coli O r recall O r cholesterol O r bacteria O r cancer O r
h eart disease O r arteries O r tainted O r m ad cow disease O r fat O r disease O r diseased O r
contam inated O r cut back O r reduce) NOT W /PA RA (low-fat O r less fat O r low in fat)

Sample 1 PRO
H and
No
C om puter

Yes

No

440

11

451

Yes

12

93

105

452

104

556

Precision

.886

Recall

.894

Sample 2 PRO
H and
Yes

No
C om puter

No

423

2

436

Yes

12

35

47

483

37

520

Precision

.745

Recafi

.946
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CON term
"GBM term " AND (beef O r ham burger O r cheeseburger O r steak O r red m eat O r pot
roast O r rib roast O r m eat) W /PA RA (lean O r low -fat O r less fat O r safe O r okay O r kill
bacteria O r n o t w orry O r d o n 't w orry O r w asn 't concerned O r not concerned O r not
bothered O r do esn 't bother O r is not bothered O r thoroughly O r w ell-done O r w ell done)

Sample 1 CON
H and
Yes

No
Com puter

No

509

4

513

Yes

9

34

43

518

38

556

Precision

.791

Recall

.895

Sample 2 CON
H and
Yes

No
Com puter

No

530

5

535

Yes

1

20

21

531

25

556

Precision

.952

Recall

.800
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Beefanalysis without 1978 and 1979
Fully-tagged DLR regressions
DLR

M odel R2
(Adj.)

BBeeft-i
(se.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(se.)

BCON
(s.e)

M edia
AR2

DW

(Uiudi.)

USDA Beef
fully-tapped
Beef Consum ption m

.815***

.764***
(.081)

1.09

Log PRO /CON m

.862***
.830***

1.416
(1.02)
2.20
a-33)

-2.85*
ao)

Log GBM m

574***
(.15)
.84***
(.09)

527***
(.105)
.763***
(.083)

-.002
(1.03)
-595
(256)

-259
(.89)*

.06*

2.03

.023

1.15

.065*

15

.001

1.1

USDA Beef

Bartjalisdagged
Beef Consum ption m
Log PRO/CON

.87***

Log GBM

.805***

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10
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DLR far Beef consumption including 2 lags of the endogenous variables to remove all serial
correlation & GBM coverage
DLR

M odel R2

B Beef (s.e.)

<Ad»

BGBM
(s.e.)/

Media
AR2

DW

(Umdj.)

USDA
Beef Consum ption m
Beef Consum ption «

.875***

Log GBM

.870***

1.05*** (.214)
-.245 (.185)

1.037*** (22)
-.634 (136)
-.252 (.189)
m ***p<
^ .001®
nm 8 .p< .10
* p < .05 **P<.01

2.01
.001

1.92
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Chapter 7: Fruit Consumption
Questions used to measure outcome variablesfor Fruit Consumption

MTF Question
How often do you... eat at least some fruit?
1. never
2. seldom
3. sometimes
4. most days
5. nearly every day
6. every day
Coding: Proportion of students who said "every day" counted as % who consumed
fruit daily
BRFSS Question
Not counting juice, how often do you eat fruit?
(opeiv-ended response)
Coding: Proportion of adults who reported eating fruit at least once per day counted
as % who consumed fruit daily
USDA
Fresh fruit consumption includes oranges, tangerines, tangelos, lemons, limes,
grapefruit, apples, apricots, bananas, cherries, cranberries, grapes, kiwifruit, mangos,
peaches, nectarines, pears, pineapples, papayas, plums and prunes, and strawberries.
Consumption includes imports, and discounts exports. Per capita consumption was
obtained by dividing the total consumption by the total US. population. Each fruit is on
its own crop-year basis.
Apple Consumption USDA
Apple consumption data includes fresh apple consumption only. Apple juice, dried Or
frozen apples, Or canned apples are not included. Annual apple consumption data was
available for the crop year, which runs from August to August Hence, 1978 data is from
August 1978 to July 1979.
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Recall and Precision Scoresfor Marijuana Search Terms
Fruit Open Search Term
BODY(fruit O r m elon O r w aterm elon O r apple O r orange O r citrus O r grape O r cherry O r
peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry
O r straw berr! O r plum O r papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr! O r
kiw i O r m ango O r tom ato) AND (dessert O r sip O r drink! O r juice O r drank O r m eal O r
eat! O r edible O r snack O r fed O r ate O r contain! O r consum! O r tast! O r diet! O r heart
disease O r alar O r pesticide O r poison! O r chem ical O r Cholera O r fiber O r flavonoid O r
anti-oxidant O r antioxidant O r cholesterol O r health O r nutrit! O r breakfast of lunch O r
dinner O r try O r cook! O r hungry O r hunger O r concoction O r sam ple O r toast! O r subsist
O r savor O r cancer O r e coli O r E. coli)

Fruit Closed Search Term
BODY(fruit O r m elon O r w aterm elon O r apple O r orange O r citrus O r
grape O r cherry O r peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r
avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry O r straw berr! O r plum O r
papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr! O r kiw i O r
m ango) W /PARA (dessert O r dine! O r d iet O r heart O r alar O r
pesticide O r poison! O r chem ical O r cholera O r "fiber" O r flavonoid O r
antioxidant O r anti-oxidant O r cholesterol O r health! O r nutrit! O r
breakfast O r lunch O r dinner O r try O r cook O r cooked O r hungry O r
hunger O r concoction O r sam ple O r subsist O r savor O r cancer ore e
coli O re . coli))
AND BODY(fruit O r m elon O r waterm elon O r apple O r orange O r
citrus O r grape O r cherry O r peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r
pineapple O r avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry O r straw berr! O r
plum O r papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr!
O r kiw i O r m ango) NOT W /S ((Flavor! O r color O r agent O r "orange
bow l" O r "citrus bow l" O r com puter O r m achine O r county O r
cookbook O r electr! O r softw are! O r juice! O r w orker O r picker O r sip!
O r drink! O r drank! O r toast! O r tree O r plant O r wine) O r CAPS(appIe
O r orange O r citrus O r straw berry O r berry O r cherry O r grape).

Sample 1 CBM
H and
No
C om puter

no
Yes

yes
791

14

804

24

107

131

815

120

935

Precision

0.817

RecaQ

0.892
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Sample 2 GBM
H and
no
C om puter

yes

no

741

11

752

Yes

43

112

155

784

123

907

Precision

0.723

Recall

0.912

Fruit PRO Search Term
AND (fruit O r m elon O r w aterm elon O r apple O r orange O r citrus O r
grape O r cherry O r peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r
avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry O r straw berr! O r plum O r
papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr! O r kiw i O r
m ango) W /PARA (eat m ore O r eat light O r (SINGULAR(good)) O r
increase O r "fiber" O r flavonoid O r antioxidant O r anti-oxidant O r
heart O r cholesterol O r health! O r pyram id O r hit O r los! W eight O r
w eight los! O r dieting O r dieted O r seduc! O r aphrodisiac O r nutrit! O r
recommend! O r prevent! O r vitam in O r m ineral O r dietetic O r ((reduce
O r w ithout) W /PARA chemical O r pesticide O r poison!) O r (cancer
NOT W /PARA chem ical O r pesticide O r poison!) NOT W /PARA
(departm ent O r inspection O r official O r m inistry O r reduce heat O r
liquid O r "m ineral w ater" O r w orker O r "applied nutrition" O r corp O r
price))

Sample 1 PRO
H and
no
C om puter

no
Yes

Precision
Recall

yes
431

5

436

14

30

44

900

35

935

0.682
0.8577
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Sample ? PRO
Hand
no
C om puter

no

Yes

yes
431

5

436

17

34

51

868

39

907

Precision

0.667

Recall

0.872

Fruit CON Search Term
AND (fruit O r m elon O r w aterm elon O r apple O r orange O r citrus O r
grape O r cherry O r peach O r nectarine O r tangerine O r pineapple O r
avocado O r banana O r prune O r berry O r straw berr! O r plum O r
papaya O r cantaloupe O r honeydew O r apricot O r cranberr! O r kiw i Or
mango) W /PARA (w arning O r danger! O r epidem ic O r bacteria O r e
coli O r e. coli O r pesticide O r poison! O r tainted O r alar O r cholera O r
chemical! O r hygien! O r fungicide O r contam inat')

Sample I CON
Hand
no
C om puter

no
Yes

yes
902

5

907

6

22

28

908

27

935

Precision

0.786

Recall

0.815
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Sample 2 CON
H and
no

Computer no
Yes

yes
873

2

875

9

23

32

882

25

907

Precision

0.719

Recall

0.920
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Results of Main Analyses excluding 1977 and 1978
Fully-lagged DLR- Fruit
DLR

M odel R2
(Adjusted)

B F ru its,
(s.e.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

BCON
(s.e)

M edia
AR2

DW

(unadjusted)

USDA
2.04

F ruit Consum ption st

.707***

.863***
(.126)

PRO/CON*.,

.714***

.7542***
(.15)

.033
(.024)

GBM ,.,

.715***

.75***
(.155)

.009
(.007)

-.025
(.018)

.036

2.03

.022

1.84

*p < .05 ** P< .01 ***p<.001 ®p < .1 0

Partially-lagged DLR- fruit
DLR

M odel R2
(Adjusted)

B F ruit si
(s.e.)

BPRO
(s.e.)/
BGBM
(s.e.)

BCON
(s-e)

Media AR2

DW

(unadjusted)

USDA
Fruit Consum ption st

.707***

.863***
(.126)

PRO /CO N

.698***

.859***
(.16)

.0085
(.026)

GBM

.698***

aA y***

-.0064
(.01)

(.178)

204
-.021
(.018)

.023

217

.007

203

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ®p < .1 0
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Fully-laxxed DLR- apples
DLR

M odel Rz
(Adjusted)

B Fruit n
(s.e.)

BPRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

BCON
(s-e)

M edia ARZ

DW

(unadjusted)

USDA
A pple Consum ption m

.09®

367®
(-21)

PRO /CO N m

.29*

GBM m

372**

.058
(•22)
-.07
(•23)

2.11
.037
(.038)
.018**
(.006)

.006
(.017)

.259*

2.02

379**

1.94

M edia ARZ

DW

*p< .05 **P<.01 ***p<.001 ® p< .10

Partially-laxxed DLR-apples

DLR

M odel Rz
(Adjusted)

B Fruit n
(s-e.)

BPRO
(s-e.)/
BGBM
(s-e.)

BCON
(s-e)

(unsdjusted)

USDA
A pple C onsum ption m

.09®

367®
(•21)

PRO/CON

.25

GBM

374**

.043
(382)
-35
(378)

2.11
.043
(.036)
.02**
(.007)

-.002
(.016)

.12

2.45

38**

171

*p < .05 ** P< .01 *** p < .001 ® p < .10
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